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Scientists in the biological sciences need to retrieve information from a variety of data 
collections, traditionally maintained in SQL databases, in order to conduct research. Because current 
assistant tools are designed primarily for business and financial users, scientists have been forced to use 
the notoriously difficult command-line SQL interface, supplied as standard by most database vendors. 
The goal of our research has been to establish the requirements of scientific researchers and develop 
specialized query assistance tools to help them query data collections across the Internet. This thesis 
describes our work in developing HyperSQL, a Web-to-database scripting language, and most 
importantly, Query Designer, a user-oriented tool for designing query interfaces directly on Web 
browsers. 
Current browsers (i.e., Netscape, Internet Explorer) do not easily interoperate with databases 
without extensive "CGI" (Common Gateway Interface) programming. HyperSQL is a scripting 
language that enables database administrators to construct forms-based query interfaces intended for 
end-users who are not proficient with SQL. Query results are formatted as hypertext-clickable links 
which can be used to browse the database for related information, bring up Web pages, or access 
remote search engines. HyperSQL query interfaces are independent of the database computer, making 
it possible to construct different interfaces targeting distinct groups of users. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
"The information provided by an information system is normally used by people whoare not experts in 
computing." [AF88] 
1.1 Query Assistance Tools for Scientists 
Sharing information stored in large-scale scientific databases is critical to the success of 
modern research. A new breed of scientist is emergingscientists who often get their principle data 
from data archives instead of duplicating efforts in the field or laboratory [FJP90a]. Sharing 
information housed in large-scale data collections is (1) vital to expediting research because data does 
not have to be recollected; (2) necessary because resources, facilities, and funding are becoming more 
scarce [NRC94]; and (3) essential to solve complex problems requiring multidisciplinary data from 
remote sources. Databases are not likely to be centrally located, because they are typically maintained 
under the control of scientists who know the limitations of the data [Mas89]. 
In the biological sciences, many large-scale collections are stored in SQL-based (Structured 
Query Language) databases. SQL was adopted as the standard query language in the scientific 
community for several reasons. SQL is an industry standard' [Dat90]. Moreover, it is well-defined and 
has a solid theoretical foundation in set theory. As a result, it has been implemented in a number of 
successful and proven commercial products (i.e., Sybase, Oracle, Informix) that run on high-end 
workstations capable of managing large volumes of data.  Scientists recognize the need for product 
longevity to protect their substantial investment in large-scale databases, and vendor support for SQL 
can be expected well into the future. The expectation of continued support is essential for scientific 
databases because dataalways considered subject to further analysisare retained indefinitely. 
Although SQL is a concise and powerful query language that has many desirable features, 
scientists (that is, non computer experts) have difficulties using the language to extract the information 2 
they need from scientific databases. We have identified four fundamental reasons that explain why it 
is difficult for scientists to query SQL databases. 
First, SQL requires that users must remember too much information. Before  a user can 
formulate queries, he/she must know the names of tables and data items. The user must also know at 
least some of the database's command language (e.g., commands for printing the schema, listing the 
contents of tables). Moreover, the user must determine the logical meanings of data fields, which can 
be frustrating due to cryptic naming conventions and the frequent use of synonyms. Often only an 
uncommented listing of the database schema is available for guidance. These problems grow when the 
database contains a large number of tables and fields. 
Second, SQL is terse, error prone, and unfriendly for scientists or other casual users.  It is easy 
to misspell a keyword or data name, omit a "join" clause, or construct a query that returns unintended 
results [Sme95]. It is unreasonable to expect that every scientist who wishes  to access the database to 
become proficient in SQL programming. 
Further, SQL provides little or no meaningful feedback during the query process. The chances 
of a casual user formulating a query correctly on the first attempt are slim. Since SQL error messages 
are cryptic and generally do not reveal the source of the problem, the user must bear the burden of 
determining what went wrong. 
Finally, the vendors of the most commonly used SQL databases (i.e., Sybase, Oracle, 
Informix) adhere to the SQL standard, they use incompatible tools, programmatic interfaces, and 
command languages. Tools often accept only terse commands in a proprietary format, present 
information in a low-level format, and are unforgiving of mistakes. If the databases  are located at 
remote sites, scientists must learn additional utilities (e.g., telnet, ftp) just to access them. 
Most studies of user/database interaction have focused primarily on business and financial 
users (i.e., inventory, accounting, stock analysis). Little research has been conducted into how 
SQL was adopted as a standard by the International Standards Organization (ISO) [IS087]. 3 
biologists query taxonomic databases and few tools have been constructed to assist them [AWW92, 
FPJ90a, FPJ90b]. 
Scientists have few places to turn for customized tool support; budgets are shrinking, and data 
processing personnel are overburdened and in short supply. As more laboratories make their data 
collections available on the Internet, there is an increased need for mechanism to help scientists locate 
related documents (e.g., recent publications) and data. At a number of biocomputing workshops and 
conferences, scientific researchers have repeatedly expressed the urgency for specialized query 
assistance tools. Scientists want query tools that are not only easy to use, but directly support their 
terminology, how they organize data, and the ways they search for information [HGR95]. 
Meeting the information requirements of modern scientists "smart" tools to improve 
interaction between non-computing experts and databases.  Consequently, the objective of our research 
is the development of query assistance tools to help biologists (e.g., botanists, plant pathologists, 
ornithologists, entomologists) extract information from remote SQL databases across the World Wide 
Web. As a result of our work, we developed two levels of query assistant toolsHyperSQL and 
Query Designerwhich targets different audiences (see Figure 1). HyperSQL is a Web development 
tool that helps database administrators construct friendly Web-based query interfaces for their scientific 
clients. We also developed Query Designer because, ideally, scientists should be able to construct their 
own query interfaces and then use them, without programming or programmer assistance.  It was 
necessary to develop HyperSQL first because Web browsers do not readily interoperate with databases, 
and we needed to establish the features, organization, and methodology for constructing scientifically-
oriented query interfaces. 
HyperSQL is a development tool that makes it possible to build browser-based query 
interfaces on top of remote SQL databases. We developed HyperSQL as a platform for rapidly 
prototyping query interface designs on scientists and testing them with scientists. Thus, it provided a 
means for observing user interactions with remote databases and obtaining feedback on features for 
facilitating scientific search. 4 
Query Designer: A Web-based tool for 
Scientific end- composing query interfaces 
users 
HyperSQL: A language for constructing
 
and prototyping query interfaces
 
Database 
administrator 
SQL 
Relational database 
Figure 1. Query assistance tools and intended audiences 
After studying and working with scientists from the Department of Botany and Plant 
Pathology at Oregon State University, we profiled the characteristics of our user audience, the 
organization of taxonomic databases, and the strategies we observed scientists use in searching 
databases. We also established four fundamental reasons why SQL is difficult for scientists; these 
indicated some of the basic problems our tools needed to overcome. Through further collaborations 
with scientists, we established a basic query interface model that reflects the way scientists think and 
act when querying biological databases. Our model replaces the SQL command line with forms-based 
and hypertext interface elements. Users fill out forms with search criteria to narrow the search and 
click on hyperlinks to browse and explore relationships between entities (i.e., biological organisms, 
collections) in the database. 
For maximum flexibility, our query tools capitalize on the well-accepted Web browsers, (i.e., 
Netscape, Mosaic, Internet Explorer) considered by many to be the "GUI of the 90s." Browsers are 
essential to our work because they are easy for casual users to learn, provide the basic interface 5 
elements required to build query interfaces (hypertext navigation, forms support, multiple data display 
formats), are both computer and location independent, and are available at low cost (usually free). 
Browser-based query interfaces are constructed by inserting a small number of HyperSQL 
descriptors and HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) into text files. A programmable gateway 
automatically generates SQL from user input and acts an intermediary between end-users and SQL 
databases. Although the query interfaces built using HyperSQL are intended for scientists, the 
language itself is not meant for these users.  Rather it allows database administrators (and sophisticated 
end-users), who are used to programming, to rapidly construct query interfaces for their scientific 
clients. Because we could not make any assumptions about the training of those who might use 
HyperSQL, our goal in designing the language was to keep it conceptually simple (i.e., avoiding use of 
computer science terminology, complex data types, unnecessary control structures, etc.). 
Feedback from developers who have used the initial release of HyperSQL has been 
encouraging. Eight query interfaces have been successfully implemented for a variety of databases2: 
Microbial Germplasm Database, Mycological Types Collection, Vascular Plants Types Collection, 
Lichen Land, Lichen Synoptic Key, Johns Hopkins Human Genome Database, FAA Jet Crash Database, 
and the Maize Database. The developers of these interfaces included a research scientist (who doubled 
as a database administrator and collection curator), an undergraduate student in botany, a graduate 
student in industrial engineering, and a microbiologist. None of the developers had any formal training 
in computer science or database administration. 
However, HyperSQL is just the first stage of our project. Our ultimate goal is the design ofa 
"next-generation" query assistant tool so that scientists can construct query interfaces to remote 
databases themselves without programming or reliance on data processing professionals. It is needed 
because individual preferences and terminology often vary dramatically among the diverse group of 
researchers (e.g., agricultural biologists, botanists, entomologists, ornithologists, plant pathologists) 
who access biological databases. A predefined query interface is not likely to satisfy everyone. 
2 See htttp://mgd.orst.edu/hyperSQL for a complete list. 6 
Moreover, the increasing reliance of scientific researchers  on multidisciplinary data from global 
sources, requires specialized software tools for helping scientists locate and connect to prospective 
databases, construct customized query interfaces, and then  use them to support their research activities. 
Our second tool, Query Designer, enables end-users to build forms and hypertext query 
interfaces without understanding database administration, SQL, HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), 
or HyperSQL. It represents a new generation of "smart" tools that utilize the Web browser itself as a 
platform for designing query interfaces. Because designing query interfaces is a conceptually complex 
task, the tool guides the user through the steps automatically performing complex tasks.  The tool 
transparently establishes network connections, logs into remote computers and databases,  retrieves 
and reformats database information in "human readable" form, and automatically composes SQL code, 
HTML, and HyperSQL code. As a result, the end-user can query remote databases using his/her 
favorite Web browser. 
One of the most important features of Query Designer is that the user does not have to 
understand SQL; it is possible to specify queries nonprocedurally by manipulating a graphical 
representation of the database, resembling a universal relation interface. Instead of using a textual 
query language, the user simply marks the desired database fields as query inputs and others as results 
to be returned from the database. From this implicit specification of a query, Query Designer 
automatically generates SQL code using an algorithm we developed that is based  on Ullman's maximal 
objects [MU83, U1182]. The algorithm generates the cross-referencing (joins) between elements using 
metadata describing the organization of the database. 
1.2 Research Goals 
The primary motivation for our work is to explore the development of query assistance tools 
intended specifically for scientists in the biological sciences. The underlying goals ofour research 
have been to 
1. Learn about scientific database users, understand the organization of biological databases, 
and identify the strategies scientists employ for searching them. 7 
2. Design a scripting language for constructing scientifically-oriented	 query interfaces that 
mediate between end-users and remote legacy databases, eliminating the need for users to 
learn SQL. The interface should also be database and platform independent and not 
require any modification to the database. 
3. Propose a graphical query interface construction tool that allows the non computer expert 
to design hisfher own query interfaces to remote relational databases without 
programming, or understanding database administration and database terminology. 
These goals have been met in the development of HyperSQL and Query Designer. 
1.3 Dissertation Organization 
Chapter 2 presents what we have learned about how scientists in the biological sciences query 
taxonomy-based databases. The next chapter examines previous work related to query interfaces and 
toolkits for building query interfaces to relational databases. Chapter 4 describes HyperSQL and 
discusses the experiences and lessons we learned from developing scientific  query interfaces with the 
language. In Chapter 5 we present our work on Query Designer, which enables the user to design their 
own query interfaces on Web browsers. The algorithm used in Query Designer for generating SQL 
from implicit specifications is described next. Chapter 7 describes how we classify and  report user and 
system errors. The final chapter summarizes our work, research contributions, and discusses directions 
for future development. 8 
Chapter 2. How Scientists Use Taxonomic Databases 
Our objective in designing user-oriented assistance tools is to help researchers in the 
biological sciences overcome difficulties related to querying large-scale taxonomic collections. An 
essential step toward that goal is gaining insightfrom the scientists' perspectiveinto the problems 
associated with querying biological collections. Unfortunately, scientific database  users have not been 
well studied. Not much is known in the database community about their experience and background, 
the strategies they employ in searching biological databases, or even how biological databases are 
organized. 
This chapter presents what we have learned about the features scientists need to search 
taxonomic collections. The first section defines the subjects and databases we examined. Section 2 
describes how biological data is collected, managed, and queried, and characterizes the cast of people 
who work with it.  This is followed by a summary of the general organization and properties of 
taxonomic databases. Section 4 explains why scientists rely on SQL databases, revealing several 
sources of user difficulty with SQL. A sample user session illustrates common problems. The last 
section summarizes the shortcomings of database software for scientific use. 
2.1 Scientists and their Databases 
Our subjects were professional biologists, research staff, and students (graduate and 
undergraduate) from the department of Botany and Plant Pathology at Oregon State University. All 
expressed serious difficulties in accessing biological data from SQL databases. Although we received 
suggestions, encouragement, and feedback from a number of sources (e.g. colloquia, conferences, trade 
shows), our primary source of information was obtained through informal interviews and conversations 
with colleagues in our diverse group of domain experts. Furthermore, sharing an office with several of 
the researchers in their department fostered communication and collaboration between us, the 
developers, and our diverse group of colleagues, which consisted of: 9 
a graduate biologist familiar with operating computers and building Web documents; 
biology students, familiar with computers, who enter taxonomic and research data into 
online forms; 
a molecular systematist who is the director of a major herbarium; 
a plant pathologist who maintains a research bacteria collection; 
a research mycologist and taxonomist who specializes in fungi; 
a mycologist who is curator of a major mycological collection; 
a mycologist specializing in the study of non-vascular plants (lichens) who is experienced in 
classification and organization of taxonomic databases; and 
a plant biochemist and microbiologist, self-taught in database programming, who 
administers several major taxonomic database. 
According to the professional scientists we interviewed, they agreed that biologists, as a 
group, have little or no formal training in computer or database technology. Busy with their own 
research, they are generally not willing to invest time learning programming and  query languages. 
Scientists tend to query databases occasionally and reuse a large percentage of queries (several 
biologists we interviewed estimate this figure to be as high as 80%). Most of those who could query 
databases were self-taught and not familiar with standard database terminology (e.g., schema, 
projection, relation). Although many scientists are familiar with the information in the database 
(taxonomic data), they have no mental model of the database organization and have a poor 
understanding of data names. 
Although most of the scientists we interviewed are not computer experts, the fact that they  are 
professional scientists suggest that they possess characteristics not necessarily true of all groups of 
casual computer users.  In particular, scientists are accustomed to thinking procedurally--using the 
principles of scientific inquiry, they prove hypotheses by conducting series of experiments, each 10 
consisting of an ordered collection of sub-problems that must be solved in a specific sequence [WH881. 
Because many biologists already use complex, computer-based laboratory equipment, they are less 
likely to be intimidated by computer technology and more likely to view computers as useful tools. 
In addition to providing workspace and expertise, the Botany and Plant Pathology Department 
at Oregon State University also furnished us access to three major biological databases: the Microbial 
Germplasm Database, the Mycological Types Collection, and the Oregon Vascular Plants Checklist. 
The Oregon State Herbarium houses both the MTC and VPTC databases, which  contain information 
on the distribution of plants and fungi, including endangered species. The Mycological Types 
Collection is a searchable database of 1,032 fungal types, while the VPTC contains data on over 
167,000 vascular plants. MGD is a database of information on more than 400,000 microorganisms 
and genetic constructs and serves as a directory of researcher expertise. 
2.2 People Who Manage Scientific Data 
A number of people with differing roles are involved in managing scientific data. To help us 
identify, focus, and learn more about the specific target audience of our software tools, we decided to 
classify the types of users. In this section we summarize the lifecycle of a taxonomic database and 
classify the roles of the people associated with it: scientists in the field or laboratory who collect the 
data, curators who manage the scientific collection, database personnel who build the collection 
database, and scientists who access the data to solve specific problems (Figure 2). 11 
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hypothesize and 
conduct tests to 
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experimentation) 
Biological 
2. Collection 
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3. Database 
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Figure 2. Lifecycle of biological data 
Scientists classify organisms using experimental techniques; for example, bacteriaare 
classified by gram-positive tests (a common staining procedure used to identify bacteria), response to 
antibiotics and growth medium, cell shape, and flagella location [WH88]. Collection curators, who  are 
also scientists, maintain specimen collections in a physical collection so that colleagues can request 
samples for experimental purposes; for example, the Microbial Germplasm Collection at Oregon State 
University houses a collection of microorganisms in vials stored in freezers. 
Data entry personnel, typically graduate students and research faculty who have domain 
experience, enter into the database the experimental data supplied by the researchers. They are 
responsible for organizing the data into a form expected by the DBMS and for entering data accurately. 
The database structure itself was established by a database administrator who is also responsible for 12 
writing scripts and SQL procedures and maintaining security. The database administrators with whom 
we worked are self-taught biologists with minimal formal training in database management. 
As data consumers, individual scientists search the taxonomic databases to locate organisms 
with specific physical characteristics, to study relationships between organisms,  to review what is 
known about particular organisms, and to locate sources of specimens. 
The user cube [CKS9] in Figure 3 portrays the relationships and roles of the people involved. 
The dimensions of the cube classify people by their level of expertise with computers, databases, 
science, or combinations thereof. Note that there are two types of end-user for the database. Direct 
users are proficient enough to query databases directly, while indirect users depend on colleagues or 
database personnel to help them perform queries. The existence of indirect users reflects the fact that a 
segment of the scientific community does not feel comfortable with current database technology. The 
distinction is important for our work, since these indirect users  are the primary audience for our query 
assistance tools. 
3. scientist 
with computer 
experience  5 scientist/DBA 
2. system 
programmer  5. databas 
administra for 
4. scientist 
(indirect DB user)  6. scientist 
(direct DB user) 
1. new student 
Figure 3. User cube, showing the expertise of people who work with scientific data 
2.2.1 Scientists as Information Providers 
The collection of biological data and specimens is highly subjective, varying according to 
equipment, techniques, goals, and training of individual researchers. Thus, the information recorded in 
scientific databases can vary considerably in level of detail, naming conventions, or classification 13 
techniques. The constantly changing structure of scientific data reflects the dynamic nature of scientific 
classification and is subject to discrepancies related to human judgment. Some organisms have 
undergone taxonomic changes at levels as high as kingdom; for example, blue-green algae, formerly 
thought to be plants, are now considered members of the kingdom Monera (bacteria). 
According to our domain experts, the nature of taxonomic biological data makes it prone to 
classification and naming anomalies. The International Working Group on Taxonomic Databases for 
Plant Sciences identified five categories of naming anomalies made by scientists who supply data to a 
taxonomic data collection [Bis94]: 
Orthographic variations: An orthographic variant is an incorrect spelling of a taxon 
name. This may occur because the original spelling was wrong and has been corrected, or 
because subsequently introduced variants are wrong (the original is correct). 
True synonyms: A true synonym is a full name that is different from the  name which has 
been used elsewhere. Synonyms are introduced into scientific data because of variations 
in naming conventions between disciplines and individualsresearchers sometimes don't 
agree among themselves about organism names. For example, an organism may be 
considered a separate species by one researcher and a sub-species by another. 
Misapplied Names: A misapplied name is a taxon name that has been used incorrectly. 
For example, a researcher may have mistook one organism as other. However, the 
organism's classification history will still contain a link to the name that one time had 
been misapplied. 
Pro Parte Synonyms: A polymorphic taxon is sometimes subsequently split into several 
taxa. The name of the original taxa is then a pro parte synonym of the two or more new 
taxon names, because part of the original group of [organisms] is now in one taxon, part 
in another. 14 
Homonyms: Sometimes different taxonomists give the same name to different 
organisms. 
2.2.2 Scientists as Information Consumers 
Scientists are also the consumers of information stored in taxonomic databases.  They 
primarily use these databases to search collections for organisms meeting certain physical 
characteristics or geographic location, to explore relationships between organisms (i.e., symbiotic 
relationships), to examine what is currently known about particular organisms, or to locate the nearest 
physical collections containing desired specimens. 
Biological databases are likely to be used in different ways, according to the user's discipline 
or research specialty. Ecologists concerned about land overdevelopment might want to know where 
endangered species can be found. Microbiologists studying specific strains of Escherichia Co li that are 
suspected to cause food poisoning may use a taxonomic database to locate the nearest specimen 
repository. A medical researcher might access taxonomic data to identify plant sources for medicinal 
substances. 
2.3 Structure of Taxonomic Databases 
Taxonomic databases contain information about a collection of organisms, grouped according 
to their taxonomic classification. Organism tables in taxonomic databases commonly contain a large 
number of attributes to accommodate all of the variations in detail reported by researchers who collect 
the data.  Because no single organism is likely to contain values for every attribute, database records 
contain a large number of empty (or null) data fields. The presence of a large number of empty data 
fields in query results makes it difficult for users to find pertinent information; current database 
software, oriented for business applications, provide no means for suppressing empty  output, which are 
printed as "NULL" values. 
In general, biological databases are not rigidly organized. The structure is constantly 
evolving; refinements in technique require reassigning organisms to different taxa, while attributes 15 
describing organisms vary between data collectors because of differences  in emphasis, equipment, and 
methodology. Biological databases are primarily composed of textual data and are often large in size. 
Scientific data sets are persistent, meaning that data are always considered subject to further analysis at 
a later time [FJP90b]. Biological databases also contain descriptive and historical information 
identifying content, collection methodology, collector, documentation, and structure [FJP90b]. 
Consequently, they are updated relatively infrequently, and the information contained within them are 
retained indefinitely. 
Moreover, taxonomic databases are not organized according to database principles, but in a 
more ad hoc fashion derived from the nature of the data and the way it is acquired. This  means that the 
structure may not necessarily be normalized. (A database is said to be normalized with all tables are in 
third normal form; that is, there are no data redundancies that can potentially lead to update anomalies 
and cause queries to return inconsistent results.) 
We studied the structure of three major taxonomic databases. All three are maintained under 
Sybase, a multi-user, commercial SQL-based system designed to manage large-scale databases. MTC 
and VPTC contain information on the distribution of plants and fungi, including endangered species; 
the first is a searchable collection of 1,032 fungal types, while VPTC contains data on over 167,000 
vascular plants. MGD is a database of information on more than 400,000 microorganisms  and genetic 
constructs and serves as a directory of researcher expertise. 
The Oregon State University Herbarium houses both the MTC and VPTC databases, which 
share the same underlying organization. Because each of the databases is devoted to a single family of 
organisms, their structure is quite simple (Figure 4). The primary table, called Main, contains the 
basic taxonomic information about organisms (i.e., genus, species, collection data). Other types of 
information (e.g., habitat, collection, citation data) are stored in separate tables, cross-referenced by a 
unique key, Access on#. The following list summarizes the information contained in the tables: 
Main : taxonomic information on the plants and fungi recorded in the database. 16 
Auxi 1 iary : subspecies information; this distinction is stronger than variety. 
Ecology: location (latitude/longitude and township/range/section), habitat, and 
substrate. 
Annotate : the naming history for the species. 
Phyto: a lookup table used for verifying organism classification information during data 
entry; if an element is not found in the table, it indicates that the element name is either 
misspelled or not yet added. 
LoanData : loan information on specimens borrowed by patrons of the Herbarium. 
Types : information for species discovered by the collector; not every species in a 
collection has a types entry. 
MCT and VPTC are relatively simple, since each maintains data on a single type of organism. 
MGD's structure is more complex, since it contains information and relationships for 21 types of 
germplasm (i.e., reproducible genetic elements). The germplasm are cross-referenced to a number of 
collections and to the names of scientists who contributed information and specimens. 
The structure of MGD is more complex because it contains not only information on 7 types of 
organisms, but the how the organisms relate to one another (e.g., host, parasite), which collections they 
belong to, and the people associated with each collection. Similar to the MCT and VPTC databases, 
MGD is organized around a central table, named Organism, that contains basic taxonomic 
information common to all organisms in the collection (e.g., genus, species). Other types of 
information specific to types of organisms are stored in separate tables, cross-referenced by a single 
key, organismKey. The following list summarizes the information contained in the tables: 
Collection: information on the collection in which the specimen is kept 
Address : addresses for collections or individuals. 17 
Person: information on people associated with collections. 
Organism: general specimen characteristics (e.g., genus, species). 
Host : cross-references organisms that are host to other organisms. 
col lec t ion2 organi sm: cross-references collections and organisms. 
Col lec tion2person: cross-references collections and people. 
Organi sm2pers on : cross-references organisms to people. 
Germplasm_type: information on type of germplasm.
 
Bacteria: characteristics specific to bacteria. 
Fungus: characteristics specific to fungi. 
Fast idious_procariote : characteristics specific to a fastidious procariote. 
Higher_plant : characteristics specific to higher-plants. 
Genetic_traits : information on genetic traits. 
Insect : characteristics specific to insects. 
Virus : characteristics specific to viruses. 
Our users complained that the schema listings of database structure provided by Sybase were 
difficult to understand. The information indicating how entities are related was embedded in low-level 
details, and no description of the entities was provided to help the user understand how they  are used. 
Informally, we found that our users preferred a graphical depiction of the database in the form of 
annotated E-R (Entity-Relationship) diagrams [Che76]. The diagrams seem to be easily understood 
and are particularly useful in helping scientific users understand the relationships among tables in 
taxonomic databases (Figure 5). Understanding the structure of the databaseforming  an accurate 
mental modelis important step toward formulating a query. 18 
In E-R diagrams, rectangles represent tables (basic entities), such as people, collections, and 
organisms. Diamond shapes are tables that express relationships between adjoining tables. For 
example in Figure 5, the col lec tion2organism  table reflects that a collection  contain 
organisms  and conversely, organisms  belong to a collection.  Together, the organism 
and host  tables indicate relationships between organisms (e.g., soybean, a higher plant, is host to the 
bacterium Bradyrhizoibium japonicum). However, E-R diagrams are not furnished by the database 
software; instead they must be drawn manually from the database's low-level schema. For large 
complex databases, it is particularly tedious to cross-reference relationships between tables using the 
primary and foreign key information from the schema (see Section 2.3.3). 
Figure 4. Organization of the MTC and VPTC databases 19 
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Figure 5. E-R diagram of the MGD database 
Figure 6 shows the variety of information recorded in the Organism  table from the 
Microbial Germplasm Database. Although most of the data items have meaningful names (i.e., 
genus, species),  some of the names require additional explanation. For example,  geo_loc_iso, 
economical_import,  andgermplasm_type_num may not be immediately obvious to users 
who are not familiar with the database or cannot decipher the abbreviated data names. Database users 
must also be aware that both char ( ) and varchar ( )  refer to textual information that may contain 20 
synonyms and case-sensitive data (for example, in the biological sciences, it is customary to capitalize 
the first letter of the genus). 
Organism Table 
Data Item 
organismKey 
common_name 
kingdom 
phylum 
class 
order 
family 
genus 
species 
subspecies 
biovar 
serovar 
pathovar 
variety 
strain 
isolate 
race 
geo_loc_iso 
coll_site_desc 
isolation_source 
econom_import 
biochemical_data 
serological_data 
reference) 
reference2 
comment 
germplasm_type_num 
Type 
char(40) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
varchar(50) 
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Figure 6. Contents of the MGD Organism table 
2.3.1 Why the Scientific Community has Standardized on SQL 
The scientific community has adopted SQL as the standard query language for large-scale 
biological databases, as evidenced by its use for national repositories such as National Fungus 
Collection, Nature Conservancy Database, Chromosome 12 database, and the Microbial Germplasm 
Database. SQL has a firm theoretical foundation in set theory and is well supported in the commercial 
marketplace. Also, reducing dependence on any particular computer platform or software vendor has 
been a major concern for scientific databases because of their long-term nature. The most common 21 
SQL databases for large-scale databases on the UNIX platform are Sybase and Oracle, which provide 
efficient multi-user access to data. 
2.3.2 Why SQL is Difficult for Casual Users 
Like most textual query languages, SQL's language is somewhat verbose when performing 
repetitive tasks and is not forgiving of errors by novice users. The user must know the syntax plus the 
names of all attributes from the appropriate tables, and must spell everything correctly. Although 
syntax errors are detected by the SQL interpreter, correcting syntactic mistakes is tedious for interactive 
queries. Semantic errors are more serious; they are not flagged by the interpreter and  can produce 
spurious output that may go unrecognized by the user.  Reimers and Chung [RC93] point out that when 
a query contains improper or a disconnected join path, Cartesian products or invalid results can be 
output. 
Smelcer [Sme95] performed an in-depth study of the types of errors committed by SQL users. 
He found that the most common types of semantic errors involve the misuse of the Boolean operators 
AND and OR, or omission of the join clause. The join omission problem is particularly troublesome 
because it occurs frequently in common types of queries. Of the sixteen SQL query types typically 
issued by users, just five types account for over 85% of all queries. With these five queries,  users 
commit seven types of SQL errors. Most of these errors deal with omission errors as well  as 
misspellings and mistakes using synonyms. However, two of them are semantic errors: omission of the 
join clause and mistakes with Boolean operators. 
Interestingly, a GOMS (Goals Operators, Methods, and Selection rules) 1CMN831 analysis of 
query writing attributes the problems associated with joins and Boolean expressions to user memory 
"overload." When the user writes the restriction clause, he/she must remember up to 13 items 
considerably beyond the approximate capacity of human short-term memory, which has been 
established as 5-9 items [Mi156]. 
To avoid memory overload, Smelcer suggests that query writers write the join clause before 
composing the restrictions, even though IBM's SQL training guide teaches query writers to write 22 
restrictions first. Smelcer also suggests that thorough training is probably the bestway to reduce SQL 
coding errors. Alternatively, database administrators can create special views forusers in which the 
join has already been completed, effectively creating a large denormalized table instead of many 
smaller tables. (However, carrying this to the extreme of creating a single "flat table" defeats the 
purpose for using relational databases in the first place.) 
SQL has also been criticized for its restricted interactive environment [JV85]. Users  must 
interact with a command-line interface, typing in a formal query language. Before the user can even 
begin to formulate SQL queries, he/she must collect, filter, and assimilate a great deal of low-level 
information. This includes: 
understanding database command language, which may differ from one vendor to 
another; 
knowing how to retrieve and comprehend the schema, or low-level description of the 
data; 
making sense of the naming conventions used in the database, which may not be 
documented; and 
translating queries from English into SQL code that is terse, error prone, and difficult to 
remember. 
2.3.3 Sample Session Using Interactive SQL 
A sample session reveals the steps a scientific end-user must follow in order to query a 
taxonomic database managed by Sybase. Here we show how to query the Microbial Germplasm 
Database to determine the addresses of any researchers who have the bacterium Escherichia coli (strain 
pss14) in their collections. In each of the steps below, the text in boldface print denotes user input. 
Although users typically invoke interactive SQL (Sybase) on 80 column terminals, the database 
assumes a 133 column teletype-like output format, which causes the text to wrap around. 23 
0 Login to the database, specify the name of the database, and list the user tables. 
isql -Umy_user_id  -Pmy_password
 
1> use mgd_1
 
2> go
 
3> sp_help
 
4> go
 
Name  Owner  Object_type
 
Address  dbo
  user table
 
Bacteria
  dbo  user table
 
Collection  dbo
  user table
 
Collection2organism  dbo
  user table
 
Collection2person  dbo
  user table
 
Fastidious_procaryote  dbo
  user table
 
Fungus  dbo
  user table
 
Gene.:ic_traits
  dbo  user table
 
Germplasm_type  dbo
  user table
 
Higher_plant  dbo
  user table
 
Host  dbo
  user table
 
Insect
  dbo  user table
 
Nema :ode  dbo
  user table
 
Organism  dbo  user table
 
Organism2person
  dbo  user table
 
Person
  dbo  user table
 
Virus  dbo
  user table
 
tmp_address  dbo
  user table
 
tmp_col  dbo
  user table
 
tmp_person  dbo
  user table
 
sysalternates  dbo
  system table
 
syscolumns  dbo  system table
 
sysdepends  dbo
  system table
 
sysgams  dbo
  system table
 
...
 
sysusermessages  dbo
  system table
 
sysusers  dbo  system table
 
proclist  dbo
  stored procedure
 
tablist  dbo  stored procedure
 
(return status = 0)
 
The column labeled "Object_type" indicates whether the named object is a user table, system table, or 
stored procedure. Only the user tables are intended for users; the others are used by database 
administrators. 
Determine the meaning and usage of the user tables. If database documentation is not available, the 
database administrator must be consulted. (See Figure 5 for a sample organizational chart for the MGD 
database.) For our query, the Organism, Organi sm2 Person, Person, and Address  tables 
are required. 
@ List the contents of the Organism  table. 
5> sp_help Organism 
6> go 
Name  Owner  Type 
Organism  dbo  user table 
Data_located_on_segment  When_created 
default  Dec 19 1995  3:12PM 
Column_name 
Nulls Default_name 
Type 
Rule_name 
Length Prec Scale 24 
organismKey  char  40 NULL  NULL 
0 NULL  NULL 
common_name  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
kingdom  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
phylum  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
class  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
org_order  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
family  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
genus  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
species  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
subspecies  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
biovar  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
serovar  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
pathovar  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
variety  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
strain  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
isolate  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
race  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
geo_loc_iso  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
coll_site_descr  text  16 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
isolation_source  varchar  50 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
econom_import  text  16 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
biochemical_data  text  16 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
serological_data  text  16 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
referencel  varchar  250 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
reference2  varchar  250 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
comments  varchar  250 NULL  NULL 
1 NULL  NULL 
germplasm_type_num  char  3 NULL  NULL 
0 NULL  NULL 
index_name  index_description 
index_keys 
OrgariismKeylndex  clustered located on default
 
organismKey
 
(1 row affected)
 
keytype  object  related_object
 
object_keys
 
related_keys
 
foreign  Bacteria  Organism
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 *, *,  * 
* *  * organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 25 
foreign  Collection2organism  Organism
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
foreign  Fastidious_procaryote  Organism
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
foreign  Fungus  Organism
 
organismKey,
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
foreign  Genetic_traits  Organism
 
organismKey, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
organismKey, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
foreign  Genetic_traits  Organism
 
donor_dna_Key,  *,  *,  *,
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
foreign  Host  Organism
 
hostKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
organismKey, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
foreign  Host  Organism
 
organismKey, *,
 
organismKey, *,  *,
 
foreign  Insect  Organism
 
organismKey,  *,  *,
  *,  *,  *
 
* *  * organismKey, *,  *,
 
foreign  Nematode  Organism
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
foreign  Organism  Germplasm_type
 
germplasm_type_num *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
germplasm_type_num, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
primary  Organism  none
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
* *  * *  * *  * *
 
foreign  Organism2person  Organism
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
organismKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
foreign  Virus  Organism
 
organismKey,
 
organismKey,  *,  *,
  * *
 
(return status = 0)
 
Note that  genus, species, and strain  are the data items we want returned from the database.
 
0 List the Organism2person  table to determine which foreign keys are required to complete the
 
query.
 
6> sp_help Organism2person
 
7> go
 
Name  Owner  Type
 
Organism2person  dbo  user table
 
Data_located_on_segment  When_created
 
default  Dec 19 1995  3:12PM
 
Column_name  Type  Length Prec Scale Nulls Default_name
 
Rule_name  Identity
 
organismKey  char  40 NULL  NULL  0 NULL 
NULL  0 
personKey  char  40 NULL  NULL  0 NULL 
NULL  0 
organism_role  varchar  50 NULL  NULL  1 NULL 
NULL  0 
index_name  index_description
 
index_keys
 26 
Organism2personIndex clustered located on default
 
organismKey, personKey
 
(1 row affected)
 
keytype  object  related_object
 
object_keys
 
related_keys
 
foreign  Organism2person  Organism
 
organismKey,  *
 
organismKey, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 *,  *
 
foreign  Organism2person  Person
 
personKey,
 
personKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
(return status = 0)
 
Note that organismKey  is a foreign key for the Organism table and that the personKey is  a 
foreign key for the Person  table. These keys will be used to build join clauses when we formulate the 
SQL query. 
0 List the contents of the Person  table to determine which data items are needed in the query. 
8> sp_help Person
9> go 
Name  Owner  Type
 
Person  dbo
  user table
 
Data_located_on_segment  When_created
 
default  Dec 19 1995  3:12PM
 
Column_name  Type  Length Prec Scale Nulls  Default_name
 
Rule_name  Identity
 
personKey  char  40 NULL  NULL  0  NULL 
NULL 
fullname  varchar  50 NULL  NULL  1  NULL 
NULL  0 
firstname  varchar  50 NULL  NULL  1  NULL 
NULL 
secondname  varchar  50 NULL  NULL  1  NULL 
NULL 
lastname  varchar  50 NULL  NULL  1  NULL 
NULL 
extension  varchar  10 NULL  NULL  1  NULL 
NULL 
title  varchar  50 NULL  NULL  1  NULL 
NULL 
addressKey  char  40 NULL  NULL  0  NULL 
NULL  0 
index_name  index_description
 
index_keys
 
PersonKeyIndex  clustered located on default
 
personKey
 27 
(1 row affected)
 
keytype  object  related_object
 
object_keys
 
related_keys
 
foreign  Collection2person  Person
 
personKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
personKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,
 
foreign  Organism2person  Person
 
personKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
personKey, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
foreign  Person  Address
 
addressKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *  *
 
addressKey, *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
primary  Person  none
 
personKey,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *,  *
 
* *  * * * *  * * 
(return status = 0)
 
Note that the addressKey is a foreign key into the Address table. The data items f irstname,
 
las tname, and title  represent information to be output from the query we will construct.
 
Similarly, from a listing of the Address  table, identify the other data items to be output from the 
query: phone1, address1, address2, address3, c ity, state_or province, country, 
and postal_code. 
(listing omitted) 
O Compose the actual SQL query. 
Using the data items, tables, and keys noted from previous steps, formulate the select, from, and where 
clauses. Use the Sybase function "upper()" to translate all strings to upper case; this conversion is 
necessary to match data items that agree in spelling but differ in case. Specifying the distinct keyword 
on the select clause eliminates duplicate output. 
12> select distinct
 
13> genus, species, strain, firstname, lastname,
 
14> addressl, address2, address3, city,
 
13> state_or_province, country, postal_code, phonel
 
14> from Organism, Organism2person, Person, Address
 
15> where upper(genus) like upper("Escherichia")
 
16> and upper(species) like upper("Coli")
 
17> and upper(strain) like upper("pss14")
 
18> and Organism.organismKey = Organism2person.organismKey
 
(output omitted) 
1337 rows returned
 
Examine the results. 
No errors were reported by Sybase and the query returned results. The excessive number of output 
records was the first clue something was amisswe knew that there should not have been so many 
matches because we are familiar with the database. On closer inspection, we discovered that the 
database simply returned all of the addresses from the Address  table. The output is wrong because 
we had mistakenly omitted the join between the Address  and Person  tables (see the underlined 
clause below). 28 
0 Correct the SQL query and resubmit. 
19> select distinct 
20> genus, species, strain, firstname, lastname, 
21> addressl, address2, address3, city, 
22> state_or_province, country, postal code, phonel
 
23>  from Organism, Organism2person, Person, Address
 
24> where upper(genus) like upper("Escherichia")
 
25> and upper(species) like upper("Coli")
 
26> and upper(strain) like upper("pss14")
 
27> and Organism.organismKey = Organism2person.organismKey
 
28> and Organism2person.personKey = Person.personKey
 
... (output omitted) 
227 rows returned
 
Join-omission is a common user error (see Section 2.3.2). The problem is not reported by SQL because
 
it is an error in semantics, not syntax. The burden is on the user for determining whether the
 query 
results are correct. 
2.4 Shortcomings of Database Software 
In discussions with the subjects, we identified six basic shortcomings of current database 
software for scientific work. First, most database software does not support keyword (or free-text) 
search. SQL databases generally do not provide means of searching across all fields for a list of 
keywords. For example, suppose researchers are looking for everything related to tomatoes. The word 
"tomalo" can occur in many different data fields in a biological database and users would have to 
explicitly specify every one of them to avoid missing data.  In particular, such a search might bring up 
a list of the different varieties of tomatoes, organisms that have a symbiotic relationship with tomato 
plants, boring insects that feed on the fruit, viruses, bacteria, and fungi that cause disease, and 
agricultural researchers who study tomatoes. The search might reveal unexpected relationships. For 
example, the tomato ringspot disease, caused by a virus, can infect Raspberry plants (except the Glen 
May cultivar). Clearly, this type of query is exceptionally difficult in SQLit is not clear which data 
items or tables should be searchedand is likely to miss records. Because keyword search is not 
commonly used in business or commercial databases, it is typically not supported in SQL databases. 
Second, there is no mechanism for suppressing the printing of empty data items in database 
output. Because tables describing organisms are likely to contain many empty attributes, a mechanism 29 
is needed for suppressing empty data items in the output to avoid cluttering the display and making it 
easier for users to recognize pertinent information. 
Third, databases do not provide mechanisms for resolving synonyms, homonyms, 
orthographic variations, and misapplied names. The failure to consider synonyms is likely to cause 
data to be overlooked in queries on taxonomic databases. Biologists Allkin, White, and Winfield 
[AWW92] provide an example in which a scientist is searching  a plant database for the species Acacia 
senegal. They identify two potential problems that might be encountered: 
Relevant data may be missed. Simply using "Acacia senegal" will not retrieve all 
records that refer to these species since there are at least fourteen known synonyms. 
Erroneous data may be retrieved. Records using the name "Acacia senegal" may in 
fact describe another plant species altogether, because the name has been known to have 
been used incorrectly in the literature to refer to plant of the species Acacia galpinii. 
Fourth, users need a more meaningful representation of the database's logical structure and 
contents than the low-level schema provided by databases. Previous studies indicate that when users 
have a realistic model of a computer (database) structure, their efficiency in using the computer 
increases [Bur91]. The fact that biological databases are organized by taxonomic classification 
suggests that E-R diagrams would be more meaningful than a flat listing of tables and data fields. 
Additional written documentationtypically not supplied or maintained by many databasesshould 
be provided by database administrators to help users understand the meaning, intent, and use of 
database tables and data items. 
Fifth, automation for formulating SQL queries is needed because SQL is difficult to learn, 
frustrating to use, and error-prone. Many scientists avoid using databases altogether, relying on third-
parties to help them extract information from relational databases. 
Sixth, scientists need convenient means for locating databases and browsing information 
within them. In scientific inquiry, finding data is critical to the successful outcome of the investigation. 30 
Hypotheses need to be corroborated, or perhaps archived data needs to be explored for possible 
undiscovered properties. It becomes necessary to address such questions as: "What data exists and 
where is it?," "Is the data relevant to my interests?," and "Do useful data items exist?"  This implies 
the need for a rather general browsing capability with two levels of operation. The higher level should 
permit users to browse the Internet for relevant databases. Once a desirable database is identified, 
users should be able to locate data sets, and then scan for items of probable interest. 31 
Chapter 3. Related Work 
Software designers have devised a variety of mediation techniques attempting to bridge the 
semantic gulf between end-users and low-level query languages. This chapter, divided into two 
sections, reviews efforts intended to improve user interaction with relational databases. 
The first section examines previous approaches to reconciling the differences between end-
users and SQL databases and discusses their suitability for scientific users.  First, we establish the 
importance of SQL to scientists and expose aspects of the language that are difficult for casual users. 
Next, we examine the three categories of mediation tools from the literature: intelligent interfaces 
(those that mimic human dialog), natural language translators, and visual query languages. The last 
part summarizes what we have learned about mediation tools and their compatibility for scientific use. 
The second section compares development tools that provide automated assistance in 
constructing query interfaces. The first subsection examines the Fourth Generation Languages (e.g., 
Powerbuilder, SQLWindows) for developing graphical applications to relational databases.  In the 
second subsection, we discuss the importance of the World Wide Web for scientific information 
retrieval and explore different approaches to interfacing Web browsers (e.g., Mosaic, Netscape, 
Internet Explorer) to remote SQL databases. The suitability of the tools for scientific and other casual 
users is addressed, as well as whether support is provided for helping users discover and connect to 
databases on the Internet, explore them, and construct query interfaces. A final subsection summarizes 
what we have learned from the survey of existing work. 
3.1 Mediation Tools for Relational Databases 
Designed at IBM, SQL is a declarative database language consisting of a set of descriptors 
for defining, manipulating, and controlling data in a relational database [Dat87]. In the relational 
model data are perceived as a collection of tables and the query languages which operate on the data 
simply produce new tables from existing ones.  Since its inception in the mid 1970s, SQL has become 
the most universally applied query language, supported by over fifty vendors on a variety of platforms, 32 
ranging from personal computers to supercomputers. SQL was adopted as a standard by the 
International Standards Organization in 1987 [IS087]. 
Like most textual query languages, SQL is somewhat verbose when performing repetitive 
tasks and is not forgiving of errors by novice users. The user must know the syntax plus the names of 
all attributes from the appropriate tables, and must spell everything correctly. Although  syntax errors 
are detected by the SQL interpreter, correcting syntactic mistakes is tedious for interactive queries. 
Semantic errors are more serious, as they are not flagged by the interpreter and can produce spurious 
output that may go unremarked by the user. Reimers and Chung [RC93] point out that when a query 
contains an improper or a disconnected join path, Cartesian products or invalid results can be output. 
Smelcer [Sme95] performed an in-depth study of the types of errors committed by SQL users. 
He found that the sixteen SQL query types issued most frequently, just five types account for over 85% 
of all queries. With these five queries, users commit seven types of SQL errors. Most of the errors are 
omissions, misspellings, and or mistakes using synonyms. Two of them are semantic errors, however: 
omission of the join clause and either misuse of the Boolean operators AND and OR, or omission of the 
join clause. The join omission problem is particularly troublesome because it occurs frequently in 
common types of queries. 
Interestingly, a GOMS (Goals Operators, Methods, and Selection rules) [CMN83] analysis of 
query writing attributes the problems associated with joins and Boolean expressions to user memory 
"overload." When the user writes the restriction clause, he/she must rememberup to thirteen items 
considerably beyond the approximate capacity of human short-term memory, which has been 
established as 5-9 items [Mi156]. 
SQL has also been criticized for its restricted interactive environment [JV85]. Users must 
interact with a command-line interface, typing the syntax of a formal query language. Before the user 
can even begin to formulate SQL queries, he/she must collect, filter, and assimilate a great deal of low-
level information. This includes: 33 
understanding database command language, which may differ from  one vendor to 
another; 
knowing how to retrieve and comprehend the schema, or low-level description of the 
data; 
making sense of the naming conventions used in the database, which  may not be 
documented; and 
translating queries from English into SQL code that is terse, error prone, and difficult to 
remember. 
Noting SQL's difficulty for casual end-users, many researchers have worked to improve user 
interaction with relational databases by layering a mediation layer on top of SQL. The goal of these 
interface layers is to lessen the semantic gap between the casual user and the low-level  query language. 
We classify existing tools into three broad categories: 
(1) Intelligent tools, employing a knowledge base to simulate dialogs with users. A new class 
of cooperating tools known as agents also belong in this category. 
(2) Natural language tools, which map the user's language (typically domain specific) to a 
query language. 
(3) Visual query languages, enabling the user to query a visually represented database using 
direct-manipulation techniques. 
The development of query assistant tools suitable for scientific users fits into the first and third 
categories. Our query interfaces are "smart" in the sense that they provide domain-specific searching 
assistance. They are also "visual" in the sense that they augment the SQL command-line with a forms-
based mediation layer. The remainder of this section surveys the relevant work from each of the three 
categories. 34 
3.1.1 Intelligent Interfaces 
According to Jarke and Vassiliou IJV851, "intelligent" query interfaces address aspects of 
user-database interaction such as the automatic refinement of queries based on feedback, the ability of 
the user to ask questions about the logical structure of the database and use of the query language, the 
capacity of the software to explain query-related errors and understand the context of the interaction, 
and the automatic modification of queries to obtain meaningful results. 
Both RABBIT [Wi184] and GUIDANCE [HGR95] use a technique called "retrieval by 
reformulation." This is based on a psychological theory of long-term memory that holds that when 
people bring something into memory, they first begin with a partial description and then associate 
details with it [Bar32]. The two tools accommodate the theory by initially providing  a partial 
description of an example instance from the database. Users modify this instance and the associated 
descriptors (e.g., required attributes, prohibited attributes) to incrementally arrive at the next iteration 
of the query, each time narrowing the search. At any time during query refinement, users may ask for a 
detailed, human-readable description of the language descriptors. 
Cyccess [GL94] reflects a new style of intelligent tool which employs "smart agents" to 
mediate between users and databases. This experimental tool interprets queries and retrieves 
information from a collection of structured information sources (e.g., databases, spreadsheets) based on 
its "understanding" of the data. The tool shows promise for bridging the gap between data sources 
with different schemas (i.e., textual data, images, videos, sound). Cyccess is able to translate between 
schemas in different formats by enlisting the help of another tool, Cyc IGL941, a natural language 
processing agent employing a knowledge base and an inference engine. 
Other techniques may also be considered "intelligent," although they do not precisely fit 
Jarke's criteria. For example, Reimers and Chung [RC93] employ an algorithm that analyzes the 
metadata description of a database's structure to automatically complete the join paths for incompletely 
specified queries against very large relational databases. As the authors point out, query formulation 35 
becomes increasingly difficult and error prone for larger and more complex databases.  Their scheme 
is beneficial for casual users who may not be familiar with the structure of the target database. 
3.1.2 Natural Language Interfaces 
The idea of natural language query interfaces is to let users interact with databases using a 
natural language such as English VV851. However, the current state of natural language query 
interfaces is far from person-to-person communication; most systems do not understand a sufficient 
range of grammatical constructs.  There has been more success with restricted natural language query 
interfaces, which accept a very narrow set of constructs. For example, Ott shows that Database 
Logical Form, resembling first order predicate calculus, can be easily translated to SQL+ [Ott92]. 
CANDIDE [BGN89] accepts a restricted natural language based on Lexical-Functional 
Grammar. The tool uses a classification-based knowledge representation to model the domain and 
extend the semantics of the relational model. The chief extension is querying by classification, which 
the authors describe as the "process of specifying a query object in the same notation as data objects, 
and then searching for objects that are structurally related to this query object." This model allows 
users to issue queries in terms that are different from the exact terms stored in the database, so long as 
the meaning is similar. Query processing is entirely declarative in natureusers do not specify how 
queries are to be carried out. Therefore, database objects must describe word meaning as well as 
physical data. 
3.1.3 Visual Query Languages 
Most of the work in making databases easier to use has been in the area of visual query 
languages (VQLs), a subclass of visual languages used for interacting with databases. VQLs permit 
users to issue queries using direct-manipulation techniques on visually represented databases. This 
section concentrates on relevant work in layering visual-oriented interfaces on top of SQL-based 
databases. 36 
According to Shu [Shu88], most of the early SQL-based visual query languages extend SQL 
to allow relational queries on image data. Examples of early SQL-based VQLs include: GADS 
(Geodata Analysis and Display System) [MC79], an interactive decision support system that provides 
access to geographic data; ISQL (Image SQL) [AVH86]; IDMS [Tan80]; and PSQL (Pictorial 
Structured Query Language) [RL84], an extension to SQL for retrieving information from a database 
containing images that are associated with searchable attributes representing objects found in the 
images. 
The VQLs examined here can be grouped into three general categories3: example-based query 
interfaces, forms-based query interfaces, and graphical assistant tools. 
3.1.3.1 Example-based query interfaces 
One of the earliest and best known approaches to making querying databases easier for novice 
users is Query-By-Example (QBE), a tool developed at IBM for business users [Z1o77]. Users specify 
example output by making entries directly in so-called relation skeletons (two-dimensional tables 
resembling spreadsheets) instead of writing textual queries. New users can form queries without much 
prior knowledge, and only a few concepts need be learned. The key concept behind example-based 
query interfaces is that the user specifies what needs to be done, not how to do itthis is the 
responsibility of the query tool (Figure 7). 
Thomas and Gould [TG751 show that a non-programmer can compose QBE queries with  as 
little as two or three hours of training. However, it is not conclusive whether QBE offers improved 
user performance over SQL. Results from Yen and Scamell's [YS93] user testing suggest that the 
order in which new users learn QBE and SQL can lead to significant differences in user performance. 
Although QBE's interface is "user friendly" for simple queries, it is cumbersome to retrieve 
data from more than two tables [Shu88, YS93, OW93]. Yen and Scamell's [YS93] study indicates that 
a source of user difficulty with complex queries is knowing when to use the condition box. In 
3 Clearly, some of the tools fit into multiple categories. For example, QBE can be considered both an example-
based interface and a forms-based query interface. 37 
relational calculus queries that involve the universal quantifier, Ozsoyoglu and Wang [OW931 explain 
that QBE is not powerful enough to express queries without saving intermediate relations under a new 
name, then reusing them in the next query by specifying new variables ranging over the intermediate 
relations. 
This exam* shows the QBE specifications for a query against a biological datallase. 
"'Which scientists have E Cdi PSS14 in their collections?"
 
Organism Table
 
genus  species  strain  organismKey
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Conditions 
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Consider the "P.ESCHERICHIA" command in the Organism table. The "P." prefix denotes that the 
data item is to be printed;  the constant "ESCHERICHIA" means that only records whose  genus is 
"ESCHERICHIA" should be returned.  The underlined words (e.g., i) represent variables which are 
assigned the value of the corresponding data item.  Further restrictions can be specified in the 
Conditions box. 
Figure 7. Example of using QBE 
Another example-based query interface is Office-procedures-By-Example (OBE) [Z1o81]. 
OBE is an object-based superset of QBE. It represents an attempt to unify common office applications, 
such as word processing, electronic mail, report writing, graphics, and application development, within 
a QBE-style user interface. The principle contribution of OBE is the extension of QBE's simple two-
dimensional approach to permit users to map information from the database onto a heterogeneous set of 
"objects" (i.e., letters, reports, forms, charts, audio documents). 
Query-by-Pictorial-Example [CF81] and Picquery [JC881 extend the QBE relational data 
model to support images. For conventional queries, these tools operate similarly to other example-
based query languages. Both languages offer additional features that allow users to form relations 38 
based on attributes associated with images. What sets Picquery apart from Query-by-Pictorial Example 
is Picquery's support for image-manipulating operations (shifting, zooming), geometric operations 
(distance calculations, center, slope, intersection of regions), pattern recognition (edge detection, 
nearest neighbors), and means for accepting and printing image data [OW93]. 
3.1.3.2 Forms-based query interfaces 
Because of their widespread use in everyday activities, forms are generally considered the 
most natural interface between users and data [Shu85]. We use forms to apply for employment, file 
income tax, and order merchandise. One of the earliest successes in form-based interfaces is the 
widely accepted computer spreadsheet (e.g., Visicalc, Lotus 1-2-3, Excel). Computer-based  forms also 
have been used successfully as front-ends for databases. The user interact simply fills in blanks and 
pushes buttons to formulate and activate a query. 
FORMANAGER [YHSL84] provides a forms-based interface for designing business-oriented 
applications (e.g., accounts receivable, inventory) that interface to SQL databases. Like QBE,  the 
intent of FORMANAGER is to make it easier for end-users who are not comfortable with query 
languages to interact with relational databases. Unlike QBE, which restricts the display of information 
to a tabular format, FORMANAGER provides more flexibility, allowing data to be displayed 
hierarchically. Forms are specified in two steps: the structural layout is defined in a form schema file 
using a text editor, and form semantics are defined by interactively answering  a series of questions. 
FORMANAGER allows programmers to design forms for retrieving, updating, inserting, deleting, and 
performing computation on values from SQL databases. The tool automatically translates form actions, 
including insert and update operations, into a stream of SQL statements to the underlying relational 
database. Output from the database is automatically reformatted for display. 
Natural Forms Query Language (NFQL) [Emb89] is an experimental form-based database 
front-end intended for the office environment. The end-user describes information processingsuch as 
queries, computation, and update operationsin a non-procedural fashion using forms whose meanings 
are derived from several sources: extended abstract data types, a scheme defined by an E-R (Entity­39 
Relationship) model, and a conceptual model of an ordinary form. From the "weak" specification 
provided by a form, NFQL can interpret semantic meaning and derive its "best scheme." Consequently, 
users are freed from making direct references to attribute names and can update databases without 
much knowledge of database organization and query languages (orquery specifications, in the case of 
QBE). 
Support for forms has been recently added to the widely accepted Web browsers, increasing 
their viability as interfaces to relational databases and other remote application software.  Under 
"Approaches to Building Query Interfaces" we discuss query tools that capitalize on Web browsers. 
3.1.3.3 Graphical Assistant Tools 
This section discusses tools that mediate between users and query languages through 
"friendly" graphical interfaces that avoid direct end-user contact with SQL. Operated by direct-
manipulation, these tools mechanically translate user actions in the interface to sequences of query 
instructions for the underlying database. Layering graphical interfaces over command-based languages 
or tools offers several advantages [Pan92]: ommon typing errors are reduced, the command language 
that must be learned is eliminated, users issue commands by recognition rather than recall, and cryptic 
error messages can be intercepted and translated into terms meaningful to casual users. 
Designed to help programmers construct query interfaces rapidly, Visual Shell [RDC89] 
consists of a set of interface primitives (relation tool, table browser, query editor, graph viewer) that the 
user connects together using a mouse or other pointing device. 
Kaleidoscope [Cha91] is a "cooperative menu-guided" interface intended to increase 
productivity for users who already know SQL. Kaleidoscope provides automated means for examining 
database structure and guiding the user away from semantically inconsistent or irrelevant queries. 
Moreover, the user composes queries by recognition rather than recall, selecting SQL descriptors, 
conditions, and relation names from menus and lists. 40 
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Figure 8. Example query using SeeQL 
Specifically designed for civil engineers, SeeQL [TBD+93] is an X Window System 
application that makes helps the user retrieve, analyze, and visualize data from Oracle (SQL-based) 
databases. The authors' user interface (Figure 8) is based on the concept of a data-flow graph. This 
approach mimics the procedural nature of engineering work, allowing the user to incrementally 
construct sequences of data retrieval and data analysis operations; for example, engineering tasks are 
typically composed of a series of operations such as data smoothing, thresholding, and statistical 
analysis, with each stage operating on the results of the stage immediately before it. Operations are 
represented in SeeQL by a collection of nodes representing relational tables as well as data analysis and 
display components. Source nodes represent modules that retrieve information from the database; 
sinks represent data presentation modules. Modules between sources and sinks perform row selection, 
column selection, or transformation and analysis of database tables (the only data type supported). The 
user simply connects components together to specify a query and how results are to be formatted for 
display. 
Another approach is GopherSQL [Lin94], a software tool designed for users who require 
information from SQL databases, but are not computer experts. The tool layers the conceptually simple 41 
Gopher interface on top of SQL databases. (Gopher is based on a tree metaphor of files and 
directories; it provides basic services such as listing the contents of directories, retrieving files, and 
searching directory entries.) GopherSQL translates Gopher requests into SQLstatements and database 
output is reformatted into a hierarchical format of directories and files. The simple model restricts  the 
range of possible SQL operations that can be performed; another limitation is that excessively large 
directory structures (which might exceed the computer's filesystem capacity) are required to represent 
and navigate large data collections. 
Dynamic queries is an interactive approach to information retrieval proposed by Shneiderman 
[Shn94]. By "dynamic query," Shneiderman refers to interactive  user control of visual query 
parameters that generate a rapid animated visual display of database output. (Note that his definition 
does not refer to SQL queries that are posed interactively instead at compile time.) Using dynamic 
queries, the user "flies" through a graphical representation of the database, rapidly exploring  and 
filtering out information using a combination of sliders, buttons, and other controls.  Database queries 
are generated dynamically as the user manipulates the controls. An advantage of dynamic queries is 
that the interface is easy for casual users to learn; most users already understand how to operate 
graphical controls. A disadvantage of this scheme is that it is difficult to represent disjunction, or the 
combination of sets of attributes. This is a problem in cases where the user must select from multiple 
lists, but the choice of value in each list changes the set of valid selections shown in the  remaining lists. 
Simple cases of disjunction may be represented by allowing multiple ranges to be manipulated using a 
single slider. 
Compared to restricted natural language, forms, and textual interfaces, the dynamic queries 
approach shows promise for improving user performance, error rates, and satisfaction [AWS92, 
WS92]. Williamson and Shneiderman [WS92] conducted a counterbalanced, within-subjects 
comparison of dynamic queries to both a natural language query facility (Q&A from Symantec) and a 
manual search using a 10-page paper listing. The study, conducted on 18 psychology undergraduates, 
found statistically significant speed advantages for dynamic queries, compared to the other approaches, 
as query complexity was increased. 42 
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Figure 9. Front-end for exploring large data sets with dynamic queries [GR94] 
Goldsmith and Roth [GR94] address limitations of the dynamic query model by integrating an 
"aggregate manipulator," supporting disjunctive and limited compound queries using hierarchical 
menus. This mechanism makes it possible to create and decompose aggregates (groupings of data such 
as database records) and view their derived properties. 
Figure 9 shows a dynamic query interface to a real estate application that incorporates an 
aggregate manipulator to filter and display detailed selling information on houses meeting the buyer's 
criteria. 
3.1.4 Summary of Query Interface Tools 
Our search of the literature for scientifically-oriented query tools revealed few tools with that 
focus. Instead, most are intended for business and commercial users. A few tools are intended for 
programmers. 43 
None of the tools provide comprehensive support for the features we identified that biologists 
require in querying taxonomic databases (see Chapter 2).  In this subsection we discuss the 
applicability of GopherSQL and SeeQL to our work. We also discuss the advantages of forms and 
"dynamic queries, " which show promise for constructing query interfaces targeted at scientific users. 
GopherSQL is the only tool designed for casual computer users. However, its directory-
oriented approach is not amenable for large-scale data collections; the excessively large directory 
structures and number of files required to represent large data structures are not desirable in terms of 
navigation and storage requirements. In contrast, SeeQL is the only query interface targeting technical 
users. It was designed to meet the specific data requirements of civil engineers who need to retrieve 
information from SQL databases, analyze results, and display output in representations  meaningful for 
their work. According to the authors of SeeQL, the data flow model provides the  expressive power 
required to specify a variety of complex queries. 
It is not clear whether SeeQL's data flow representationconsidered ideal for engineers who 
are familiar with the model and use it to connect together query and analysis moduleswould be 
accepted by non-engineers, particularly users in the biological sciences.  Unlike civil engineers who 
perform data and statistical analysis of database results, biologists are concerned with matching textual 
attributes and studying relationships between organisms recorded in taxonomically structured 
databases. The full expressive power of SQL is not required; a majority of the queries issued by 
biologists are very similar in structure and use a restricted subset of the language. Numerical data 
analysis is not required because biologists deal primarily with text-based attributes.  In comparison to 
civil engineers, biologists required greater support for navigating and browsing databases. 
For casual computer users, forms are considered the most natural database interface because 
they capitalize on users' exposure to forms in everyday life. Forms-based interfaces are naturally 
suited for entering textual information. 
Shneiderman's "dynamic queries" shows promise as an interface for database exploration. In 
empirical comparisons of restricted natural language, forms-based interfaces, and textual interfaces, 44 
dynamic queries demonstrated improvement in user performance,  error rates, and satisfaction. 
Although Shneiderman's results are appealing, we must point out that most of his user testing was 
conducted on undergraduate students using simple applications (e.g., exploring UNIX directories, 
learning the periodic table). No results are available for applying dynamic queries  to more complicated 
applications such as querying large-scale databases. 
In addition to establishing a basic interface model for querying taxonomic databases, our 
project addresses what kind of environment is needed so scientific end-users can locate relevant 
databases on the Internet, connect to them, and then design query interfaces reflecting individual 
requirements and preferences. Consequently, the next section examines the approaches to constructing 
query interfaces, with emphasis on tools that empower scientists, users who are neither computernor 
database experts, to build query interfaces. 
3.2 Approaches to Building Query interfaces 
Current work on toolkits for constructing query interfaces to SQL databases are divided into 
two categories: Fourth Generation Languages (4GLs) and Web-based toolkits. The first section covers 
the 4GLs for personal computers, namely, object-oriented tools for building graphical interfaces to 
databases. The second section reviews tools for constructing query interfaces to SQL databases. 
3.2.1 Fourth Generation Languages 
The advent of object-oriented 4GL development tools such as Power Builder (Powersoft, 
Corp.), SQLWindows (Gupta), and Visual Age (IBM) have made it easier for database programmers to 
develop graphical applications targeting Microsoft Windows 95 and OS/2 Presentation Manager. 
These assistant tools eliminate the need to use low-level Windows function calls directly;  programmers 
can rapidly  construct attractive application interfaces by interacting directly with the tools. Many 
application components can be assembled rapidly by simply making menu selections, clicking on tool 
palettes and dragging and dropping graphical components (e.g., push buttons, text display boxes) into 45 
place. Once the design is completed, the tool automatically generates source code for the interface, 
which still must be modified to incorporate the body of the application. 
The 4GL tools provide support for building graphical database-oriented applications for PC-
based SQL databases (e.g., SQL Server, Watcom SQL, Oracle). Many of the toolkits supply 
preprogrammed objects which make it easy to incorporate common featuressuch as editors, dialogs, 
database browsersinto the application framework. However, the applications are restricted to PCs 
and can only connect to local databases (via Microsoft's Open Database Connectivity drivers). 
The 4GL tools are not a panacea; programmers must possess a solid foundation in event-
driven and object-oriented programming and must understand SQLas well as the database's 
programmatic interface in order to construct complete applications. Although the tools help 
programmers build the application interface and integrate limited functionality, it is still a formidable 
task for programmers to comprehend and modify the code generated by the tools in order to arrive at a 
fully functional application. We consider the tools unsuitable for scientific users because they require 
extensive programming experience, are restricted to the PC platform, and are not yet capable of 
accessing remote databases across the Web. 
3.2.2 Web-to-database Tools 
The World Wide Web was conceived in France by CERN (a government funded research 
organization for physics research) to provide researchers around the world an easy means of sharing 
information [BLCL+94]. Web browsers such as Netscape, Mosaic, and Internet Explorer make it easy 
for casual users to retrieve documents across the Web: the user simply clicks  on interesting hyperlinks. 
Considered the "GUI of the 90s," Web browsers represent a major breakthrough in information 
dissemination. Commercial use of browser technology is expected to be far-reaching, affecting vital 
areas such as commerce, communications, education, and entertainment [Nat941. 
For our work in designing query assistance tools, browsers offer several decided features. 
They employ a conceptually simple hypertext model that even users with little or no computer training 
can easily learn and use. The browser replaces a number of low-level tools (e.g., telnet, ftp, gopher) 46 
and provides unified means of displaying data in a variety of formats, including text, tables, images, 
sound, and movies. Browsers also furnish the features necessary to create database front-ends: tables 
and forms with text boxes, push buttons, radio lights, pulldown menus, scrolled lists); operation that is 
independent of both location and computer platform; and general availability at low cost. 
Although browsers can retrieve documents across the Web, they  are incapable of accessing 
databases directly. As a workaround, system programmers have written special "helper" applications, 
also known as CGI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts, which help browsers  and databases interact. 
The CGI scripts receive user input from the browser, formulate queries, and transmit a stream 
of commands to the database. Most often, the script and the database  must reside on the same machine, 
which prevents users from using customized interfaces to access remote computers. Query results are 
formatted by the CGI script into HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) [BLC93] for display on the 
browser.  Although the CGI approach is transparent to end-users, programming is complicated by the 
fact that CGI programs are short-lived and stateless, terminating after each database transaction. 
Tool developers have constructed a variety of CGI-based toolkits which help programmers 
construct browser-based interfaces to remote databases. We have classified the toolkits into three 
categories, based on how query interfaces are specified: schema-based tools, interoperability languages, 
and GUI-based environments. These tools are very similar to the 4GLs discussed in the last section, 
except that they are designed to work with Web browsers. 
3.2.2.1 Interoperability languages 
Several toolkit developers use a language approach to interfacing Web browsers to remote 
databases.  Developers construct query files by embedding special directives into HTML (Hypertext 
Markup Language) text files. Since all the languages provide minimal features for building forms and 
generating queries, they differ primarily in number of features, syntax, and programming "friendliness." 
The tools employ a special CGI interpreter to intercept the directives, carry out the corresponding 
database operations, and format database results into HTML. Figure 10 illustrates how this process 
works. 47 
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Step 1.  The Web browser submits the query form to the Web server. 
Step 2. The Web server invokes the specialized CGI  script (commonly written in C or Perl), passing it 
the contents of the form. 
Step 3. The script reads the local procedure file describing how to formulate a query and format the 
results. 
Step 4.  The script passes the query to the database and awaits the results. 
Step 5. The script receives the results from the query.
 
Step 6. The script reads the local procedure file describing how to format the results.
 
Step 7.  The script formats the results into HTML  and sends it to the Web server.
 
Step 8. The Web server sends the results to the Web browser for display.
 
Figure 10. How CGI-based query interfaces work 
The National Center for Supercomputing Applications' GSQL  [Ng95] is one of the first Web-
to-database interface tools; all the other tools discussed here are considered derivatives of this work. 
Using GSQL, developers build forms-based query interfaces using a combination of HTML and GSQL 
commands embedded into "procedure" files. 
The tool introduced the concept of query directives, used by developers to specify how SQL is 
to be generated when query forms are submitted. By avoiding vendor-specific SQL extensions and 
providing a replaceable communications "backend,"  GSQL  can be easily adapted to a variety of SQL 
databases.  GSQL  currently supports Oracle, Sybase, and Interbase, but lacks the ability to access 
remote databases. One restriction of GSQL is the requirement that the software reside on the same 
machine as the database. A second, more serious limitation ofGSQL is its lack of output formatting. 48 
All results are returned as text; no provisions are provided for taking advantage of the browser's 
capability to display graphics, play sounds, or link output to other Web documents. Further, there are 
no means of limiting the volume of database output, or linking database fields to related information in 
the database. 
WDB [Ras94] is similar to GSQL. It allows developers to specify  query interfaces using a set 
of high-level form definition files, each describing a different view of the database. The WDB script, 
written in Perl, uses the definition fields to dynamically generate query forms (where users enter query 
constraints) and format query results.  Definition files permit embedded HTML, as well as calls to Perl 
functions, for additional formatting. WDB also supplies a utility for extracting the database schema 
from the database and automatically creating a template form definition file. Like GSQL, the software 
must reside on the same machine as the database. WDB supports Sybase, Informix, and Mini-SQL (a 
freely available database which implements a subset of SQL). 
WebinTool [Hu95] query interfaces are composed of a web page template and a set of macro 
directives (prefixed by periods), embedded directly into HTML text files. WebinTool offersa number 
of enhancements to GSQL: arithmetic operations, variable translation (i.e., uppercase, lowercase, 
escape, unescape), control directives CIF .ELSEIF .ELSE, .STOP, .ABORT) and file directives for 
reading in a file for display (.READFILE). WebinTool's GSQL-style query directives (.SELECT, 
.FROM, .WHERE, .UNION, .SORT) specify how SQL is to be generated from user input from query 
forms.  References to local and output variables are prefixed with a csh-style '$', while a different 
prefix, "@" is used to dereference input variables. 
Improving on GSQL, WebinTool provides comprehensive support for formatting database 
output. Template directives (.TPLDEF ....ENDTPL) specify how output column variables are to be 
printed (left/right adjusted; maximum length).  Data items in the query results can be linked to related 
information in the database (.ARG LINK). The current version of WebinTool supports INGRES, 
Informix and Mini-SQL, and can support other SQL-based databases by replacing the backend. 
However, it must reside on the machine containing the database software. 49 
Of all the GSQL-style languages, W3-MSQL [Hug95] contains the smallest number of 
descriptors. Programmers must understand UNIX and C-style concepts, however, including file and 
seek operations and how to allocate and free handles.  Unlike most other GSQL-style languages, W3­
MSQL provides an "if' construct included primarily to alter output formatting based on the values of 
data fields returned from the database. W3-MSQL supports Mini-SQL databases and, like the other 
tools, must be executed from the same machine running the database software. 
3.2.2.2 Schema-based tools 
Each of the tools described in this section is driven by programmer-supplied schemas, 
although the meaning of the term is used somewhat differently in each case.  Zelig [VH94a, VH94b] 
uses schema-based specifications to guide forms generation. Here, "schema" refersto a set of 
directives embedded into HTML files (coded as comments). The authors take a novel approach to 
monitoring user behavior in query interfaces. They embed an expert system, written in OPS5, into the 
interface to accumulate statistics on database access and to monitor interface usage patterns. The rule-
based module offers the database administrator advice on modifications to the underlying data 
structures in order to optimize access time and storage requirements. 
The modifications suggested by Zelig concern physical reorganization issues such as sorting 
tables and creating or deleting indexes. Zelig also makes recommendations on organizing the user 
interface; that is, how to make it smaller and more user friendly. Suggestions include changing default 
values to reflect the most commonly accessed data and placing input fields with high  variance 
(variables whose value is most often changed from the default value) first. The level ofaccess to 
certain database operations (i.e., sorting, filtering) should also be ranked according to usage; for 
example, frequently used operations should be made directly accessible, while rarely-used operations 
are relegated to a secondary level of access. 
Another schema-based tool is Genera/Web [Let94]. Using Genera, developers specify query 
interfaces entirely in the tool's proprietary object-oriented schema language by defining and expressing 
relationships between entities, where an entity is a collection of fields from  one or more tables, views, 50 
or other entities, grouped together as a logical set. From the schema, Genera's compiler generates the 
HTML code for the query interface and the corresponding SQL procedures to be invoked by the query 
interface. Fields may contain links to other databases. 
Genera, designed for Sybase databases, eliminates the need for developers to code directly in 
SQL and HTML, but at the expense of having to learn a complex and proprietary schema language. 
For developers who are already proficient with SQL, Genera introduces an unnecessary level of 
abstraction, which can be frustrating when the SQL generated from the schema produces undesired 
results. Although developers can edit the generated SQL stored in the database, Genera automatically 
overwrites all the SQL code any time its compiler is invokedeven when simple cosmetic changes are 
made to the interface. 
A third schema-based tool is the UMASS Information Navigator [Hud95], designed to support 
easy navigation of relational databases. Hudson's tool generates query forms from a meta-data 
"schema," which contains information about the organization of the database. A configuration file 
contains the opening screen information, including the views contained in the meta-database. After the 
user enters search criteria into a form, the tool returns results which in turn can be clicked on to bring 
up more detailed information in the local database, on other Web pages, or from other databases. 
The Information Navigator is ideal for storing an entire Web-based information system. 
Because it generates Web pages dynamically, the Navigator avoids the stale link problem, a major 
source of frustration for Web users. Both Oracle and Basis+ are supported. The system also permits 
users to use the results of relational queries as starting points for searching using full-text retrieval 
engines such as WAIS or INQUERY. 
3.2.2.3 Query Interface Construction Tools 
The tools presented in this section are designed to assist programmers in furnishing Web 
access to ODBC-compliant (Open Database Connectivity) software, including SQL databases and 
spreadsheets, on Windows 95 and NT platforms.  (Similar tools are not yet available on the UNIX 
platform.) 51 
Cold Fusion [A1195] is a CGI-based tool that reads template files to build query interfaces to 
Windows-based databases.  In response to user queries, Cold Fusion creates dynamic HTML pages by 
mixing HTML tags and Database Markup Language (DBML) from the templates. DBML dictates how 
queries are formulated and database results are displayed.  Using query interfaces created with Cold 
Fusion, end-users can both update and query databases by interacting with forms displayed on 
browsers. Cold Fusion provides a number of features targeting financial applications, including special 
formatting of currency, date, and time fields. 
Aspect Software Engineering's dbWeb [Lau95] is a data-driven gateway between ODBC data 
sources and NT-based Web servers implemented as a multithreaded NT service. Formscan be created 
for both updating and retrieving information from databases using dbWeb's  administration tools. The 
tools generate a combination of HTML and special tags (similar to Cold Fusion's DBML), which 
specify the database operations to be performed by the gateway. At runtime, the gateway intercepts 
the tags, performs the specified database operations, and wraps the results in HTML for the browser. 
Database results are formatted as "smartlinks" in the browser, permitting users to navigate and browse 
related information in the database by clicking links. 
Bluestone's Sapphire/Web [B1u95], is a GUI-based programming tool for creating Web-
based database interfaces for the three major SQL databases: Sybase, Oracle, and Informix. Sapphire, 
available for both the X Window System (not yet released) and Windows 95/NT, is similar in operation 
to Powersoft's Power Builder, in that both tools permit the user to build a database interface using direct 
manipulation. The tool generates C/C++ source code which can be modified or customized by the 
interface developer. 
Sapphire provides no direct support for designing HTML-based forms. Developers can create 
HTML forms manually using a text editor or by using HTML authoring tools such as Hot Metal, 
Web Magic, or the Internet assistant built into Microsoft Word. Application objects such as stored 
database procedures, dynamic SQL, functions, executables, and files are dragged and dropped into the 
"Bind Editor," where HTML elements such as text input fields or drop-down menus are bound to 
arguments: Database results are also bound to HTML elements for formatting. Once the interface is 52 
defined, the tool generates C and C++ source code, which can be customized manually by programmers 
to introduce conditional processing or change the default method of populating the data. Although the 
interface does not entirely eliminate programming, it does offer a convenient means of assembling the 
components of CGI-based database interfaces. 
3.2.3 Summary of Query Interface Toolkits 
In this subsection we examined two categories of toolkits for constructing  query interfaces to 
SQL databases: 4GLs and Web-to-database toolkits. Our review of the 4GLs revealed that the tools are 
intended primarily for creating business and financial applications and require at least an intermediate 
level of experience in C/C++ and event-driven programming to build full applications. The 
applications generated by the 4GLs cannot access databases across the Internet. None of the tools are 
platform independent, being restricted to the PC platform (either Microsoft Windows or OS/2). 
Moreover, the tools do not operate on the high-end workstations commonly used by scientists to 
manage their large-scale data collections. 
Second, we examined the approaches to interfacing Web browsers to SQL databases: 
interoperability languages, schema-based tools, and query interface construction tools.  Interoperability 
languages make it possible to build query interfaces to remote SQL databases using the Web browsers. 
This class of tool employs an interpreter inside of a Web gateway that reads special files containing 
specifications for the layout of the query forms, directives for controlling how SQL is generated from 
query forms, and specifications for formatting database output. Although the tools share a similar 
software architecture and provide similar services, there is a wide variation in convenience, 
"friendliness," and degree of automation. In contrast to the interoperability languages, the schema-
based tools provide a higher degree of built-in "intelligence" for helping developers build query 
interfaces. However, all of the tools require programming expertise to build database interfaces. 
When we started our work, only GSQL and Genera existed. Although GSQL demonstrated 
how browsers could interoperate with relational databases, it was limited to simple input forms, lacked 
means for formatting and cross-referencing output to related information, and was unsupported. The 53 
drawback to Genera was having to learn its high-level schema language; the tool  automatically 
generates both the interface and SQL. The high degree of automation also has  a drawback since no 
provisions are made for queries for which the precise SQL is already known; the  programmer must 
unnecessarily translate SQL into schema language. 
Furthermore, most of the subsequently developed tools we have examined do not meet all of 
our users' requirements for publishing pre-existing, large-scale scientific databases, which are 
traditionally found on high-end UNIX workstations. In particular, the tools: 
do not connect to remote databases (must be run on the machine running the database) or 
cannot operate beyond a PC-based local area network; 
do not help users fill out the query forms (e.g., displaying a list of allowed values); 
furnish no means of restricting access to sensitive data (e.g., password protection); 
lack means of cross-referencing database results to related data (i.e., querylinks) to help the 
user visually scan for information of interest. 
Last, we reviewed current work in query interface construction tools, designed  to reduce the 
effort required to construct query interfaces. The tools we reviewed are all targeted at PCsthey do 
not operate on the high-end workstations commonly used by scientists to manage their large-scale data 
collections.  Furthermore, the tools are targeted primarily at business and commercial uses (e.g., 
provide money-mode formatting), cannot be used from remote sites, and do notaccess databases 
across the Web. Finally, the they require extensive programming experience and are not suitable for 
non computer experts. 54 
Chapter 4. HyperSQL: A Language for Building Web-based
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4.1 Motivation 
Accessing information stored in biological databases helps speed research and is essential to solve 
complex problems requiring data from multiple sources. Such databases are not likely to be centrally 
located, because they are typically maintained under the control of individual scientists/collectors who know 
the limitations of the data. 
Many large-scale biological collections are stored in Sybase databases (e.g., Genome Database, 
Microbial Germplasm Database, National Fungus Collection, Nature Conservancy Database). Sybaseis a 
commercial relational database management system that employs SQL (Structured Query  Language). SQL 
was adopted as the standard query language in the scientific community because it is an industry standard, 
is well-defined and has a solid theoretical foundation in set theory, and is implemented in  successful and 
proven commercial products (i.e., Sybase, Oracle, Informix) that run on high-end UNIX workstations 
capable of managing large volumes of data. 
Researchers in the biological sciences have not had an easy time retrieving information stored in 
SQL databases. There are four primary reasons for this difficulty. First, SQL requires that users remember 
too much information about database organization.  Before users can formulate queries, they must 
remember or look up the names of tables and data items, which requires knowledge of the database's 
proprietary command language. Moreover, users must determine the logical meanings of the data items, 
which can be frustrating because of cryptic naming conventions and a proliferation ofsynonyms. Often 
there is little more available than an uncommented listing of the database schema. These problems  are 
exacerbated when tables in the database contain a large number of data categories. 55 
Second, users are forced to use command-line tools (i.e., Sybase isql) intended for database 
administrators. These are based on proprietary command languages'', present information in a low-level 
format, and are unforgiving of mistakes. Furthermore, to access databases at remote sites, scientists must 
learn additional connection utilities (e.g., telnet, ftp). 
Third, SQL itself is terse, error prone, and unfriendly. It is easy to misspell a keyword or data 
name, omit a "join" clause, or worse, construct a query that returns unintended results [Sme95]. We believe 
it is senseless to expect scientistswho have neither the time nor the desire to be experts in computer 
scienceto become proficient in SQL programming and database theory. 
Last, there is a lack of meaningful feedback during the query process [JV85]. The chances of a 
casual user formulating a query correctly on the first attempt are slim. With command-line SQL, the user 
must bear the burden of determining the exact nature of an error. Messages  are cryptic and generally do not 
reveal the source of the problem. 
Since SQL's inception in the 1970s, database vendors have virtually ignored the scientific 
community, instead building support tools for business and financial users (i.e., inventory, accounting, stock 
analysis).  The need for query assistance tools targeting scientific users has been expressed by researchers 
at number of biocomputing workshops and conferences [FJP90b, ZI94]. To fill the need, we worked 
closely with scientists from the Department of Botany and Plant Pathology  to develop HyperSQL. 
HyperSQL is a development tool for constructing Web-basedquery interfaces to SQL databases. 
Our goal is to make it easier for scientists to retrieve information from remote scientific databases using 
common Web browsers (Netscape, Mosaic, Internet Explorer), which lack the capability to interoperate 
directly with SQL databases. Our software makes it possible to layer browser-based query interfaces on top 
of normal SQL. No modifications to either the Web browser or the SQL database  are required. 
With our software, forms and hypertext-based interfaces eliminate direct exposure to SQL and 
low-level database tools. The user queries SQL databases by entering search criteria into forms. No 
4 Although the vendors of the most commonly used SQL databases (i.e., Sybase, Oracle, Informix) adhere to the SQL 
standard, they add vendor-specific programmatic interfaces, and command languages. 56 
knowledge of SQL is required because the interface automatically generates SQL queries fromthe user's 
input. Since the form is largely independent of SQL, it can use discipline-specific (rather thancomputer­
related) terminology. The results of the query are formatted as hypertext, so they can include hyperlinks 
that can be selected to browse the database for related information, bring up other Web pages, or access 
remote search engines. 
For query assistance tools, browsers offer several important features. They employ  a conceptually 
simple hypertext model that even users with little or no computer training can easily learn and use. The 
browser serves to replace a number of low-level tools (i.e., telnet, ftp, gopher); provide unified means of 
displaying data in a variety of formats (i.e., text, tables, images, sound, movies); furnish the features 
necessary to create database front-endstables and forms (i.e., text boxes, push buttons, radio lights, 
pulldown menus, scrolled lists)and operate independently of both location and computer platform. 
Finally, they are available for free or at a low cost. 
4.2 How Query Interfaces are Used 
A HyperSQL query interface is composed of a query menu, query form, results screen, and one 
or more browse screens (Figure 11). The query menu serves as a starting point for users, presenting 
introductory information about the database, and displaying a list of queries, organized by subject. 
Clicking on one of the query selections brings up a query form, where the user supplies search criteria, 
using selection lists, buttons, or text entry fields. HyperSQL automatically prompts the user for a password 
if one is required to gain access to the database. 57 
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Figure 11. Operational model of the HyperSQL query interface 
The user enters search criteria on the query form (Figure 12). He/she  can fill in as much 
information as available, or none at all; by default all text fields are supplied with wild-cards  ("*"), 
meaning "match everything." A row of standard buttons are provided at the bottom of the form. The 
Retrieve button submits the form and returns results. Clear  erases any information entered into the 
form, replacing them with default values. The pulldown menu located next to the Clear  button is used to 
limit the number of results returned from the query; by default output is limited  to 25 lines.  Clicking the 
Keyword Search  button brings up a form that accepts text to be located by searching all data fields. For 
later reuse, forms containing favorite or frequently used sets of values can be saved by selecting "Add to 
Bookmarks" (or equivalent) in the browser. 
HyperSQL query forms supports "query refinement" allowing the user to incrementally fill in 
fields by selecting from "querylists" (lists of allowed values). Querylists are useful when the user does not 
know what the database contains, or simply wants to select from a list of values rather than typing. 8 
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HyperSQL also supports keyword search, making it possible to locate records that contain 
keyword(s) within any data field. This mechanism provides an alternate way to begin; results are presented 
in the same hypertext-style format as results from a database search. Keyword search is particularly useful 
when the information desired is located in unexpected places or embedded in descriptions, notes, or memo 
fields. 
Query results are displayed as a list of "headlines" on the results screen (Figure 13). Headlines 
are single line summaries giving a general identifier for each database record that matched the query 
criteria.  At this point, users may choose to explore one of the headlines (by clicking on it), or may return to 
the query form to revise the search.  (It is always possible to return to the previous screen using the Back 59 
key provided on the browser). All forms and output screens can also be saved or printed using the 
browser's facilities. 
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Figure 13. Example of a results screen 
Clicking on a headline brings up a browse screen with more detailed information (Figure 14). A 
browse screen also provides hyperlinks to access Web documents or other databases and software. In 
addition, HyperSQL introduces a special style of link called "querylink" (marked with a yellow "query" 
icon, as shown in Figure 14), which activates a pre-formulated query that obtains  more information from the 
database. Results from querylinks are displayed on additional browse screens. At the bottom of the 
browse screen is a Web search button that can be clicked to search the World Wide Web for documents 
and databases related to the information displayed on the screen. 60 
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4.3 How Query Interfaces are Constructed 
This section presents an overview of how to build HyperSQL query interfaces. The first 
subsection discusses how query forms are built, followed by a subsection explaining how SQL is generated 
from the query forms. The final subsection describes how output is formatted on results and browse 
screens. 
4.3.1 Building a Query Form 
Query forms are composed of a banner, header, password prompt, form body, standard buttons, 
and a footer; Figure 15 shows where these regions appear in the example query form. The layout of the 
query form is specified in the query file, using "query form" descriptors (see "Query Form" in Appendix 
A). As their names suggest, banner, header, and footer descriptors are used to define what should appear in 61 
predefined decoration areas. Since the decoration descriptors accommodate any HTML text, the 
programmer can include hyperlinks, graphical imagemaps, tables, and formatted text in those areas. 
The banner area is located at the top of the screen. It typically displays a logo or database name 
and is used on all screens in the interface. In contrast, the header (located below the banner)  usually varies 
to reflect the nature of the information on each screen.  If a password is required for the database, 
HyperSQL automatically prompts for the password before bringing up the query form. 
The form body section specifies what prompts and data entry fields should be presented to the user. 
HyperSQL's INPUT descriptor offers a variety of styles, including radio lights (lists of choices controlled 
by diamond-shaped buttons), buttons, pulldown menus, and querylists (scrollable lists that are filled with 
information acquired automatically from the database), as well as simple text entry fields. A row of 
standard buttons automatically appears below the form body. The function of the buttons was described in 
Section 4.2. 
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Figure 15. Layout of a sample query form 62 
The footer area, located at the bottom of the query form, can be used for a variety of purposes: to 
display links to the query menu, or related pages; to identify the author and version of the software; to 
furnish a button for sending feedback to the developer; to display  messages or instructions to the user. We 
ask that developers include a credit lines "Powered by HyperSQL" with a link (on HyperSQL) to the 
HyperSQL website. 
4.3.2 How SQL is Generated 
When the user clicks the Submit button on the query form, the contents of the form are sent to 
the HyperSQL interpreter for processing. HyperSQL first establishes a connection to the remote database, 
using information from the environment section of the query file. (Since connections are short-lived, 
HyperSQL logs into the host computer and database for every query submission.) Depending on options 
specified in the "SQL" section of the query file, HyperSQL can either (a) invoke a specified SQL procedure 
already stored in the database's procedure cache, using a list of values from the query form; or (b) 
dynamically compose SQL code from the user input and the set of query directives specified in the query 
file (See "SQL Generation" in Appendix A). After transmitting the code to the database, HyperSQL awaits 
the results, automatically trapping database and network error codes, which in turn are displayed 
prominently at the top of the screen. For debugging , HyperSQL provides a debugging descriptor which 
can be activated to display all SQL code generated by the HyperSQL interpreter. 
HyperSQL automatically invokes the SQL procedures associated with selected querylinks, passing 
the specified data fields as parameters.  Since querylinks are statically associated with the same set of SQL 
procedures, the code is pre-stored in the database's procedure cache to improve response time. 
4.3.3 Formatting Database Output 
Query results are formatted as hypertext, using "output" descriptors specified in the query file (see 
"Results Section and Browse Sections" in Appendix A). There are two types of output screens: results and 
browse, controlled by separate sections of the query file. A results screen presents a list of single lines, 
5 Developers who use HyperSQL are asked to send a note with the name, Web address, and purpose of their database to 
mgd @mgd. cordley. . ors t . edu so that the site can be added to the HyperSQL Web page. 63 
summarizing the results returned from the database or keyword search engine (Figure 16). Data items in the 
output which cross-reference other information in the database are formatted as querylinks, a special kind of 
hyperlink designed to retrieve related or more detailed information from the database. Browse screens are 
used to display results from querylinks. 
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Figure 16. Layout of a sample results screen 
The same output form descriptors are used for both types of output screen: banner, header, form 
body, and footer. Note that output forms are very similar to query forms, except that the standard buttons 
are different and the form body displays output instead of blanks for entering input. Figures 16 and 17 
show these regions on example output screens. 64 
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4.4 HyperSQL Implementation 
Figure 18 shows the architecture of HyperSQL. The software components ofa HyperSQL query 
interface include the target Sybase database(s), the HyperSQL gateway, an HTTP [NCS94] (Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol) daemon, a set of screens (displayed by the browser), and an end-user, assumed to be a 
scientist or other person who may not be familiar with SQL or the target database. 
The initial version of HyperSQL supports databases using Sybase System 10 [Syb94b], commonly 
used for large-scale scientific databases. Sybase provides multi-database management capabilities and  a 
programmatic interface based on SQL and the Open Client Library [Syb94a], a standard network 
communication protocol. The Open Client architecture makes it possible for the HyperSQL gateway and 
target Sybase databases to reside on different computers across the Internet. However, other database 
vendors have not adopted the interface and we are considering rewriting the communication interface using 
DBI (Database Interface), a freeware effort under development by a number of third-party database 65 
programmers [Bun95]. By taking advantage of DBI we will be able to support other databases, including 
Oracle, Informix, INGRES, mSQL, Empress, C-ISAM, DB2,  Quickbase, and Interbase. 
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Figure 18. HyperSQL architecture 
The core of the HyperSQL software is the special HyperSQL gateway, composed of an interpreter 
and a communications back-end. The interpreter carries out the database operations described in the query 
files, transparently composing SQL queries, issuing RPCs (Remote Procedure Calls) to the remote 
databases, and formatting database results according to query file specifications. The back-end module 
contains interface to the Open Client Library. Other communications drivers, such as Microsoft's ODBC 
(Open Database Connectivity) and Open Link's UDBC (Universal Database Connectivity) [Ope96] can be 
incorporated into the gateway by writing a replacement back-end. 
The number of HyperSQL gateways in operation at a given time is limited only by host computer 
memory, the number of processes running, and the number of users simultaneously logged into the 
database. Each database transaction (submitting a query form or clicking on a querylink) invokes a new 66 
copy of the gateway, which terminates automatically after processing the query results. This style of 
interaction was chosen over maintaining a continuous login session, because it is not clear in a browser-
based interface when a given user-session ends (i.e., interface screens may reside in the browser's cache 
indefinitely). 
An HTTP daemon, available from CERN [BLCL#94] and other sources, processes browsers' 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) requests received on a dedicated machine port (80 hex). The daemon 
automatically calls the gateway when HyperSQL services are required to build a screen or submit a query. 
There is a restriction that the daemon and gateway reside on the same machine, because the daemon invokes 
the gateway as a UNIX child process. The query file must also be accessible to the gateway software. 
When a user chooses to perform a keyword search of the database, HyperSQL establishes a 
connection with the WAIS daemon, which resides on each of the machines maintaining a Sybase database. 
Note that WAIS must be able to access the flat-file version of the database imported from Sybase. WAIS 
returns any matching text records to the gateway, which reformats the results as hypertext. 
4.5 Experience With HyperSQL 
This section presents the results, experiences, feedback, and what we have learned from our work 
with HyperSQL. First, we show how scientists have used HyperSQL to implement query interfaces to three 
taxonomic databases. For each query interface, we explain the nature of the database, provide an example 
of the interface, and discuss the background of the scientists who developed it. Next, we present feedback 
we have received from both the developers and users of HyperSQL query interfaces. We also analyze the 
access statistics collected for the interfaces and demonstrate the extent to which users issue genuine queries 
with the interfaces. Last, we show how we applied what we learned from the access history to the design of 
query forms. 
4.5.1 Applications of HyperSQL 
By early 1996, HyperSQL had been successfully used to build query interfaces for three major 
biological databases: the Microbial Germplasm Database (MGD), Mycological Types Collection (MTC), 67 
and the Vascular Plants Types Collection (VPTC). All three data collections are managed under Sybase 
System 11 in the Department of Botany and Plant Pathology at Oregon State University. 
MGD, the first database brought online using our software [HMNP95], contains searchable 
information describing microbial germplasm maintained in research collections throughout the U.S. The 
query interface for MGD was constructed by a biologist, self-taught in database administration and writing 
shell scripts, with little assistance from us. Figure 19 shows MGD's welcome screen, the starting point for 
database users. The screen contains links to a collection of query forms (i.e., "People & Places," 
"Germplasm"), pages explaining the purpose of the database, newsletters, user tips, and a form for sending 
feedback to the developers. 
Prior to development of the HyperSQL interface, the database administrator of MGD implemented 
a Gopher interface to make the database accessible on the Web. Gopher was later deemed undesirable 
because it required excessive navigation (i.e., successive menu selections) to find information in what was 
already a large database. Further, the Gopher version did not allow the user to search on database fields and 
required an extra copy of the database, stored as a collection of text files arranged in a hierarchical directory 
structure. 68 
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Figure 19. Welcome screen for the MGD database 
HyperSQL was also used to construct a query interface that targeted the Mycological Types 
Collection (MTC) [PHS96]. MTC contains searchable descriptions of fungi type specimens housed in the 
Oregon State University Herbarium. The MTC interface was developed by  a mycologist with some previous 
experience in designing and populating taxonomic databases. Figure 20 shows the welcome  screen for the 
MTC database. 
Prior to development of the HyperSQL query interface, MTC was maintained under Paradox, 
running on a single-user PC in the herbarium. It did not support remote access and required that the user be 
experienced in MS-DOS as well as the query language. To search the MTC collection fora specimen, 
scientists from remote sites had to write or call the herbarium staff. 69 
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The third HyperSQL test interface is the Vascular Plants Types Collection (VPTC) [LHP96]. 
VPTC contains searchable descriptions of vascular plants collections, contained in the Oregon State 
University Herbarium. Prior to development of the HyperSQL interface, as well as moving the data to 
Sybase, the VPTC collection was maintained under Paradox and suffered from the problems described for 
the herbarium database. The HyperSQL query interface was constructed by an undergraduate student in 
botany, experienced in HTML but not in programming. Figure 21 shows the welcome screen from the 
VPTC query interface. 70 
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Figure 21. Welcome screen for the Vascular Plants Types Collection database 
The developers of the MGD, MTC, and VPTC interfaces learned HyperSQL primarily by 
experimentation, occasionally consulting our online manual and language reference guide.  None of them 
had any formal training in computer science or database administration. Instead of working from scratch, 
the developers preferred to start with the query file most closely matching in functionality  to the interface 
they were designing. They constructed their query interfaces in stepwise fashion, making small changes, 
and immediately viewing the results on the browser. After a few weeks, most of the developers were able to 
build complete and functional query interfaces without difficulty. 
4.5.2 Feedback 
Since the MGD, MTC, and VPTC HyperSQL-based interfaces have come online, local 
researchers have abandoned the command-line SQL interface in favor of the query interfaces. Moreover, 71 
we have learned that many scientists and students who either avoided using the command-line tool  or did 
not have previous access to the database host machine, are now able to issue queries directly from any Web 
browser, without assistance from the database administrator or experienced colleagues. 
Electronic feedback received from users of the HyperSQL-based query interfaces has been positive 
and constructive. For example, a staff member with the New York Botanical Gardens commented: 
"I accessed the OSU herbarium pages on Thursday 5 May 1996 and looked at record info 
for Gatroboletus imbellus Trappe. Impressive searching capability and I especially liked the 
capacity to choose fields for my query. Well done! A suggestion(s): A literature citation for type 
specimens would be valuable." 
Most of the feedback sent to us were requests for additional information on the HyperSQL 
software. In over seven months of operation, we have not received any negative feedback relating to the 
usability of the query interfaces. Most of the inquiries we received dealt with the information in the 
database itself. The lack of negative feedback alone is not conclusive that the query model we employ in 
HyperSQL is easy for users to understandwe must also show that users are actually using the interfaces to 
issue genuine queries. In the next section, we discuss what we have learned from analyzing user access 
statistics. 
4.5.3 Analysis of user access 
We obtained information on user access patterns from HyperSQL's logging facility, which 
automatically records information such as the user's IP address, browser and operating system, time and 
date, screen visited, data entered, and the SQL code that was generated. (The informationon user access 
patterns is maintained in strict confidence, for analysis purposes only.) In addition to monitoring  usage, the 
access statistics help database curators in prioritizing data entry and maintenance work and justifying 
support from funding agencies. 
Table 1 shows the combined access statistics for the MGD, MTC, and VPTC query interfaces. 
During the first seven months of 1996, the databases were accessed over 3800 times from 24 countries (our 
own accesses were excluded). The statistics show that the query interfaces are being actively used, in spite 
of the fact that they have not yet been widely announced to the scientific community. Many of the  accesses 72 
from the USA originated from educational institutions, governmental health agencies, or research 
laboratories. 
Table 1. Combined access statistics for the MGD, MTC, and VPTC databases 
Country (Code) 
Austria (AT) 
Jan  Feb 
2 
Mar 
8 
Apr  May  June  July 
11 
Total 
21 
Austrailia (AU)  7  2  1  10 
Brazil (BR)  6  1  7 
Canada (CA)  5  29  28  14  24  100 
Chile (CH)  2  2 
Czech R. (CZ)  1  4  5 
Germany (DE)  2  2  5  6  2  17 
Denmark (DK)  6  1  7 
Finland (FI)  4  1  13  2  4  1  2  27 
France (FR)  4  3  12  19 
Italy (IT)  5  23  6  5  39 
Japan (JP)  6  13  19 
Netherlands (NL)  2  2 
Norway (NO)  1  1 
New Zealand (NZ)  4  4 
Poland (PO)  5  3  8 
Portugal (PT)  4  4 
Russia (RU)  1  1 
Senegal (SG)  2  2 
Spain (ES)  17  5  22 
Sweden (SE)  6  2  4  7  19 
United Kingdom (UK)  3  49  1  53 
USA (ARPA,EDU,MIL,US)  384  908  420  460  653  312  322  3459 
Zaire (ZA)  4  4 
Total  407  972  509  547  709  347  361  3852 
Figure 22 shows the number of queries per visit for the MGD, MTC, and VPTC databases 
(combined). By query we mean either the submission of a query form or the traversing of a querylink from 
the results screen. All accesses performed on a given day by a single user were treated collectively as a 
single visit. The table shows that 70.9% issued more than one query per visit. Furthermore, 41.5% of all 
users issued 4 or more queries per visit. According to several scientists who work with taxonomic 
databases, these statistics are a strong indicator that users are getting results (either positive or negative), 
since they are following them up with additional queries or clicking on querylinks to browse related 
information. 73 
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Figure 22. Number of queries per visit for the MGD, MTC, and VPTC databases (combined) 
An examination of the search criteria entered into HyperSQLquery forms, also saved in the log 
files, reveals that the query interfaces are being used to issue meaningful queries. For instance, we 
discovered a researcher in Brazil who had queried the MGD database looking for information on 
Phytophora, a strain of fungi responsible for potato blight that is highly resistant to pesticides. 
4.5.4 Using access data to guide query interface design 
Besides revealing overall usage, the user access data collected by HyperSQL can be helpful in 
designing query interfaces. For example, we used the data in determining which HTML features to support, 
deciding which type of input mechanism to use, reorganizing the query forms, and helping the database 
administrator prioritize data entry and maintenance work. 
Knowing the capabilities of the browsers commonly used by the user community is also important 
in designing query interfaces. When we started our work on HyperSQL, NCSA Mosaic  was the browser 
most often used to access our site. Mosaic's formatting support is very restrictive (e.g., no centering or 
table layout capabilities). Not until Netscape had overwhelmingly superseded Mosaic then, could we 
"safely" use HTML tables in both HyperSQL and query interfaces designed with it. A summary of the types 74 
of browsers used to access the MGD, MTC, and VPTC query interfaces is shown in Table 2. A likely 
explanation for the increasingly popularity of Netscape Navigator is that it is furnished free of charge to 
educational and governmental usersthe primary users of scientific query interfaces. A small percentage 
of our users employ Lynx (a text-only browser intended for ASCII displays)  or Microsoft's Internet 
Explorer (available for Intel-based PCs only). The "other" category includes America Online's browser and 
a variety of Web spiders and search engines. 
Table 2. MGD, MTC, and VPTC access by type of browser 
Browser  Accesses  % 
Internet Explorer  11  0.3% 
Lynx  39  1.0% 
Mosaic  40  1.0% 
Other  137  3.6% 
Netscape  3604  94.3% 
Total  3820 
The search criteria supplied as input on a query form can be useful in deciding what input 
mechanism (i.e., text field, querylist, scrolledlist, pulldown menu) is most appropriate. On the MGD 
bacterial query form, for example, the input blank for "Genus," was replaced with a querylist of available 
genera because we found users were wasting time searching for organisms that were not yet available in the 
database. In contrast, a scrolled list or pulldown menuthe contents of which are pre-defined, might be 
more appropriate in cases where the list of selections does not change very often. Access history data can 
also be used to determine an input field should be pre-set to a default value; for example, a text input field 
can be pre-set to the most commonly entered value. 
Field access statistics derived from the logs can be useful in simplifying and reorganizingquery 
forms. For example, inputs found to be used frequently might be considered for relocation to a more 
prominent position at the top of the form, while infrequently used fields might be eliminated  or moved to 
less visible locations. The example in Figure 23 shows field access statistics for a query form from the 
MTC database. 75 
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Figure 23. Field usage statistics for the MTC query form 
Although our sample size is relatively small, the statistics reveal that "OSC Accession Number" 
and "Collector's Number" have never been used. A discussion with the interface developer revealed that the 
two inputs were superfluous and should not have been included in the first place. 
Finally, access counts for the query forms, each of which is associated with a database and a 
particular set of elements, can be helpful in prioritizing maintenance work on the database. Table 3 shows 
the form access statistics for each of the query forms from the MGD, MTC, and VPTC databases, showing 
the name of the form, the associated database and query file, and the number of accesses. 76 
Table 3. Form access statistics for MGD, MTC, and VPTC databases 
Foam Mime 
Virus 
Collection 
VPTC 
Fungus 
Bacterium 
MTC 
Database Element 
mgdMrus 
mgd/Collection 
herbtypes/herbtypes 
mgdFungus 
mgcVBacterium 
mycotypes/mycotwes 
Accessesi 
44 
155 
180 
185 
363 
1,938 77 
Chapter 5. Query Designer: A Browser-based Tool for
 
Composing Query Interfaces
 
5.1 Motivation 
While HyperSQL is adequate for building query interfaces, it is intended solely for database 
administrators and other computer professionals. Because it requires familiarity with query languages 
and writing scripts, it is not really suitable for end-users. As more data collections are brought onto the 
Internet, it is reasonable to expect a shortage of programming professionals to build custom query 
interfaces for end-users. Moreover, database users have expressed a desire to edit and construct 
personalized interfaces themselves, without reliance on others. This was the motivation for the second 
part of our research project: to develop a Web-based tool allowing non computer experts to construct 
personalized query interfaces to remote databases. More specifically,  we were concerned with the 
following objectives: 
Support database access by end-users who not only span a wide range of interests and levels 
of expertise, but might employ any of dozens of hardware and software platforms. 
Permit the end-user to compose queries and customize forms without understanding 
scripting language, SQL, or HTML. 
Eliminate the need for prior familiarity with database structure and organization in order to 
design new queries. 
Provide online support for helping the end-user learn about and understand the semantic 
content of the database, in order to facilitate exploration of new data resources. 
Dispense with any special requirements (such as normalized form) for the remote database. 
Have the ubiquitous Web browser itself serve as Query Designer's user interface, allowing 
remote users to design query interfaces independent of the database host computer. 78 
In carrying out the project, we were able to capitalize on what we had learned about forms-
and hypertext-based query interfaces for biological researchers. 
This chapter describes Query Designer and how it is used to build Web-based query interfaces 
using a browser. The first section demonstrates how predesigned  query interfaces are used and how 
they can be customized to suit individual preferences. This is followed by  a description of how to use 
the tool to construct new, personal query forms. The process for registering Sybase databases with 
Query Designer in preparation for composing a query interface is then explained. Final sections discuss 
the design, organization, and implementation of Query Designer and its current status. 
5.2 Using the Query Interface 
The primary entry point into QueryDesigner is the Welcome Screen (Figure 24), which 
displays the Main Menu, allowing the user to recall predesigned query forms, design personal query 
forms, perform query maintenance, register databases with QueryDesigner, or learn more about the 
software. Each operation is described in the subsections that follow. 
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Figure 24. QueryDesigner Welcome Screen 79 
5.3.1 Using a Predesigned Query 
Clicking the first option on the Welcome Screen brings up the Query Menu (Figure 25), 
displaying a pulldown menu of query folders, used to group similar queries together. The user can 
retrieve one of the predesigned query forms from the list. Query forms allow the user to enter search 
criteria and retrieve results from a database without understanding query language. (Operation ofquery 
forms is explained in more detail in Section 4.2.) The user can return to the Welcome Screen by 
clicking on either the BACK to MAIN MENU  button, or the browser's BACK  button (or its 
equivalent). Context-enabled help is available throughout Query Designer by clicking on the HELP 
button. 
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Figure 25. Example of a Query Menu 80 
An example of a pre-designed query form, shown in Figure 26. By default, input blanks in 
the query form are automatically set to the wildcard character ("*"), meaning to retrieve every possible 
value. The Clear Form button resets the form to default values, while the Back to Query 
Menu button returns the user to the Query Menu. Once the user has entered any desired search 
criteria, he/she can press the Retrieve  button to query the database. 
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Figure 26. Example of a pre-designed query form 
After a query has been submitted, database results are retrieved, formatted, and displayed on a 
results screen. Figure 27 shows an example. Immediately before printing the results, QueryDesigner 
displays the number of the distinct records in the database matching the search criteria. Results from 
the database are displayed 25 records at a time; a button at the bottom of the page allows the user to 
view the next 25 records, if more are available. The user can return to the previous results page by 
clicking PREVIOUS PAGE  or using the browser's BACK  key. 81 
Two other buttons at the top of the results screen are available for the advanced user. The first 
button, used for debugging Query Designer's query generation algorithm, displays  trace information. 
Another button allows the user to view the SQL generated by the algorithm. (See Chapter 6 fora 
discussion of the algorithm.) 
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Figure 27. Example of a results screen 
5.3.2 Customizing a Query Form 
Existing query forms can be edited, or deleted if no longer needed, using the Query 
Maintenance Menu (Figure 28). At the top of the screen is a pulldown menu for changing the query 
folder. For each query in the selected folder there is a row in the menu, listing the query name, 
displaying buttons for editing or deletion, and showing when the query was last modified, which 
database account it used, and the address of the computer housing the database.  Clicking on the Edit 
button brings up the query in the Designer Screen, where the user can alter the nature of the query. 82 
(Section 5.4 explains how queries are constructed in the first place.) Clicking on Delete brings up a 
popup asking the user to confirm whether the selected query should be deleted. 
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Figure 28. Query Maintenance Menu 
Choosing to edit the query brings up a customizable query form, as shown in Figure 29. 
Along the left margin of the form is a set of "wand" icons, representing the BANNER, HEADER, 
BODY, and FOOTER regions of the form. Each icon controls customization of a portion of the form's 
presentation and layout. --- --
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Figure 29. Example of a customizable query form 
Figure 30 shows the customization screen which sets display attributes for the BANNER 
region (on both the query form and results screen). The user changes the attributes by interacting with 
a graphical control panel. At the top is an input field that accepts text, including HTML code, to be 
displayed as the banner; "QueryDesigner" is the default value. 
The remaining controls dictate how the banner is to be displayed. Text alignment permits the 
user to change the justification. A second column allows the user to choose from four relative text 
sizes, from "H 1" (largest) to "H4" (smallest). The exact font and size displayed for each selection will 
depend on the font preferences set in the browser. The style and color of the text are selectable. In 
addition, the user may specify that optional horizontal rules be positioned above and/or the text area. 
Background color sets the background for the entire form. 84 
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Figure 30. Example of a BANNER customization screen 
The HEADER and FOOTER customization screens are similar to the BANNER 
customization screen and are not shown here.  Unlike the BANNER region which is shared between 
the query form and the results screen, the HEADER and FOOTER regions are specified independently 
for each screen. Unwanted changes made on a customization screen can be discarded by selecting 
CANCEL CHANGES. Selecting DONE screen accepts the new settings and returns the user to the 
updated form. Additional changes can be made by clicking another "wand" icon. 
The customization screen for the query form BODY permits the user to change the 
presentation of the input areas on the form. "Query form prompt" lets the user specify the prompt 
string; the default is to show the field name from the database. 85 
The user can also rearrange the placement of inputs on the form, using "relative position." 
(By default, the input areas are arranged in a single column, grouped alphabetically by database 
element.) A relative numbering scheme is used, making it possible to group multiple inputs in a row or 
column. Positions are indicated in dotted-decimal form, where the integral part specifies the field's 
relative row, and the fractional part, its relative column. Except for determining position relative to 
other fields, the magnitude of the difference in positions between fields on the same row or column has 
no bearing on the exact physical location (i.e., in the absence of an element "3.0," one listed as "3.1" 
will appear under that specified as "2.0"). A field can be temporarily removed from the query form by 
entering a zero value for its position. When the query form is submitted to the database, this causes the 
field is automatically assigned the wildcard value. 
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Figure 31. Example of the customization screen for the query form BODY 86 
Selecting the "querylist" toggle causes the item to appear as a selectable list of allowed values 
that have been pre-fetched from the database before the form is displayed. Pre-text and post-text allow 
the user to position strings around the result that is returned for a given field. The sort index specifies 
the ordering of database results. A "1" represents the primary key, "2" the secondary key, and so on. 
Maximum length, as its name implies, limits the length of result values.  Italics and bold can be 
specified as well. In addition, a field may be given an initial input value that will appear when the query 
form if first displayed (it still can be edited by the user). 
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Figure 32. Example of a customization screen for the results screen BODY 
The user can also edit the results screen. As for the query form, a set of "wand" icons control 
how database results are displayed. Most of the customization screens (BANNER, HEADER, and 87 
FOO1ER) are the same as those used for the query form. The results BODY screen is different, as 
shown in Figure 32, reflecting the fact that it controls output formatting rather than input layout. 
Relative position specifies the relative location of the output field, in the manner already described 
While an input field requires a prompt, however, database output may not be labeled (this is the 
default). The user can specify text to appear before and after a field's result value, using the "pre-text" 
and "post-text" columns. The text entered here may include HTML codes for additional control of 
color, style, and font. Sort index specifies how the database output is to be ordered. Numbering the 
fields indicates the sort precedence, where "1" represents the primary sort key, "2" a secondary key, 
and so on.  If no sort order is specified for any field, the results will be displayed in the order returned 
from the database. 
Maximum length, as the name implies, imposes a limit on the number of characters returned 
for the field. It is possible to suppress fields returning an empty value (all results are treated as strings), 
along with any pre- or post-text that has been specified.  Finally, the print style of a database field can 
be italicized or made bold by selecting the corresponding toggle. Figure 33 shows the results screen of 
Figure 27 after the BODY has been customized. Query Designer automatically stores the customized 
formats of both query form and results screen for later use. 88 
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5.3 Designing Personal Query Forms 
I 
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This section describes how QueryDesigner's graphical interface is used to create query forms 
from scratch. There are two ways to compose a query, varying by the level of user assistance,. The 
simplest described first, allows the user to build a query by simply selecting database fields, with 
QueryDesigner deriving the navigational (join) path automatically. A more advanced way to compose a 
query, permitting the user to specify the query completely, is described next. Explicit specification 
provides the user with direct control over query composition and is necessary for composing complex 89 
queries that refer to database element multiple times. Finally,  we show how the advanced user can 
examine the SQL generated by Query Designer. 
5.4.1 Scenario 1: Composing a query 
In the first scenario, we demonstrate how to design a simple query using Query Designer's 
graphical interface. Using a graphical representation of the database, the user builds a query by 
selecting fields as inputs or outputs; no understanding of cross-referencing (joins) is required. From the 
user's selections, Query Designer automatically generates the SQL query and an HTML specification of 
the query and results screens, and permits the user to alter their formats. 
The Designer Screen is where the user composes a query. Figure 34 shows an example, 
summarizing the most important features. A pulldown menu at the top allows the user to select a 
database account, against which queries will be issued. If the user is unfamiliar with the  selected 
database, he/she can click on Database Organization (left pane) to bring up a documentation 
window (Figure 35). Note that the query composition mode (left pane) is set to "AUTO," meaning that 
Query Designer will derive the query's navigational path. The user builds a query simply by opening 
database elements and selecting fields as inputs and outputs. 
Database elements and their contents are displayed in the rightmost pane of the Designer 
Screen. Clicking an element (corresponding to a database table), initially collapsed, expands it to 
show a list of the element's fields (its attributes). Clicking the element again collapses it6.  The 
example in Figure 34 shows the MGD database with the Bacteria  element expanded. An index, 
located in the bottom left pane, makes it easy to scroll to any particular element. Elements that have 
already been used in the query are marked with an "X" in the index, as a reminder to the user. 
6 For clarity, this discussion is cast in the user-oriented terminology that appears on the screen. The database 
analogs should be obvious. 90 
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Figure 34. Summary of Designer Screen features 
Figure 35 illustrates the related documentation for the MGD database. The lower part of the 
screen is an E-R diagram of all database elements, indicating what fields serve to link the elements 
together; the numbers alongside links show the relative number of records. In the example, "Collection" 
is connected to "Address", meaning that a field in each collection record provides a link to address 
information. The diagram also shows that the linking field is called "addressKey." The two numbers, 
"1" and "1", indicates that each collection record is linked to a single address record. Similarly, 
"collectionKey" links the collection records to "Collection2person" records; this time, the relationship 
is 1:N, meaning that there will may be multiple "Collection2person" records for each collection 
record. 91 
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Figure 35. Example user documentation for the MGD database 
A sample user scenario will demonstrate the steps for constructing a query. In our example, 
suppose we wish to retrieve a list of all varieties available in a taxonomic database for a particular 
genus and species. In the first step, we must select the appropriate databasethe Microbial 
Germplasm Databasefrom the pulldown menu located at the top of the screen. From graphical and 
textual information on database elements (Figure 35), we determine that the element "Organism" has 
the needed information. 92 
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Figure 36. Designer Screen after composing a query 
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Returning to the Designer Screen (Figure 36), we click the Organism button to bring  up a 
list of all its fields. The first column "input" controls which fields should appear on thequery input 
form. Such fields will be used to specify the search criteria (e.g., that only records corresponding to 
genus Escherichia should be retrieved). For this example, "genus" and "species" will be the input 
fields. The same screen is used to specify which fields will appear on the results screen. Since we seek 
"variety," we select it to appear as output. To provide context, we will also need to see the values 
specified as search criteria (genus and species), so those are selected as well. 93 
Nothing more is needed. Query Designer develops the query form, generates the SQL, and 
builds a results screen, applying its default formatting rules. If we wish to customize the forms (e.g., 
requesting a list of valid genera), we use the mechanisms described previously. 
5.4.2 Scenario 2: Query with explicit cross-referencing (Advanced) 
Not all queries can be expressed simply by selecting fields and letting Query Designer derive 
the navigational path between database elements. Specifically, a query that uses an element more than 
once must be explicitly defined by the user. The problem is that using an element multiple times, 
increases the number of valid, but semantically different queries that can be formedthere is no 
practical way for our query generation algorithm to determine which interpretation was intended by the 
user (see Chapter 6 ). Instead of generating all possible combinations (there might be many) and 
letting the user choose one, Query Designer assists the user in specifying the cross-referencing  between 
database elements, letting him/her choose from lists of allowed connections previously definedby the 
database administrator. 
To build a query explicitly, the user selects "manual cross-referencing" on the Designer 
Screen. This mode, which permits the user to replicate database elements, supplies an additional 
column for connecting the elements. A connection may be used only once and the opposite end of a 
chosen connection is selected automatically. To prevent the user from inadvertently composing queries 
with incomplete cross-referencing, Query Designer automatically warns the user, at the end of query 
composition, of any elements that are unconnected. Although a query with unconnected elements will 
produce a syntactically correct query, it most likely represents an inadvertent semantic  error. 
The remainder of this subsection demonstrates how to compose a query with explicit cross-
referencing. As an example, we query a taxonomic database to list all organisms that have a pathogenic 
relationship to any other organism. That is, we want to be able to specify a host and retrieve data  on its 
pathogens, or specify a pathogen and retrieve the hosts it affects, or some combination of the two. In 
addition to showing how to build the query, our example demonstrates how to customize both the query 
form and the results screen. 94 
To learn more about the database, we first examine the database's organizational screen 
(Figure 35). We determine that our query requires two different copies of the "Organism"element 
one for the host organism and one for the pathogenplus a "Host" element to specify the relationship 
between them, as shown in Figure 37. The first copy of "Organism" will  use the "Host Key" link 
(representing the serves-as-host relationship), while the other copy will use the "Organism Key" 
(representing the is-pathogen-of relationship). 
Organism A  Organism B 
(host)  (pathogen) 
Hos Key  Organism Key 
Figure 37. Representation of host-pathogen relationship using database elements 
By default, QueryDesigner displays just one copy of each element in the database. To 
construct a query that requires more than one copy of an element, we must select QueryDesigner's 
manual mode, as shown in Figure 38. The screen associated with this mode provides a CLONE button 
that allows the user to make additional copies as needed. To resolve ambiguities, the fields in each 
copy are distinguished with an alphabetic prefix ("A" for the first element, "B" for the second, and so 
on). 
In manual mode, connections between elements must be specified explicitly, using the  cross-
referencing column. Only valid combinations of elementsas defined by the database administrator 
can be connected together. For convenience, selecting one end of a link automatically causes the other 
end (in the adjoining element) to be selected. 95 
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Figure 38. Designer Screen after selecting "manual cross-referencing" 
For our query, we make an extra copy of the "Organism" element so that we can represent the 
host and pathogen. As shown in Figure 39, this replicates all fields. Now we select which fields are to 
appear on the query form and results screen, by choosing the "input" and "output" entries. In our 
example, we select "Genus" and "Species" from both copies as inputs, because we want to be able to 
search on the basis of either the host or pathogen organisms. Similarly, we select both fields  as outputs 
so that both parties to the relationship will appear in the results. 
Last, we specify the connections between the elements. As described previously, our query 
requires that both copies of the "Organism" element (host and pathogen) be connected to the "Host" 
element. In the host organism ("A"), we select "HostKey" (representing the serves-as-host 
relationship) and in the pathogen organism ("B"), we select "OrganismKey" (representing the is­96 
pathogenic-of relationship). Figure 40 shows the resulting screen. At this point, the query has been 
specified completely and we click BUILD QUERY to generate the query form. 
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Figure 39. Designer Screen showing selections in the replicated "Organism" element 
Figure 41 shows the query form generated automatically by Query Designer from the initial 
specification. Organized using a default layout, the fields we selected as input are displayed in a single 
column, labeled by their respective field names from the database. At this point,  we can either enter 
search criteria into the form and issue a query to test its usefulness, or click on one of the "wand" icons 
to customize a part of the form. 97 
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Figure 40. Designer Screen showing cross-referencing between the "Organism and "Host" elements 
Suppose we elect to edit the query form body in order to rearrange the input fields anduse 
more descriptive prompts. Clicking on the "wand" icon in the body region brings up the customization 
screen, shown in Figure 41. We change the prompts for the two sets of "Genus" and "Species" inputs, 
in order to help the end-user distinguish between the fields associated with the host and pathogen 
organisms, respectively. 98 
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Figure 41. Default query form generated by QueryDesigner 
In our example, we want to separate the host and pathogen fields onto different rows. We 
assigned "10.1" and "10.2," respectively, to the relative positions for the "Host Genus" and  "Host 
Species" to place them on the same row. Similarly, we assign "20.1" and "20.2" to the relative 
positions for the "Pathogen Genus" and "Pathogen Species" fields. The settings place the host fields 
on the first row, with the pathogen fields underneath. Finally, we demonstrate how to pre-set the value 
of one of the input fields, to a constant value. Setting the "Host Species" field to "Agrobacterium" will 
cause the input blank for the field to be automatically initialized to the specified value (the end-user 
will still be able to edit it) when the query form is displayed. 99 
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Figure 42. Example showing the customization screen for the query form BODY 
After editing the body (and changing the background color to white on the BANNER 
customization screen), we can view the final version of our query form, as shown in Figure 43. Note 
that the form shows the "Host Species" field pre-initialized to the value "Agrobacterium," as set in the 
last step. At this point, we may go ahead and apply the form to query the database, or continue revising 
it. 100 
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Figure 43. Example query form after user customization 
5.4.3 Registering a Database with QueryDesigner 
Before a query interface can be built, the database must be registered with QueryDesigner. 
The Database Registry Menu, accessed from the Welcome Screen, allows the user to edit or delete 
the information for an existing database, or register a new database, regardless of whether it is co­
located on the same machine as QueryDesigner or must be accessed across the network. Figure 44 
shows how this screen presents query account information. For each registered database, information is 
recorded on the account name (user-defined), the database's host computer, and the login account to be 
used for database access. 101 
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Figure 45 shows how this database account information is edited. When the account already 
exists, all previous values are recalled automatically. (The form for registering a new database is the 
same, except that the fields are empty.) All values on the account form are required and must be 
entered before a query interface can be specified. Furthermore, QueryDesigner will attempt to validate 
the information by connecting to the database, before allowing the user to proceed. Otherwise,  an 
appropriate warning message is issued if QueryDesigner cannot reach the database. 102 
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To help prospective users locate databases compatible with QueryDesigner, database 
administrators are encouraged to publish a special "locator" card on the Web, providing information 
about the contents of the database and how to access it. Then, using a Web search engine (i.e., Lycos, 
Yahoo, Alta Vista) the user can find compatible databases by searching for the string "DATABASE 
CATALOG CARD." Information retrieved from the card can be copied directly into the account 
information form, in order to register the database with QueryDesigner. Below is a sample locator 
card, from the MGD database: 
DATABASE CATALOG CARD
 
DATABASE NAME=  Microbial Germplasm Database
 
DESCRIPTION=  Collection of microbial germplasm
 
CURATOR=  Joe Hanus
 
EMAIL=  mgd@mgd.cordley.orst.edu
 
WEB ADDRESS=  www.mgd.cordley.orst.edu
 
DATABASE SOFTWARE=  Sybase
 
VERSION NUMBER=  10
 
MACHINE ADDRESS=  mgd.cordley.orst.edu
 
ACCESS=  PUBLIC
 
LOGIN=  mgduser
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5.4 Software Design, Organization, and Implementation 
Since many of our collaborators were not computer experts and were not familiar with the 
concept of an interface builder, it was important for us to find a common frame of reference to plan the 
project [Har93, Ber93, BH95]. We decided to design Query Designer using a technique known as 
evolutionary prototyping [PRS+95]. This iterative approach was helpful in eliciting user requirements, 
brainstorming, experimenting with presentation styles, conducting user testing, and gathering feedback 
on proposed features. 
As we designed Query Designer, we were concerned with structuring the interface to make 
information and features easy to find, while minimizing the possibility of the user getting lost. Research 
on menu organization suggests minimizing the depth of an application's navigational structure and 
limiting the number of items per menu to approximately seven levels, [Kig84, PSS85] the known 
capacity of human information processing [Mi156]. 
In our design, we restricted menu depth to three levels and grouped similar operations 
together. None of the menus has more than five items each. The overall navigational organization of 
Query Designer is shown in Figure 46. Node represent screens, the edges represent user selections. 
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Figure 46. Organization of QueryDesigner's user interface 104 
Using a Web browser as the application interface presented us with several programming 
challenges. For example, the stateless and short-lived nature of CGI (Common  Gateway Interface) 
programming required that we devise a technique for carrying program state forward. To accomplish 
this, we embedded program state in the form of hidden variables inside of the HTML forms. 
5.5 Current Status 
Feedback from the prospective users who participated in the design of QueryDesigner has 
been positive. Scientists have been able to use the tool, with minimal training,  to construct 
personalized query interfaces to several local databases. Query Designer has also been used 
successfully in duplicating the query forms for the MGD, MTC, and VPTC databases that were 
originally designed using HyperSQL. 
Most of our initial testing consisted of a suite of queries, varying in complexity and structure. 
These were designed to exercise both the query composition capabilities of the Designer Screen and the 
correctness of the SQL generated by the tool. A description of the SQL generation algorithm and  our 
testing strategy is discussed in Chapter 6. 105 
Chapter 6. Generation of SQL from Implicit Specifications 
One of the features of Query Designer is that the user, shielded from direct exposure to SQL 
syntax, can compose a query against a relational database simply by marking database fields as inputs 
and outputs. Optionally, the user can explicitly specify the paths between database elements or leave it 
to Query Designer to automatically complete them automatically. A query without explicit cross-
referencing is said to be implicitly specified. This chapter describes our algorithm for completing  the 
cross-referencing and generating SQL from implicitly specified queries. 
The first section presents background material and related work. Section 2 outlines the 
algorithm, discusses its limitations, and defines the algorithm's metadata requirements. In the third 
section, we demonstrate how the algorithm works, using a set of examples. The last section discusses 
the implementation and performance of the algorithm. 
6.1 Related Work 
The goal of the universal relation interface, an early approach to querying relational databases, 
was to enable the end-user to frame queries in terms of database attributes alone, without specifying 
relations or connections between relations [CK76]. In a universal relation interface, the fields from 
each database element are presented together as a single element. Queries are composed by selecting 
database fields from the element as inputs and outputs. A drawback of this approach is that the 
number of fields can grow excessively large as the number of tables increases. Further, queries 
requiring the use of a database element multiple times, in a self-join for example, cannot be easily 
expressed. Even if an element could be represented multiple times in the interface, each of the fields 
from the repeated elements would have to be given distinct names. 
The literature presents a number of algorithms for generating SQL from the universal relation 
interface. Osborn [Osb79] demonstrates an exponential time algorithm that finds all possible answers 
to a query by exhaustively exploring all navigational paths between the database elements selected by 
the user in the universal relation. The primary drawback of his approach is that it unnecessarily 106 
searches paths that are valid to the database, but have no semantic meaning or are known not to return 
results. Ullman's [MU83, U1182] "maximal objects" approach is more practical in that it avoids the 
exhaustive search. The search is guided by metadata, set up in advance by the database administrator 
who is familiar with the data and how it is used, defining an set of feasible, acyclic navigational paths 
used to interpret the universal relation query. 
The metadata consist of functional and multivalued dependences, used to identify a set of 
contexts called maximal objects. Each of the maximal objects is a set of objects (database elements) 
that represent meaningful navigation paths in the database join-path graph. Valid join paths not 
included in the metadata are excluded from consideration. The maximal object approach also 
represents a solution to the ambiguity problem that arises in universal relation queries on a database 
whose underlying structure is cyclic; multiple paths between database elements  correspond to different 
interpretations. 
D'Atri, Moscarini, and Spyratos [DMS83] have noted that in the absence ofconstraints (i.e., 
maximal objects that contain the selected database elements) the maximal object approach may not 
produce an answer at all.  They propose the addition of "minimal objects," a partitioning of the 
maximal objects into equivalence classes. Their software presents the  user with a selection of 
prospective maximal objects and uses the minimal objects, for economy of computation, to compute the 
query results. 
Reimers and Chung [RC93] utilize Ullman's maximal object algorithm to automatically 
complete missing WHERE clauses in SQL queries. Citing studies which reveal user difficulties in 
properly composing SQL join clauses, the authors present an algorithm which automatically constructs 
the joins. However, their algorithm may omit answers because it arbitrarily selects a single maximal 
object when several candidates are available. D'Atri, Moscarini, and Spyratos [DMS83] avoid the 
problem of answer omission by permitting the user to choose from a list of candidate maximal objects 
when more than one is under consideration. 107 
6.2 Our SQL- Generation Algorithm
 
Our goal in Query Designer was to retain the logical grouping of fields by element and permit 
the user to simply select fields, as in the universal relation interface, to compose a query. Since not all 
queries can be specified by implicit cross-referencing, our interface allows the user express cross-
referencing by choosing from lists of allowed connections. Generating SQL from explicitly-specified 
queries is relatively straightforward and will not be discussed further.  Instead, we will present our 
algorithm for automatically deriving the navigational path between database elements and producing 
SQL. 
Based on Ullman's maximal objects, our scheme considers every relational element in the 
database to be an object. A maximal object, then, is a set of objects thatcan be traversed in answering 
a query. Adopted from [12.C93], we allow maximal objects to include other maximal objects, thereby 
reducing the effort required to build and maintain the metadata tables for large or complex databases. 
A restriction is that each object in the database must belong to at least one maximal object and no 
cyclic join path is allowed between objects in a maximal object. Furthermore,  our query generation 
algorithm requires that the database administrator define a metadata description of the database (See 
Section 6.3). 
The algorithm considers all "candidate" maximal objects containing the database elements 
selected by the user. For economy of computation, only candidates not containing other candidates  are 
considered. If a single candidate remains, it is used to answer the query. Queries that produce more 
than one candidate are ambiguous and the correct way to answer the query is to take the union of the 
results returned from each of the candidates. 
For increased flexibility, we incorporate a priority scheme for resolving ambiguous queries. It 
uses pre-assigned ranks for each of the maximal objects. The ranks are assigned by the database 
administrator who is familiar with the data and user search patterns. Only the highest ranked candidate 
is selected in answering a query; again, in the case of ties, the union of the results generated from each 
of the candidate maximal objects is returned. With the priority rankings, paths can be deliberately 108 
excluded by assigning a lower rank to the appropriate maximal object (see Section 6.5 for examples). 
Optionally, the ranking system can be disabled by assigning all maximal objects the same rank. 
A shortcoming of our algorithm is that it cannot handle a query that uses a database element 
more than oncethis implies multiple cyclic pathways between the elements, which potentially have 
many different interpretations. Simply, the algorithm cannot decide which interpretation the user 
desires. Since we consider it impractical to present the user with a list of all interpretations, 
QueryDesigner provides a "manual" mode (see Chapter 5), which permits the user to replicate 
database elements and indicate the exact interpretation by directly specifying cross-referencing among 
elements. 
6.3 Metadata Requirements 
The metadata required by our algorithm describes a graph of feasible navigational paths used 
to answer queries on the database. The graph is formed by database elements (nodes) and connections 
(edges). 
METADATA_ELEMENTS  METADATA_FIELDS 
element_id  int  table_id  int 
element_name  varchar  field_name  varchar 
database_name  varchar  field_type  varchar 
element_description  text  field_description  text 
METADATA JOIN  METADATA_MAXIMAL_OBJECT
 
join_id  int  maximal_object_id  int
 
element_id_l  int  element_id  int
 
element_id_2  int  priority  int
 
field_name_l  varchar
 
field_name_2  varchar
 
METADATA_ER_DIAGRAM  METADATA ER_HOTSPOTS
 
image  binary  shape  varchar 
num  int  element_id  int 
join_id  int  xl,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3,x4,y4  int 
Figure 47. Metadata tables required for QueryDesigner 
The element METADATA_ELEMENTS describes the elements in the database, which 
consist of an element_name, element_id  (typically assigned by the database), and 
element_descriptionall supplied as documentation for the end-user. METADATA_FIELDS 
describes the fields in each of the elements. It furnishes the field_name, field_description, 109 
field_type,  and  element_id  (used to cross-reference the field to the corresponding element in
 
METADATA_ELEMENTS).
 
The element METADATA_JOIN specifies the ways that pairs of elements
 can be connected. 
The j oin_id  must be a unique index. The pairs element_id_l, field_name_i, 
element_id_2,  and  f ield_name_2 specify which elements and fields can be legitimately cross-
referenced. 
The METADATA_ER_DIAGRAM and METADATA_ER_HOTSPOTS elements are not 
used by the query algorithm, but are used in furnishing the user with a description of the data. The first 
element contains an Entity-Relationship diagram represented as a GIF (Graphics Interchange Format). 
The element METADATA_ER_HOTSPOTS contains information describing bounding shapes for 
tables represented in the Entity-Relationship diagram from the METADATA_ER_DIAGRAM. The 
"hotspot" data defines the clickable regions of the ER diagram which link the database elements in the 
GIF to the corresponding description of the elements in a scrolled window. 
The element METADATA_MAXIMAL_OBJECT lists the maximal objects, each containing 
a maximal_obj ect_id, element_id, join_id, and  rank.  When a maximal object is 
contained within another maximal object, the maximal_object_id  is entered into the 
element_id  field. 
6.4 How the Algorithm Works 
First, the algorithm identifies the maximal objects containing all database elements (objects) 
specified by the user.  Candidate maximal objects containing other candidates are removed, and the 
priority scheme is used to remove lower ranked candidates.  All of the elements contained in the final 
candidate maximal object are inserted into the solution element, EXPAND_OBJECT_TEMP. Next, 
the acyclic join graph corresponding to the selected maximal object is minimized using the target 
elements specified by the userextraneous elements (not specified by the user, or not required for 110 
connecting the user selected elements) are discarded. The resulting minimized graph represents the 
logical join path. 
In the final stage, the algorithm assembles the SQL  query. The SQL SELECT  clause is 
composed from the list of database fields chosen for output by the user. The FROM clause is made up 
from the list of elements used in the query (i.e., elements selected as input, output, or required for the 
join path). The WHERE clause consists of two types of information: connections and restrictions. The 
connections, which cross-reference the database elements, are generated from the minimized graph. 
The restrictions are formed from constants (defined on the form body's customization screen) and 
search criteria entered by the user on the query form. The detailed procedure for generating  SQL is 
presented in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm J. SQL  Generation Algorithm 
INPUT: Query information from QueryDesigner is supplied to the SQL generation module in the 
following format: 
INPUT,"<constant or input data>",<table name>,<field name>
 
An input value is supplied for the field in the specified table. 
OUTPUT,<table name>,<field name>
 
The supplied element and field name represents information to be
 
returned from the query; 
SORT,<element name>,<field name>
 
The supplied field name and table designates how to order the query output. If
 more than one 
SORT statement is specified, the remaining elements and fields represent secondary sort keys, 
in the order they occur in the file. 
OUTPUT: SQL  code 
METHOD: 
Step 0. Create temporary elements (tables). 
CREATE table MAX_TEMP( 
maximal_object_id  int  ) 
CREATE table JOIN_TEMP( 
element_id  int, 
7 The algorithm does not generate GROUP BY, HAVING, or aggregate functions in SELECT statements, useful 
in inventory or accounting queries, because they are not required in searching taxonomic databases. 111 
join_id  int  )
 
CREATE table TARGET_TEMP(
 
element_id  int
  )
 
CREATE table EXPAND_MAX_TEMP(
 
maximal_object_id  int,
 
element_id  int,
 
join_id  int
  )
 
CREATE table EXPAND_OBJECT_TEMP(
 
element_id  int,
 
join_id  int
  )
 
CREATE table SCRATCH_TEMP(
 
element_id  int,
 
join_id  int
  )
 
CREATE table WORK_TEMP(
 
element_id  int
  )
 
TARGET_TEMP contains the object_ids of the elements selected as input or output by the 
user. MAX_TEMP holds the maximal_object_id selected by the algorithm. JOIN_TEMP stores the 
object_id and the corresponding join_id of the objects contained in the maximal object 
(EXPAND_MAX_TEMP, EXPAND_OBJECT_TEMP, SCRATCH_TEMP and WORK_TEMP are 
used to hold intermediate results). 
Step 1. Read user selections from query_selec t ions  . dat.  Look up the element_ids from the 
element names and insert distinct element_ids into TARGET_TEMP. 
SELECT element_id, element_name from METADATA_ELEMENTS
 
store element_id and element_name into a lookup table
 
open query_selections.dat 
element_count = 0
 
read code, table_name, field_name
 
while not end-of-file
 
element_id = lookup(element_name)
 
INSERT TARGET_TEMP(element_id)
 
values(element_id)
 
element count = element count + 1
 
end
 
Step 2. If element_count == 1, skip to step 7a. If no elements are selected, stop. 
Step 3a. Identify the candidate maximal objects containing all of the target elements and insert them 
into MAX_TEMP. 
TRUNCATE table MAX_TEMP
 
for i=0 to maximal_object_count
 
call subroutine expand_maximal_object(i)
 
// MAX_TEMP now contains list of candidate maximal objects
 
Step 3b. Delete candidate maximal objects that contain other candidate maximal objects. 
DELETE
 
FROM MAX_TEMP
 
WHERE maximal_object_id in
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(
  SELECT maximal_object_id
 
FROM METADATA_MAXIMAL_OBJECT
 
WHERE table_id in
 
(
  SELECT maximal_object_id FROM MAX_TEMP ))
 
Step 4. Select the highest priority candidate maximal object from MAX_TEMP. If several candidates 
have the same priority, the query result is the union of the SQL generated from each of the candidates. 
Repeat steps 5-8 for each selected maximal object. (If no maximal objects are available, issue an error 
message and halt.) 
Step 5. Expand all maximal objects contained within the selected maximal object. Insert distinct 
element_ids and corresponding join_ids into JOIN_TEMP. 
expand_maximal_object(chosen_maximal_object)
 
INSERT WORK_TEMP(element_id, join_id)
 
SELECT distinct element_id_l, join_id
 
FROM METADATA_JOIN
 
WHERE join_id in
 
(
  SELECT join_id FROM WORK_TEMP
  )
 
AND element_id_i not in
 
(
  SELECT join_id FROM WORK_TEMP
  )
 
UNION
 
SELECT distinct element_id_2, join_id
 
FROM METADATA_JOIN
 
WHERE join_id in
 
(
  SELECT join_id FROM WORK_TEMP )
 
AND element_id_2 not in
 
(
  SELECT join_id FROM WORK_TEMP
  )
 
SELECT distinct object_id, join_id from WORK_TEMP
 
save into temporary storage: temp_element_id[], temp_join id[]
 
for i=0 to result_count
 
INSERT JOIN_TEMP
 
VALUES (temp_element_id[i], temp_join_id[i])
 
end
 
SUBROUTINE expand_maximal_object(int candidate_max_id)
 
// insert info on maximal object
 
TRUNCATE SCRATCH_TEMP
 
INSERT EXPAND_MAX_TEMP
 
SELECT maximal_object_id, object_id, join_id
 
FROM METADATA_MAXIMAL_OBJECT
 
WHERE maximal_object_id = candidate_max_id
 
// expand container objects
 
INSERT EXPAND_MAX_TEMP
 
SELECT *
 
FROM METADATA_MAXIMAL_OBJECT m
 
WHERE m.object_id in
 
(
  SELECT element_id
 
FROM EXPAND_MAX_TEMP
 
WHERE element_id < 100  // container object
 )
 
// identify set of objects
 
INSERT EXPAND_OBJECT_TEMP
 
SELECT o.element_id, m.join_id, o.database_name, o.element_name
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FROM EXPAND_MAX_TEMP m, METADATA_TABLES t, METADATA JOIN j

WHERE m.join_id = j.join_id
 
AND j.element_id_l = t.element_id
 
OR j.element_id_2 = t.element_id
 
// get tables necessary to fulfill user query
 
INSERT MAX_TEMP
 
SELECT maximal_object_id
 
FROM METADATA_MAXIMAL_OBJECT
 
WHERE not exists
 
(
  SELECT element id
 
FROM TARGET_TEMP
 
WHERE element_id not in
 
(SELECT element_id from EXPAND_OBJECT_TEMP)
 
AND maximal_object_id = candidate_max_id
 
return
 
Step 6. Delete any table from JOIN_TEMP that is not a target element and only can join to one other 
element in JOIN_TEMP. Repeat Step 6 until no more rows can be deleted from JOIN_TEMP. 
repeat
 
INSERT SCRATCH_TEMP
 
SELECT object_id
 
FROM JOIN_TEMP
 
GROUP BY element_id
 
HAVING count(*) = 1
 
DELETE
 
FROM JOIN_TEMP
 
WHERE join_id in
 
(
  SELECT join_id FROM JOIN_TEMP
 
WHERE element_id in
 
(
  SELECT element_id FROM SCRATCH_TEMP
 
WHERE element_id not in
 
(
  SELECT element_id FROM TARGET_TEMP  )
 
until no more rows can be deleted
 
Step 7a. Retrieve the names of the data fields selected as output for the SELECT clause. 
print "SELECT DISTINCT"
 
for i=0 to output_field_count
 
print output_table_name[i]+"."+output_field_name[i]
 
end
 
Step 7b. Retrieve the names of the elements required for the FROM clause. 
print "FROM"
 
SELECT database_name, element_name
 
FROM METADATA_ELEMENTS
 
WHERE element_id in
 
(SELECT element_id FROM JOIN_TEMP)
 
collect respective fields returned from the query into
 
db_name[] and elem_name[]
 
for i=0 to result count
 
print db_name[i]+".."+elem_name[i]
 
if  i<result_count then print ","
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end
 
Step 7c. Build the join path from JOIN_TEMP for the WHERE clause. 
SELECT distinct d.database_name, d.element_name,
 
a.column_name_1, e.database_name,
 
e.element_name, a.column_name_2
 
FROM METADATA_JOIN a, JOIN_TEMP b,
 
METADATA_ELEMENTS d, METADATA_ELEMENTS e
 
WHERE a.element_id_1 = b.element_id
 
AND a.element_id_2 = c.element_id
 
AND a.join_id = b.join_id
 
AND a.join_id = c.join_id
 
AND d.element_id = b.element_id
 
AND e.element_id = c.element_id
 
ORDER BY d.element_name, a.column_name_i
 
Step 8.  In the final stage, append restrictions in the WHERE clause for the "INPUT" data fields for 
which the user has specified either a constant or a value as input. 
6.5 Examples 
In this section, we use a representative set of example queries against the Microbial 
Germplasm Database (MGD) in order to demonstrate the operation of the algorithm. Figure 48 shows 
the navigational paths and maximal object assignments for the sample database. In the figure, each of 
the connections between database elements are assigned to a maximal object; connections with the 
same numbering belong to the same maximal object. Notice that maximal objects 7 through 12 are 
composed strictly of other maximal objects. 115 
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Figure 48. Maximal objects for the MGD database 
Example 1. List all organisms in the database. 
USER INPUT (from Designer screen) 
From the Organism element, select Genus and Species as both "input" and "output." 
INTERMEDIATE RESULTS: 
Target element: 
Element  name 
Organism 
Object id 
192003715 
Candidate maximal objects:  1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 
Selected maximal object:.  1 116 
Minimized join path: 
Element name  Object id  Join id 
Organism  192003715  N/A
 
SQL OUTPUT: 
SELECT DISTINCT
 
Organism. species,
 
Organism.genus
 
FROM
 
mgd_1..Organism
 
Example 2. Find the names and addresses of collections containing specimens of 
Escherichia Coli. 
USER INPUT (from Designer Screen): 
1)  In the Collection element, select collection_name as "output." 
2)  In the Address element, select Addressl, Address2, City, and State as "output". 
3)  In the Organism element, select Genus and Species as both "input" and "output;" 
assign to Genus the value "Escherichia" and assign to Species the value "Coli." 
4)  Select Collection.collection_name as the primary sort key. 
INTERMEDIATE RESULTS: 
Target elements: 
Element name  Object id 
Organism  192003715 
Address  32003145 
Collection  96003373 
Candidate maximal objects:  2, 7, 8, 9, 10 
Selected maximal object:  2 
Minimized join path: 
Element name  Object id  Join id 
Address  32003145  101 
Collection  96003373  101 
Collection  96003373  103 
Collection2organism  576005083  103 
Collection2organism  576005083  117 
Organism  192003715  117 
SQL OUTPUT: 
SELECT DISTINCT 
Organism. genus, Organism. species
 
Address.address1, Address.address2,
 
Address.city, Address.state_or_province,
 
Collection. collection_name,
 
FROM
 
mgd_1..Address,
 
mgd_1..Collection,
 
mgd_1..Collection2organism,
 
mgd_1..Organism
 
WHERE
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Address.addressKey = Collection.addressKey
 
AND  Collection.collectionKey =
 
Collection2organism.collectionKey
 
AND  Collection2organism.organismKey =
 
Organism.organismKey
 
AND  UPPER(Organism.genus) LIKE UPPER("Escherichia")
 
AND  UPPER(Organism.species) LIKE UPPER("Coli")
 
ORDER BY Collection.collection name
 
Note: The two restrictions at the end of the WHERE clause
 were composed 
dynamically from data entered by the user on the query form. 
Example 3. Find the addresses of all people or collections that are associated with 
Agrobacterium Rhizogenes. 
USER INPUT (Designer Screen): 
1)  In the Address element, select Addressl, Address2, City, and State  as "output." 
2)  In the Organism element, select Genus and Species as both "input" and "output;" 
assign to Genus the value "Agrobacterium" assign to Species the value 
"Rhizogenes." 
INTERMEDIATE RESULTS: 
Target elements: 
Element name  Object id 
Organism  192003715 
Address  32003145 
Candidate maximal objects:  2, 3 (same priority) 
Selected maximal objects 2,3 
Minimized join path: 
Element name  Object id  Join id 
Address  32003145  101 
Collection  96003373  101 
Collection  96003373  103 
Collection2organism  576005083  103 
Collection2organism  576005083  117 
Organism  192003715  117 
Address  32003145  100 
Person  64003259  100 
Organism2Person  512004855  116 
Organism2Person  512004855  107 
Organism  192003715  107 
SQL OUTPUT: 
SELECT DISTINCT 
Organism.genus, Organism. species
 
Address.addressl, Address.address2,
 
Address.city, Address.state_or_province
 
FROM
 
mgd_1..Address,
 
mgd_1..Collection,
 
mgd_1..Collection2organism,
 
mgd_1..Organism
 
WHERE
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Address.addressKey = Collection.addressKey
 
AND  Collection.collectionKey =
 
Collection2organism.collectionKey
 
AND  Collection2organism.organismKey =
 
Organism.organismKey
 
AND  UPPER(Organism.genus) LIKE UPPER("Agrobacterium")
 
AND  UPPER(Organism.species) LIKE UPPER("Rhizogenes")
 
UNION
 
SELECT DISTINCT
 
Organism. genus, Organism. species
 
Address.addressl, Address.address2,
 
Address.city, Address.state_or_province
 
FROM
 
mgd_1..Address,
 
mgd_1..Person,
 
mgd_l_Organism2Person,
 
mgd_1..Organism
 
WHERE
 
Address.addressKey = Person.addressKey
 
AND  Person.personKey =
 
Person2organism.personKey
 
AND  Person2organism.organismKey = Organism.organismKey
 
AND  UPPER(Organism.genus) LIKE UPPER("Agrobacterium")
 
AND  UPPER(Organism.species) LIKE UPPER("Rhizogenes")
 
Explanation:  This query is ambiguous because two equally valid navigational paths are possible 
between the Address and Organism elements (Figure 49). As a result, the algorithm queries the 
database using each path and UNIONs the results together. 119 
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6.6 Implementation and Testing 
The SQL generation algorithm was implemented in Peri (version 5), calling subroutines 
written in SQL, to take advantage of query optimization and caching in Sybase System 11. 
Apart from Query Designer, we constructed a test harness for exercising the query generation 
algorithm. We devised two sets of tests; the first part consisted of implicitly specified queries, 
designed to test the cross-referencing capability of the algorithm. In these tests we successfully 
reproduced the results of actual queries issued by users of three taxonomic databases (i.e., Microbial 
Germplasm Database, Mycological Types Collection, Vascular Plants Types Collection). In the second 
part of the suite we explicitly supplied cross-referencing information to evaluate the algorithm's ability 
to handle fully specified queries. 120 
In addition, we deliberately used faulty input data to test the error reporting capabilities of the 
algorithm; for example, we omitted the required list of input fields. Most of these  errors would result 
from a design flaw in the application (e.g., Query Designer) invoking the algorithm. Attempting to 
isolate boundary conditions, we ran queries with no search criteria (all fields default to the wildcard 
"*") and again will all fields filled in. 121 
Chapter 7. Error Classification, Prevention, and Reporting 
The error messages reported from a composite tool can be confusing to the end-user because 
each software layer usually is written by a distinct group of programmers for a different audience. 
While it is understandable that messages from different software layers can  vary dramatically, the result 
is that end-users are exposed to errors that were not necessarily intended for them. Nevertheless,  users 
must know how to respond to such messages in order to use the software. The problem is compounded 
by the lack of a standard format and language for reporting errors. Although software engineering  texts 
(e.g., [Som92]) suggest guidelines for reporting error conditions to the end-user, many software 
developers do not follow them. 
Query Designer is a composite tool and its error messages can emanate from many sources: 
browser, HTTP server, Perl interpreter, network layer, operating system, and the database management 
system. For our end-users, error messages from the database server have been the most problematic. 
Intended for the database administrator, the message test is typically low-level and does not indicate 
in the user's terminologywhat went wrong, what corrective action might be taken, and whom to 
contact for assistance. 
In this chapter we show how we categorize different types of errors and use this information to 
decide how to report them to the end-user. The first section provides background and related work in 
error classification, which has concentrated primarily on user-related errors, and presents our 
extensions for categorizing system errors. A second section demonstrates how QueryDesigner 
intercepts error messages, reformats them, and displays them to the user. The final section explains 
how QueryDesigner eliminates certain types of end-user semantic and syntactic errors that are common 
with traditional, command-based access to scientific databases. 
7.1 Background and Related Work 
Error messages can be classified into two broad classes, user and system errors. A user error, 
as the name implies, is a problem caused by the user who submits improper input or performs an 122 
improper action (e.g., using a delete command to erase a hard disk). A system  error indicates a fault 
encountered by system software (i.e., operating system, network server, database server, utility). 
Most of the work related to error reporting has dealt primarily with user errors. Norman 
[Nor811 classifies user errors into two categories: mistakes and slips. A user mistake is the result of an 
improper use of a feature, while a user slip is caused by accident (for example, pressing the wrong key). 
He also distinguishes between types of user slips, subdividing them into six subcategories: capture 
error, description error, data-driven error, associative-activation error, loss-of-activation error, and 
mode error. Slips are the most frequent type of error, especially in well learned behavior [PRS+95]. 
Veronis [Ver91] follows a similar taxonomy, but uses different terms, referring to mistakes as 
competence errors and slips as performance errors. 
7.2 Classification of System Errors 
System errors have not been as well studied as user-related errors. We propose extending 
Norman's classification scheme to encompass system errors by introducing two new categories: system 
slips and system mistakes. We define system slips as exceptions caused by unintentional mistakes, 
(e.g., hardware or network failure). System mistakes, in comparison, result from inadvertent design 
mistakes (e.g., program design flaw). 
Unlike user errors, which occur in the context of application software, system errors can 
emanate from a variety of sources: the operating system, database server, network system, and 
application software. Table 4 lists examples of system error messages from different software layers 
associated with Query Designer and indicates which is responsible for each. It should be noted that for 
the inexperienced user, a system error can be misleading. The following example typifies the problems 
faced by Sybase database users who issue a perfectly valid query, but instead receive a deceptive 
message: 
Msg 1105  Level 17 State 1: Can't allocate space for object TEMPDB in
 
database MGD because the LOG segment is full. If you ran out of space
 
in syslogs, dump the transaction log. Otherwise, use ALTER DATABASE or
 
sp_extendsegment to increase the size of the segment.
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The unsuspecting user may believe the problem is his/her fault.  In this case, however, the 
exception is caused when the system logs exceeds the maximum segment size.  Although the message 
seems to suggest corrective action, the end-user may not know how to "truncate the system logs", is 
unlikely to have the necessary database privileges, and may not even know whom to  contact for 
assistance. Worse, users may blame themselves and simply give up in frustration. 
Table 4. Examples of system errors 
Example  Probable cause  Source  Type  Action required by 
Cannot create file  Faulty user decision  Application  System  user 
already exists  software  slip 
Segmentation fault  Wrong number of  Application  System  application programmer 
parameters supplied  software  mistake 
to function call 
Internal error in  System logs have  Database  System  database administrator 
query optimization  exceeded space  server  mistake 
allowed 
Could not open  System files installed  Application  System  support staff 
libperl.so  in wrong location,  software  mistake  (system administrator) 
incorrect permissions, 
or path settings 
NFS server chert is  System crash,  Operating  System  support staff 
not responding  damaged fiber optic  System  mistake  (network specialist) 
cables 
Computer "freezes"  Hardware failure,  Operating  System  support staff 
faulty device driver  System  slip  (hardware technician) 
Several approaches can be used to make system error messages more understandable. First, 
the messages themselves can be reworded; however, there is little likelihood that software vendors will 
make such changes or release their source code for others to update the messages. Another approach is 
to intercept the messages and augment them with additional information for the user, such as the likely 
cause, a suggested corrective action, and whom to contact. However, certain types of system error 
messages cannot be trapped by application software (e.g., hardware failure, fatal errors in other system 
layers). For our work, we deal with the large number of errors that can be intercepted and restated, 
prevented, or eliminated entirely. 
7.3 Intercepting and Reformatting Error Messages 
Errors from other software entities can be detected and intercepted in several different ways. 
For example, we use error handlers inside QueryDesigner to trap errors from the Open Client 124 
communication library, which establishes the connection to a remote Sybase database. Operating 
system errors are detected by testing the return code from system calls. Database errors could not be 
intercepted directly; instead we had to scan the text stream from Sybase for messages (which 
fortunately had a unique prefix). 
Authorities in software engineering suggest that error messages should be should be positive 
and tailored to the user's context, experience level, and skills, and not accuse the  user of making a 
mistake [LN86, PRS+95, Nor81]. In Query Designer our goal was to apply these recommendations in 
presenting errors that arise not only within Query Designer itself, but for the messages intercepted from 
other software layers. 
For example, to add information to Sybase messages, we use a lookup table indexed by 
message number. A new message is constructed as hypertext containing a link to the original Sybase 
message, an end-user description of what may have gone wrong, a suggestion for corrective action (if 
any), and whom to contact for assistance. Thus, the Sybase error message presented in Section 7.1: 
Msg 1105  Level 17 State 1: Can't allocate space for object
 
TEMPDB in database MGD because the LOG segment is full. If you
 
ran out of space in syslogs, dump the transaction log.
 
Otherwise, use ALTER DATABASE or sp_extendsegment to increase
 
the size of the segment.
 
is reformulated as:
 
An internal error has occurred in the Sybase database and requires the attention of the database 
administrator. The likely cause of the problem is that the database log file has grown 
excessively large and needs to be emptied ("truncated"). Please contact the database 
administrator. (You may not be able to continue using the database.) Click here to read the 
original Sybase error message. 
7.4 Prevention of Errors 
Query Designer incorporates features for preventing both slips and mistakes on the part of the 
user, including two kinds of semantic errors. The graphical query composition screen eliminates many 
of the user slips associated with command-line SQL. Instead of entering a textual query, the user 
builds a query by selecting database elements and fields. SQL syntax errors are eliminated entirely, 
since the responsibility for composing SQL is offloaded from the user to Query Designer. Mistakes in 125 
data entry can be "undone" by selecting either the CANCEL button or clicking on the browser's BACK 
key (returning the user to a previous screen). Potentially destructive user mistakes resulting from 
misuse of the UNIX rm (remove file) and my (move file) commands are eliminated by replacing the 
commands with error-aware mechanisms (push button controls for deleting and renaming query files). 
Most semantic errors cannot be detected or eliminated, although two types of semantic error 
are prevented in Query Designer. The first relates to the user's inadvertently failing to cross-reference 
all database elements when using Query Designer's manual cross-referencing mode. Once the user has 
finished composing a query and wishes to view the query form, our tool warns of the existence of any 
database elements that have been selected, but are not cross-referenced by other elements. (The 
contents of such elements are listed in their entirety.) While such a query is not necessarily 
syntactically incorrect, it is most likely the result of an inadvertent omission by the user. 
A second semantic error is prevented by checks built into the browser forms in order to 
prevent the user from misusing cross-referencing between cloned elements. In QueryDesigner's 
manual cross-referencing mode, the user is not permitted to apply a single cross-referencing link to 
more than one cloned element. Applying such a link more than once would result in syntactically 
correct SQL code, but represents an error in semantics likely to yield unexpected results from the 
database. 
7.5 Results 
QueryDesigner eliminates a substantial number of potential database errors that can occur with 
command-line SQL, the interface that QueryDesigner replaces. In this section we demonstrate how  we 
classified Sybase error messages and explain which errors were prevented. 
First, we obtained the list of the error messages for Sybase System 11 and classified them as 
either slips or mistakes, under three major categories reflecting the circumstances under which each can 
occur: 
(I) potential errors encountered using command-line SQL, 
(2) errors that can still occur using QueryDesigner, and 
(3) errors attributable to the database software itself (i.e., "internal error"). 126 
(The errors in category 2 are a subset of those in category 1.) Since Query Designer supports 
only data retrieval operations, we restricted our consideration to errors that could occur in querying the 
database. That is, all relating to table creation, modification, and deletion were excluded. Appendix B 
presents the full table of database error messages. 
In category 1, a total of 99 Sybase messages were classified as user mistakes. For example, 
the message "There is no result-list for a SELECT statement" is considered a mistake resulting from the 
user's lack of proficiency with SQL. An additional  20 errors were classified as user slips. An example 
is "Unclosed quote before the character string," which is a slip because it represents an inadvertent 
omission by the user. 
The messages in category  2 are user-related problems that cannot necessarily be prevented by 
Query Designer. In this class, we counted 11 messages as user mistakes and 14 as user slips. The 
message "Account name not found," is a slip that occurs when the user forgets the name of the account 
or accidentally enters some same that has intruded into short-term memory [Nor811. 
None of the 429  errors  (17 slips, 412 mistakes) in category 3 can be avoided, because they 
emanate from sources beyond the control of both the end-user and Query Designer. Messages of this 
type, reported by the database server, are caused by an operating system error, a hardware fault, or a 
design flaw in the database software ("internal error"). An example is the Sybase message "Could not 
find the lock held by a process chosen as a deadlock victim." 
Analysis of the error table in Appendix B shows that Query Designer significantly reduces the 
number of database errors that are possible using the command-line SQL interface. User-related 
messages were reduced 79%  (from 119 to 25 errors). Much of the improvement is due to the fact that a 
large proportion of the errors associated with SQL syntax, or with typing slips are prevented outright by 
Query Designer. For example, "There is no result-list for a SELECT statement" cannot occur because 
Query Designer will not generate SQL if the user does not select fields for output. All the remaining 25 
error conditions are possible simply because Query Designer cannot prevent them. An example is the 
specification of an incorrect database password. 127 
Chapter 8. Conclusions 
Scientific users have been virtually ignored by the database community, who have 
concentrated primarily on developing query assistance tools for business and financial users. Because 
of the lack of specialized tools, they have been forced to use command-line SQL, an interface intended 
for database professionals. Before formulating queries against a relational database, the user must 
understand the naming conventions and structure of the database and must have mastery of the query 
language. User studies have shown SQL to be error prone and difficult to learn and retain. 
In direct collaboration with scientific users, we developed two query assistant tools that 
capitalize on the well accepted concept of the Web browser as a user interface. The first tool, 
HyperSQL, is a simplified Web-to-database scripting language. Query Designer is a graphical Web-
based tool that enables the end-user to compose personalized query interfaces without understanding 
scripting languages, SQL, HTML, or database administration. In addition to helpingnon computer 
experts overcome the difficulties of querying SQL databases, the tools make it possible to integrate 
database content with textual and multimedia information from other sources. 
This chapter summarizes our work, experience, and achievements in developing HyperSQL 
and Query Designer. The first section presents an overview of HyperSQL and demonstrates some 
interesting applications of the language in the scientific community. Second, we summarize 
development of Query Designer, which represents the first of a generation of interface builders allowing 
the end-user to design personalized query interfaces from within a Web browser. A third section 
summarizes the lessons learned from our research. In the last section, we discuss some of the 
limitations of our work, plans for overcoming them, and ideas for future work. 
8.1 HyperSQL 
HyperSQL is a scripting language that makes it possible to position forms- and hypertext-
based query interfaces between the end-user and remote Sybase databases. The language is intended 
primarily for database administrators who are already familiar with SQL, HTML, and administering 128 
databases, to construct browser-based query interfaces for their users. A query interface is constructed 
by inserting a small number of commands, query directives, and HTML formatting into a text file. 
For the end-user, HyperSQL offers several decided benefits. First, it shields the end-user from 
direct exposure to SQL and communication utilities, allowing the user to frame queries by filling out 
forms and clicking on links. HyperSQL automatically generates SQL and formats the results as 
hypertext, which can contain graphics, audio, and animation, as well as links to related information 
both in the database and elsewhere on the Web. Second, HyperSQL supports scientific users by 
furnishing features generally unavailable through SQL interfaces: password-protection of sensitive 
data, free-text search, Web search (via a search engine), suppression of empty result fields, and the 
querylist mechanism, which allows the user to select search criteria by recognition rather than recall. 
A feature that sets HyperSQL apart from subsequently developed tools (only Genera and 
GSQL were available when we started) is that our query interfaces are not required to be co-located  on 
the database computer. Also, HyperSQL requires no modification to the target database  just access 
to a database account (which can be read-only).  Together, these features make it possible for an 
individual to have a local, personalized query interface to remote SQL databases. This flexibility was 
demonstrated recently when a microbiologist used HyperSQL on her own computer at Oregon State 
University to construct a personalized query interface to the Human Genome Database (GDB), located 
at Johns Hopkins University. 
HyperSQL's independence from the database computer also makes it possible to construct a 
variety of specialized query interfaces for a given database, each targeting a distinct group of end-users 
with different background and experience. Lichen Land, a query interface to a lichen specimen 
database, illustrates this concept. The developer, a lichenologist with no formal computer training, 
constructed two query interfaces; one is integrated into a set of interactive Web pages designed to teach 
students about the habitat, ecology, and identification of lichens. Another, more formal and terse 
interface to the same database was built to help professional scientists identify specimens. 129 
In all, HyperSQL has been used to build six query interfaces to different biological databases. 
Three of the interfaces support taxonomic databases in the department of Botany and Plant Pathology 
at Oregon State University (Microbial Germplasm Database, Vascular Plants Types Collection, and 
Mycological Types Collection). Feedback and statistical evidence from our logs indicate that the 
interfaces are actively being used by scientists from 25 countries. In fewer than eleven months of 
operation, the databases have been accessed over 7000 times, and most of the accesses occurred by 
"discovery," before the interfaces were formally announced to the scientific community. Further,  our 
access history logs show that users are revisiting the databases and a high percentage of them are 
issuing more than one query per visit. We were encouraged to learn that several local users who had 
previously avoided querying relational databases, or relied on help from more experienced colleagues, 
are now using our interfaces to query the databases on their own. 
The developers who have used HyperSQL have been predominantly biologists with little or no 
formal training in database administration and computer programming. Feedback from developers who 
have used the tool indicates that they find the language easy to learn and use. We attribute this finding 
to the fact that we had continual feedback from a group of scientists who tested HyperSQL during its 
development and refinement. 
In designing a query interface, we observed that developers preferred to start with an existing 
file as a template, incrementally making modifications by "trial and error" and immediately testing 
them on a Web browser, using the "reload" button. Developers have commented that this immediate 
feedback, coupled with error messages with links to the online manual, make HyperSQL's small 
number of constructs easy to learn. 
Developers have also commented that the language is easy to comprehend because "it is 
English-like and certainly no more difficult to learn than HTML." They have found many of the 
language features convenient and time saving. For example, the BANNER statement only has to be 
specified once in a query fileit is automatically used on all screens in the interface. The INCLUDE 
statement makes it easy to share blocks of code between query files (e.g., footers). HyperSQL's default 
output formatting allows the developer to test a query form and see results without having to 130 
completely specify the interface. While HyperSQL allows the embedding of HTML inside of strings, 
no knowledge of HTML is required to build an interface. 
Developers have also commented that HyperSQL's INPUT  statement is more straightforward 
than directly coding the equivalent sequence of HTML codes. A SUPPRESS_IF_EMPTY  option on 
the OUTPRINT  statement was added when we learned that many attribute fields in scientific collections 
are empty ("NULL"). However, some developers have commented that the SUPPRESS_IF_EMPTY 
option is too verbose and the language should accept a shorthand alias (we are considering using 
"SIE"). 
In debugging query files, developers have found HyperSQL to have ample facilities. For 
example, in OUTPRINTs  containing both matching and unknown fields, HyperSQL automatically 
prints the names of the unknown fields as a reminder to the developer. At the suggestion of developers, 
we introduced two debugging options, SQL, and OUTPUT, to show the generated SQL and a raw listing 
of the database, respectively. Furthermore, syntax and communication-related error messages contain 
links back to HyperSQL's online language and reference guide. 
HyperSQL is furnished free of charge to academic institutions. Information on HyperSQL and 
the databases powered by it is available at http : / /mgd. ors t . edu/hyperSQL. The current 
release of HyperSQL interacts with Sybase database systems. Work is underway to extend support to 
other SQL-based systems as well (see Section 8.4). 
8.2 QueryDesigner 
Our ultimate goal was to design a tool that would enable the end-user  whom we cannot 
assume has any computer training  to build his/her own query interface, without depending on 
computer professionals or having to learn scripting language, SQL, HTML, and database 
administration. QueryDesigner permits the user to access and apply pre-designed queries, search the 
Web for compatible databases, customize existing queries, or design new ones. What makes 
QueryDesigner unique is the way that it automatically derives both the Web-based query interface and 
the associated SQL query from the user's simple specification of query criteria. 131 
The centerpiece of Query Designer is the query composition screen. It allows the end-user to 
learn about the logical organization of the database and then compose aquery graphically, simply by 
selecting database elements and fields. In addition to eliminating syntax and typing mistakes  associated 
with using SQL directly, it avoids errors related to cross-referencing ("joins"), a major source of 
semantic mistakes (Chapter 3). For most queries, the problem is avoided because the tool relieves the 
user from having to specify joins. For queries that cannot be expressed implicitly, Query Designer 
allows the user to cross-reference database elements by selecting from a list of permissible connections. 
The user is warned of the existence of elements that have not been cross-referenced, another source of 
semantic errors that may lead to improper results. 
Behind the query composition screen is an algorithm that generates both SQL and the query 
interface from the user's specification of a query (Chapter 6). For implicitly specified queries (those 
with implicit cross-referencing), the algorithm automatically derives the navigational path between 
selected database elements. A HyperSQL-style query interface, including a communications layer for 
connecting to remote databases, is generated, along with an SQL template that will be completed when 
an active form is submitted. Query Designer also permits the end-user to personalize both the query 
form and the results screens using a set of graphical customization screens. 
Other current query interface builders (e.g., Power Builder, Visual Age) are restricted to a 
single operating system environment and require knowledge of C, event-driven programming, and 
database terminology. What makes Query Designer different is that it is user-oriented, requiring no 
specific expertise. Another advantage is that Query Designer itself, as well as the interfaces it generates, 
can be used from the ubiquitous Web browser. 
Compared to command-line SQL, Query Designer significantly reduces the number of 
potential database errors (Chapter 7) that can be reported. Our analysis of Sybase error messages 
reveals that the number of user-related error messages is reduced 79% (from 119 to 25 errors). 
Query Designer also eliminates semantic errors related to cross-referencing. 132 
Reporting system errors in a consistent and meaningful way is a problem for any composite 
tool like Query Designer, since messages can emanate from many different layers (e.g., database server, 
operating system, HTTP server), each written by a distinct group of programmers. System error 
messages are especially troublesome; they are not necessarily intended for the end-user, who must 
decipher them in order to use the software effectively. Database error messages, in particular, were 
problematic for our end-users. We devised a technique for intercepting database error messages and 
substituting a new message that explains what went wrong in user terms, recommends corrective action, 
and identifies whom to contact for assistance. The text of the new message depends  on whether the 
error is classified as a system slip (an unintentional mishap) or system mistake (design flaw). (The 
categories represent our extensions to Norman's [Nor83] classification scheme, in order to encompass 
system errors.) 
Unlike some of the other query assistance tools we reviewed (Chapter 3), Query Designer is 
designed to work with existing SQL databases. No restructuring, modification, or normalization of the 
database is required. However, Query Designer requires the availability of a small set of metadata 
describing the database. The metadata is used by both the query interface algorithm and to provide the 
end-user with "human readable" documentation. We recommend that database administrators include 
such metadata, which we propose as a standard, to make it easier for software tools such as ours to 
interoperate with their databases. We also suggest that a catalog card be published on the Web so that 
Query Designer and other search mechanisms can locate the database (Chapter 6). 
The initial prototype of Query Designer has not yet been released for widespread testing. In­
house testing of Query Designer so far has focused on validating the tool's query composition 
capabilities. Recently, we successfully executed a suite of test queries designed to exercise the query 
composition screen. The tool has also been used to duplicate query interfaces already implemented 
with Hy perSQL. We plan to institute comprehensive field testing of Query Designer on the Web, once 
we overcome some of the prototype's limitations (see Section 8.4). 133 
8.3 Significance of this Research 
Our research into how scientists in the biological sciences, build, organize, and search 
taxonomic databases (see Chapter 2) can benefit developers of scientifically-oriented query assistance 
tools. This work was necessary because of the. general lack of knowledge in the database community 
about scientific users, which is reflected by the shortage of query tools for scientists. "Apprenticing" 
with users in the biological sciences, we identified many of the problems scientists face in querying 
taxonomic databases (e.g., difficulty of SQL, orthographic mistakes, synonymy problem, classification 
anomalies). 
The scientifically-oriented query interface we designed to replace command-line SQL is 
significant because it enables the user to concentrate on information, instead of query formulation and 
understanding low-level information about the database. Our interface is scientifically oriented in the 
sense that it facilitates data exploration, allowing scientists to search on partially specified criteria, 
explore related data by clicking on links, and backtrack to try alternate paths. 
We identified specific features that support scientific search and incorporated them into 
HyperSQL, our Web-to-database scripting language (see Chapter 3). For example, a drop-down list of 
allowed values (querylists) helps the user avoid spelling mistakes and overcome naming variations that 
are common in scientific data. A built-in free-text (associative) search allows the user to find 
information that is suspected to be in the database, but it is not clear which fields should be searched 
for this information. Other significant features of our design is the ability to search the Web for related 
information, integrate Web content into the query interface, and automatically display the various 
formats of data stored in scientific databases (e.g., photographs, animation, recordings). 
HyperSQL demonstrates to the database community an architecture for building query 
interfaces that are independent of both the database software and machine. The problem with many 
existing query interfaces is that they are restricted to a particular environment (e.g., Windows, 
Macintosh) or database server (e.g., Paradox, MS SQL Server). HyperSQL is database independent 
because it utilizes a standard subset of SQL, avoiding vendor-specific "enhancements." When located 134 
on a different machine than the database, a HyperSQL-based query interface automatically establishes 
its own connection to the database host. 
Decoupling the query interface from the database server has decided advantages. It permits a 
user to have a personalized query interface that reflects his/her own discipline specific terminology and 
preferences. Moreover, it makes it possible to construct different query interfaces to the same 
database for distinct groups of users, varying in background and skill level. Also, the user does not 
have to learn a new query interface when using a different database. 
Another contribution of HyperSQL is that it allows query interfaces to be constructed for 
legacy SQL databaseswithout modifying the database. (As already pointed out, HyperSQL generates 
a generic subset of the SQL language.) This is particularly important to the scientific community 
because, by nature, scientific data is maintained indefinitely under the control of others, and stored in a 
number of different SQL databases (e.g., Oracle, Sybase, Informix, DB2). Furthermore,  an increasing 
number of machines housing scientific databases are becoming accessible via the Internet. 
QueryDesigner, our second tool, is the first query design tool that runs on Web browsers. The 
tool is important because it enables the rapidly increasing community of novice database users to 
locate, customize, and design their own personalized query interfaces to remote relational database 
using the widely accepted Web browser, available on most computer platforms. 
The most important aspect of QueryDesigner that makes it different from other query interface 
builders is that it is "user-oriented" and not "programmer-oriented." The user does not have to learn 
SQL, GUI programming, or database administration to build a query interface to a remote database. 
Our graphical Web-based interface permits the end-user to design a query implicitly, by selecting 
database elements and items. We discovered that most of the queries performed by scientific users can 
be expressed this way. The remaining queries can be expressed explicitly using what we refer to as 
"manual mode," which assists the user in making the connections (joins) between database elements. 
Query Designer demonstrates how an implicit specification of a query can be used to 
automatically generate both the SQL query and a forms- and hypertext query interface. For the SQL 135 
component, we developed a heuristics-based algorithm that translates the implicit specification of a 
query into SQL that can be used with any relational database. The algorithm avoids generating every 
possible query (there may be many) that can be derived from implicit specifications by using a set of 
predefined metadata that describe likely navigational paths. The layout of the generated interface is 
based on our extensive experience in developing interfaces with HyperSQL. Furthermore, the user can 
customize the interface using a set of graphical controls, which eliminates the requirement to 
understand HTML. 
We have also demonstrated how the database's low-level schema can be reformulated into  an 
interactive E-R (Entity-Relationship) diagram that reveals the logical organization of the database 
organization and permits the user to learn about the nature and purpose of database tables. We found 
that the E-R representation to be suitable for end-users because it is very similar to the database 
organization diagrams many of them have drawn by hand. 
Furthermore, Query Designer shows that it is possible to construct a tool for building query 
interfaces that is both platform and database independent. Database independence is particularly 
important considering the large number of database vendors (there are over 50 vendors of relational 
database) and the rapid rate that research sites with data collections are being connected to the Internet. 
Users of our tool do not have to learn a new interface as they move to different computer platforms or 
database software. Moreover, our approach shows how a "mediation" layer can be positioned between 
the end-user and existing database software (i.e., command-line SQL). 
8.4 Future Directions 
Although our target audience is specifically the scientific community, the tools themselves are 
rather general and can be used in a wide variety of applications involving access to databases, such as 
digital libraries, online testing, and educational software. We are currently collaborating with the 
Department of Industrial Engineering and the School of Business about applying the tools to databases 
from other disciplines. 136 
Our query interfaces meet most of the requirements of scientific users, as outlined in Chapter 
2. We do not provide support for automatic synonym substitution and discipline-specific spell 
checking, because botanical thesauri and dictionaries are not readily available yet. (One of the 
botanical checklists we plan to support is the lichen checklist [EE95].) 
Query Designer's most limiting factor is that it can be used only with databases that include 
our metadata description (HyperSQL has no such requirement). Realizing that it may not be realistic 
to expect database curators to supply metadata, we are working on heuristics-based algorithms for 
generating most of it automatically, although it should be obvious that there is no way to synthesize the 
nature, use, and limitations of the data.) The most notable problems are: 
(1) Devising database-independent means of extracting the database structure. While most 
databases support ANSI SQL queries, there is no standard command for retrieving the 
database structure nor standard means of reporting it. 
(2) Producing an aesthetically pleasing E-R diagram. We are exploring use of a heuristics-
based algorithm that composes a "first-cut" diagram of database organization that can then 
be customized by the user with drag-and-drop operations. 
(3) Generating the potential navigational pathways (maximal objects) through the database. 
While automatic means of generating this metadata is possible, fruitless and extraneous 
pathways are likely to be included. We may explore building a graphical tool to help the 
database administrator in defining these pathways. 
Another drawback of QueryDesigner is its slow performance across the Internet. The problem 
stems from the fact that QueryDesigner must transmit a large stream of HTML code to the browser 
each time the interface is updated. Implementing QueryDesigner in Java  which until recently did 
not have the necessary support  would offer the following advantages over our current CGI 
(Command Gateway Interface) approach: 137 
Faster response. The user interface could execute on the browser machine, eliminating 
the need to send and re-send interface data across the network. While Java, an 
interpretive language, has had performance problems of its own, recent development of 
JIT (Just-In-Time) compiler technology and Java support hardware show great promise in 
improving application performance. 
Improved portability. Because Java code is machine-independent, the HyperSQL and 
QueryDesigner software could run on non-Unix systems. 
Reduced overhead. A Java applet could maintain an open connection throughout the user 
session. A CGI application, in comparison, is short-lived and must reestablish the 
database connection for each transaction. 
Cross-vendor compatibility. Capitalizing on the proposed JDBC (Java DataBase 
Connectivity) standard API would provide vendor- and machine- independent access to 
most of the major SQL database systems. 
Together, Java and JDBC offer the cross-platform foundation required for our next phase of 
research: extending QueryDesigner to support queries across distributed, heterogeneous databases. 
Such access is required to help scientists solve increasingly complex problems. For example, 
biologists studying threatened species might require information from climate, geography, vegetation, 
and predator distribution databases to surmise probable scenarios. Our goal is to provide assistant tools 
that cooperate with the user to reconcile semantic, structural, and representational differences among 
information stored in different databases. 
The success of HyperSQL (and to a more limited extent, QueryDesigner) among the 
biological sciences community demonstrates that it is feasible to support distributed access to large 
databases without requiring that users acquire specialized expertise. Our work also provides a 
foundation for further study of how system software can be mapped more closely to the needs and 
preferences of scientific users. 138 
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Appendix A: HyperSQL Language Reference 
Introduction 
The HyperSQL Language Reference serves as a reference manual for database administrators 
who design HyperSQL query interfaces for Web browsers. It assumes the interface designer is familiar 
with Sybase databases (System 10 or greater) and HTML Version 2 (Hypertext Markup Language). 
The first section explains the organization of HyperSQL query files. The second section, 
About the Notation, describes the conventions used in this manual. The remaining sectionscover 
HyperSQL's five descriptor classes: Database Environment, Query Form, SQL Generation, 
Output Form, and Comments, debugging, and file inclusion. Each descriptor includes a brief 
description, format, examples, notes, and marked as required or optional in a HyperSQL query 
interface. 
Query File Organization 
A HyperSQL-based query interface is composed of a set of text files.  The query menu, which 
contains only HTML, resides in a file named qindex.html. The remainder of the files are called query 
files. Their names have ".hsql" extensions, and as a collection provide complete specifications for  a 
query interface (e.g., Bacterium Query, Fungal Query). Each file contains a combination of HyperSQL 
descriptors and embedded HTML, organized into five types of sections (Figure 50). 
A query file must include exactly one each of the environment, query, SQL sections, plus one 
or more of the output (results and browse) sections. The sections, each delimited by BEGIN and END 
statements, must appear in order: 
1.	  ENVIRONMENT: contains information for connecting to the target database and sets the 
banners for all interface screens. 
2.	  QUERY: describes the layout of the query form. It specifies formatting for the form header, input 
fields on the form body, and the footer. 146 
3.  SQL: controls how SQL code is generated from information entered on the query form. 
Alternatively, this section can invoke a SQL procedure stored in the database, or an external script, 
or program. 
4.  RESULTS: describes the layout of query output providing a list of result records. It specifies 
formatting for a header, query results, and footer. BROWSE: describes the layout of screens 
containing detailed information. It specifies formatting of a header, data fields, and footer. 
ENVIRONMENT BEGIN
 
USEDATABASE mgd LOGIN= MGD PASSWORD= PROMPT;
 
BANNER <center><img src=/HYPERSQL/gif/mgd.gif></center;
 
ENVIRONMENT END
 
QUERY BEGIN
 
HEADER "<center> <H2>Bacterium Query</H2></center>";
 
INPRINT "<B>Bacterium Name</B><br>";
 
INPRINT  "  Genus ";  INPUT  genus TEXTINPUT DEFAULT="Escherichia";
 
INPRINT "Species ";  INPUT  species TEXTINPUT DEFAULT="*";
 
FOOTER "<hr>Feedback to mgd@mgd.cordley.orst.edu";
 
QUERY END
 
SQL BEGIN
 
SUB genus  WHERELIST AS upper(mgd..Organism.genus)  like upper('$');
 
SUB species WHERELIST AS upper(mgd..Organism.species)like upper('$');
 
FROMLIST  mgd..Organism,  mgd..Headline org;
 
SELECTLIST  mgd..Headline org.mgd_germplasm_record num, headline;
 
WHERELIST  mgd..Organism.mgd germplasm_record_num =
 
mgd..Headline_org.mgd_germplasm record_num
 
AND  mgd..Organism.germplasm_type = 'Bacteria';
 
SQL END
 
RESULTS BEGIN
 
HEADER  "<h1><center>Bacterium Headlines< /center > < /hl > ";
 
OUTPRINT "<br>DATA_FIELD=mgd_germplasm_record_num
 
DATA_FIELD=headline";
 
LINK headline TO mgd_mgdGetBacterium(mgd_germplasm record_num)
 
BROWSE_SCREEN=1;
 
FOOTER "<hr>Feedback to mgd@mgd.cordley.orst.edu";
 
RESULTS END
 
BROWSE 1 BEGIN
 
HEADER " <hl >< center >Bacterium Screen < /center>< /hl > ";
 
OUTPRINT SUPPRESS_IF_EMPTY "<li>Genus:  <b>DATA_FIELD=Genus</b>";
 
OUTPRINT SUPPRESS_IF_EMPTY "<li>Species: <b>DATA_FIELD=Species</b>";
 
OUTPRINT "DATA_FIELD=Organism_Role:
 
<b>DATA_FIELD=Researcher o<br>";
 
OUTPRINT "DATA FIELD=Collection_Role:
 
<b>DATA_FIELD=Researcher_c<br>";
 
FOOTER "<hr>Feedback to mgd@mgd.cordley.orst.edu";
 
BROWSE 1 END
 
Figure 50. Sample HyperSQL query file 147 
About the Notation
 
monospace (typewriter-style) font
 
indicates keyboard and button names, program text, and filenames; For example, in "Click
 
Submit to issue the query" the word "Submit" refers to a button name.
 
embedded spaces
 
are ignored between keyword-style arguments. For example,  login = db_login_id is
 
the same as 1 ogin=db_l ogin id.
 
bold font 
indicates a descriptor keyword in the format specification. For example, the bold font for 
"banner" in  banner "HTML_TEXT "  means that the exact word "banner" must be used. 
However, HyperSQL is not case sensitive. For example, BANNER is the same as banner or 
Banner. 
semicolon (;)
 
terminates a descriptor, which may span more than one line.
 
double-quotes (") 
are required around strings containing embedded blanks. Note that quote marks embedded in 
strings must be preceded by a backslash (\). 
curly-braces ({ }) 
indicate portions of HyperSQL descriptors that are optional. 
Database Environment Section 
The database environment section of the query file is used by HyperSQL for establishing 
communications and logging into the remote computer where the Sybase database resides. The 
HyperSQL interpreter establishes a new user session with the database for every transaction (i.e., 
submitting a query form, or clicking on a querylink). Once query results are returned from the database, 
HyperSQL logs out and closes the communications link. See HyperSQL Architecture for details. 
The communication interface of HyperSQL takes advantage of the Open Client Architecture, 
which connects to remote computers using RPCs (Remote Procedure Calls). A Sybase interfaces 
file specifies the addressing information for connecting to remote computers. If HyperSQL cannot find 
the interfaces file, or cannot communicate with the destination computer, an error message will be 
displayed. 
The environment section begins with an ENVIRONMENT BEGINline and ends with an 
ENVIRONMENT END  line. The usedatabase  descriptor specifies the name of the database, the 
user-id to use for logging in (may be "guest" or "anonymous" for some computers), and whether to 
prompt the user for a password. (See the example in 
Figure 50.) Finally, the banner  descriptor specifies the decorations to print at the top of all 
screens, typically the name of the database or the database's logo. 148 
usedatabase (required) 
Specify database name, login id, and whether a password should be requested. 
FORMAT: 
USEDATABASE db name LOGIN=db login id PASSWORD=PASSWORD OPTION;
 
where  db name  is the name of the Sybase database;
 
and db_login_id  is the user login;
 
and PASSWORD OPTION is NONE or PROMPT.
 
EXAMPLE: 
USEDATABASE mgd LOGIN=mgduser PASSWORD=PROMPT;
 
This descriptor directs HyperSQL to use the mgduser  login and
 mgd  database, using the

prompting the user each time for the database password. 
NOTES: 
If no password is required for logging on to the database, use the NONE  option. Otherwise use 
the PROMPT  option to request the database password from the user. 
If no password is prompted for, but one is needed, HyperSQL displays a "password-required" 
message on the browser after attempting to access the database. 
The Internet address of the Sybase database server is maintained in the interfaces  file. (A 
sample, used in the demos at mgd.cordley.orst.edu, will be found in 
hyperSQL/sybase/interfaces.) This file is automatically used by the Open Client Library when 
HyperSQL opens a connection to a Sybase database. See your database administrator for more 
information. 
banner (optional) 
Specify HTML banner to appear at the top of all screens. 
FORMAT: 
banner  "HTML_TEXT" ; 
where HTML TEXT refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
banner "<CENTER>
 
<a href=\"http://machine_name/imagemap/html/menubar.map\">
 
<img src=\"http://machine_name/imagemap/gif/menubar.gif\"
 
ismap></A>
 
</center>"  ;
 
Sets the banners on all screens to the specified HTML graphic. 149 
Query Form Section 
The query form section describes the screen layout of the query input form, where users enter 
search criteria. The section begins with a QUERY BEGIN  line and ends with a QUERY ENDline.
 
Query forms are composed of four sections: banner, header, form body, and footer. The banner
 
which is shared by all screens  is set using the banner descriptor in the environment section. The
 
header, and footer descriptors are used to set screen decorations on the query form.
 
The body of a query form is specified using the inprint and input descriptors, which only 
operate on Query screens.  Inprint  is used to insert prompts and other textual or graphical elements, 
using embedded HTML. The  input  descriptor selects which type of input mechanisms to use: 
text input (single line input), radiolight (diamond-shaped buttons), button  (rectangular push-
button), pulldown menu,  scrolledlist,  or querylist. A default value or setting can be pre­
defined for each input element. 
A special feature of the  input  descriptor is the  queryl ist, a variation of the  scrolledlist. 
Querylist  automatically fetches all distinct values for a given input field from the database and displays 
them in a selectable list on the query form. By default, HyperSQL automatically constructs a query to 
retrieve the values; an optional parameter can be specified to retrieve the values using a Sybase stored 
procedure. The input  descriptor requires a variable where the user input will be stored when the user 
clicks the Submit  button on the query form. (See the example query file in Figure 50.) 
header (optional) 
Specify HTML header to appear at top of the Query form, just below the banner. 
FORMAT: 
header "HTML_TEXT "  ; 
where HTML_TEXT refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
header "<center><b>Bacterium Query</b></center>";
 
Displays the header
 "Bacterium Query"  centered and in a bold typeface. 
inprint (optional) 
Display message or graphical imagemap on the Query screen. 
FORMAT: 
inprint "HTML_TEXT "  ; 
where HTML_TEXT refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
inprint "<em><b> Genus :  </em></b>" ;
 
Prints the message "Genus :"  in a bold italic typeface. 
SEE ALSO: 
Compare with outprint  (used to format query results). 
input (required) 
Specify a mechanism for acquiring user input, and the variable where input will be stored. 
FORMAT: 150 
input variable TYPE=TYPE_OF INPUT { DEFAULT =DEFAULT SETTING );
 
where variable is  assigned user input;
 
and TYPE OF INPUT  is one of
 TEXTINPUT, RADIOLIGHT, BUTTON, PULLDOWN, 
SCROLLEDLIST  or  QUERYLIST=SQL STR/NG; 
and DEFAULT SETTING specifies the initial settings for the input mechanism when the form 
is first displayed. 
For text input, the default setting is specified as a quoted string; if the string is not 
specified, then the wildcard symbol "*" is displayed. 
For radiolight, button, or pulldown, or s crolledl is tjust the word DEFAULT is 
needed, indicating that this element should be pre-selected. 
For querylist,  the DEFAULT parameter is not used. 
EXAMPLE: 
INPUT species TYPE=TEXTINPUT default="coli";
 
Displays a single-line text input field, preset to the value "coil". 
EXAMPLE: 
input organism TYPE=RADIOLIGHT default;
 
input organism TYPE=RADIOLIGHT;
 
input organism TYPE=RADIOLIGHT;
 
Displays a set of three radiolights  with the first light pre-selected. Note that only one 
variable  (organism) is  supplied; the selected light's index (i.e., 1, 2, or 3) will be stored 
there when the user presses Submit. 
EXAMPLE: 
input species TYPE=QUERYLIST="select distinct species from
 
mgd..Organism";
 
Displays a querylist which uses the supplied SQL code to fetch all distinct values from the 
mgd..Organism table. The user's selection is assigned to the species  variable. 
NOTES: 
TYPE_OF INPUT  indicates the nature of the input mechanism. It can be specified in any of
 
six ways (see input examples): 
1.
  text input  results in a field where the user types string input; 
2.	  button creates  a rectangular push-button (any number of buttons can be selected 
concurrently); 
3.	  radiolight results in a diamond-shaped button (only one light can be selected at a 
time); 
4.	  pulldown  creates an entry in a pulldown menu; 151 
5.  sc rolledlis t  creates an entry in a scrolled list (multiple selections are permitted); 
and 
6.	  queryl st  uses the supplied SQL code to query the database for a list of values to 
display in a scrolled list (multiple selections are allowed). 
Consecutive groups of radiolights, buttons, pulldown menus, scrolledlists, or querylists must 
be separated by an  inpr int  descriptor; otherwise the groups will be treated together as a 
single group. 
Contents of input variables are assigned once the user submits the form (using the Submit 
button automatically supplied on all query forms.) 
footer (optional) 
Specify HTML footer to appear at bottom of screen(s). 
FORMAT: 
footer "HTML_TEXT" ; 
where HTML_TEXT refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
footer "<hr>Comments to mgdusergmgd.cordley.orst.edu";
 
Displays the specified string as the footer at the bottom of the screen, preceded by a horizontal 
rule. 
SQL Generation Section 
The SQL specifications section of the query file controls the construction of SQL queries from 
user input values. HyperSQL offers designers two mechanisms for performing queries: invoke a 
precompiled routine, already stored in the database, using the procedure  descriptor; or compose a 
query from forms-based input, using a combination of the sub, selectlist, fromlist, 
wherelist, and sortlist descriptors. 
The start of the SQL section is indicated by the marker SQL BEGIN  and the section is 
followed by an SQL END.  The procedure  descriptor is used to call an Sybase procedure stored in 
the database. It is the programmer's responsibility to write, debug, and store the procedure's code. An 
advantage of using stored procedures is improved performanceSybase automatically precompiles and 
optimizes stored procedures. The procedure  descriptor accepts a Sybase routine name and a list of 
query form variables to be passed as arguments. 
Alternatively, the developer can take advantage of HyperSQL's SQL generation descriptors to 
compose queries on-the-fly. HyperSQL composes SQL statements of the form: 
SELECT selectlist 
FROM  tablelist 
WHERE wherelist 
ORDER BY sortlist 152 
Froml is t is the only required descriptor. Without any of the optional descriptors HyperSQL 
automatically generates a minimal query: 
SELECT * from fromlist 
that retrieves all fields of all records from the tables specifies as part of the fromlist descriptor. 
SQL's SELECT and WHERE clauses are specified primarily using the sub descriptor, which 
specifies how variables from the query form are to be substituted into the clauses. Fields in SQL's 
SELECT clause also may be specified explicitly using the selectlist descriptor. Similarly, 
conditional expressions can be specified explicitly using the wherelist descriptor. 
The sortlist descriptor specifies a list of SQL fields whose results are to be returned in 
sorted order, and is used to compose the ORDER BY clause of the SQL statement. (See the example 
query file in Figure 50.) All Sybase error messages are automatically trapped and printed on the 
browser. 
fromlist (required unless procedure is used) 
Specifies the SQL table(s) to be searched. 
FORMAT: 
fromlist TABLE LIST ; 
where TABLE LIST is a comma-separated list of SQL table names. 
EXAMPLE: 
fromlist mgd. . Organism, mgd. .Headline_org; 
Append the supplied list of tables, to the SQL fromlist composed by HyperSQL, 
NOTE: 
Procedure should not be used when a fromlist is defined. 
sub (optional) 
Specify the role of an input variable (from the Query form) in the SQL clauses. 
FORMAT: 
sub variable SQL_CLAUSE LIST as SQL_EXPRESSION ; 
where SQL CLAUSE LIST is one of FROMLIST, SELECTLIST, SORTLIST or 
WHERELIST 
and SQL_EXPRESSION is a valid SQL expression for the target clause. 
EXAMPLE: 
SUB variety WHERELIST AS upper(mgd_Organism.variety) like
upper('$'); 
Substitutes the value of the variable variety into the placemarker ($) and includes the 
expression upper (mgd .  . Organism. variety like upper ( ' $ '  )  in the SQL 
WHERE clause when the query form is submitted. 
EXAMPLE: 
SUB genus SELECTLIST AS upper(mgd_Organism.genus) like 
upper('$');
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Substitutes the contents of the variable genus  for the placemarker ($) and includes the
 
expression upper (mgd..Organism.genus) like upper (  ' $ '  )  into the SQL
 
WHERE  when the query form is submitted. In Sybase, SQL SELECT  clauses may include
 
built-in functions (i.e., upper).
 
EXAMPLE: 
SUB bacterium selected SELECTLIST AS
 
mgd..Organism.germplasm_type like 'Bacterium';
 
SUB virus selected SELECTLIST AS mgd..Organism.germplasm type
 
like 'Virus';
 
SUB nematode selected SELECTLIST AS
 
mgd..Organism.germplasm type like 'Nematode';
 
In this example, we could use
 radiolights in conjunction with the sub  descriptors to 
select which database fields to include in the SQL  SELECT  clause. Since only one 
radio light can be selected at a time, the variable receiving input from the selected light 
also activates the corresponding sub  which uses the same variable. (Any subs whose 
matching empty variable is empty will be discarded automatically.) 
NOTES: 
See selectlist  for ways to explicitly select SQL fields. 
The where list descriptor provides additional ways to AND  logical expressions to the SQL 
WHERE  clause. 
Supplied with the name of a variable, the name of the target SQL clause (either SELECT  or 
WHERE) and a template expression, HyperSQL substitutes the value of the variable in a 
placeholder ($) in the template, then appends the template to the specified clause-list. 
selectlist (optional) 
Name a specific SQL field(s) that should be returned. 
FORMAT: 
selectlist FIELD LIST;
 
where FIELD LIST  is a comma-separated list of database field names.
 
EXAMPLE: 
selectlist genus, species, variety;
 
Directs HyperSQL to include the specified database field names in the SQL SELECT  clause.
 
NOTE: 
HyperSQL automatically returns all database fields using the SQL wildcard (%) when SQL 
SELECT c;  ause information is not supplied by either a selectlist descriptor or a sub 
descriptor with the SELECTLIST  option. --------------------
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wherelist (optional) 
Name a specific logical condition that should be used as a search criterion. 
FORMAT: 
wherelist SQL_EXPRESSION ;
 
where SQL_EXPRESSION is any valid SQL expression.
 
EXAMPLE: 
WHERELIST mgd..Organism.record_num = mgd..Headline.record_num
 
and mgd..Organism.germplasm_type = 'Bacteria';
 
Directs HyperSQL to logically
 AND  the specified logical expression into the SQL WHERE 
clause. 
sortlist (optional) 
Specify the order in which result records should be sorted. 
FORMAT: 
sortlist SQL_SORT_LIST; 
where SQL SORT LIST is a comma-separated list of database fieldnames of the form 
DB_FIELD_NAME = ASC  (ascending order), or DB_FIELD_NAME = DESC  (descending 
order). 
EXAMPLE: 
sortlist genus=ASC, species=DESC
  ;
 
Sorts query results in ascending order by genus, and in descending order by species. 
procedure (required unless fromlist is used) 
Invoke the specified Sybase procedure when the query form is submitted. 
FORMAT: 
procedure SYBASE PROCEDURE PROCEDURE ARGS ;
 
where SYBASE PROCEDURE is a Sybase stored procedure,
 
and PROCEDURE ARGS is a comma-separated list of database field names and quoted
 
strings. 
EXAMPLE: 
procedure Getlnformation(fieldl, field2, "Species", "Genus");
 
Invokes the specified Sybase stored procedure with the supplied list of arguments.
 
NOTES: 
Procedure and the other SQL descriptors should not be used together. However, a query 
file must include either a procedure or a  fromlist  descriptor, but not both. 
The programmer is responsible for creating the stored Sybase procedure. 
SEE ALSO: 
fromlist, selectlist, wherelist, sortlist, and sub. 155 
Results Section and Browse Sections 
The format of query output is specified in both the Results or Browse sections. The results 
screen consists of single-line headlines which summarize query results. Although a query interface may 
have only one results screen, it may have several browse screens (or none), used to format database 
tables reached from either the results screen or other browse screens. Browse screens are optional since 
HyperSQL reverts to a default format for displaying database tables when no screen is defined. 
The results sections begins with a RESULTS BEGIN  marker and ends with a RESULTS 
END  marker. Browse screens are similarly delimited, except that a integer is supplied to number the 
screens: BROWSE  nnn BEGIN and BROWSE  nnnEND, where nnn is a positive integer. 
In the results and browse screens specifications, header,  and  footer  descriptors are used 
to set screen decorations. (The banner defined in the Environment section is used on all screens.) 
The body of an output form is specified using the link  and outprint  descriptors. The 
link  descriptor is used to create querylinks, which invoke calls to procedures stored in the database in 
order to retrieve additional information. The outprint  descriptor permits database output to be 
formatted using embedded HTML text and images. (See the sample query file in Figure 50). 
header (optional) 
Specify HTML header to appear at top of the Query form, just below the banner. 
FORMAT: 
header "HTML_TEXT" ; 
where HTML_TEXT refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
header "<center><b>Bacterium Query</b></center>";
 
Displays the header
 "Bacterium Query"  centered, in a bold typeface. 
link (optional) 
Formats an output field as a querylink. 
FORMAT: 
link DB FIELD_NAME TO SYBASE PROCEDURE(  PROCEDURE ARGS )  )
 
BROWSE_SCREEN= SCREEN NUMBER;
 
where DB_FIELD NAME is a database field name returned from a query,
 
and SYBASE PROCEDURE is a Sybase stored procedure,
 
and PROCEDURE  ARGS is a comma-separated list of database field names (from the query)
 
to be passed as arguments to the stored procedure.
 
EXAMPLE: 
LINK Researcher TO mgd..mgdGetResearcher(pkey.1)
 
BROWSE_SCREEN=1;
 
Formats the Researcher  field as a querylink to the supplied Sybase stored procedure, 
mgdGetResearcher,  passing the database fieldname pkey. 1 as an argument. Output 
from the procedure is displayed on Browse screen number 1. 
NOTE: 156 
Query links appear on the screen as yellow icons marked "querylink." When the user clicks on 
a querylink, HyperSQL invokes the specified Sybase stored procedure with the supplied 
arguments. 
outprint (optional) 
Specify format of query output. An outprint is activated when at least one of the referenced 
database fields match fields in query output. 
FORMAT: 
outprint "HTML AND FIELDS"  ; 
where HTML AND FIELDS is a string of HTML_TEXT with embedded references to 
database field names of the form DATA FIELD=DB  FIELD NAME, 
and DB_FIELD_NAME is a database field name in the query results, 
and HTML_TEXT refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
outprint "<em>genus:</em> DATA_FIELD=genus"
 ;
 
HyperSQL replaces DATA_FIELD=genus  with the value of genus and prints the line using 
the specified HTML text. 
EXAMPLE: 
outprint "<a href=http://mgd.cordley.orst.edu/cgi­
bin/image_server? DATA_FIELD=organism id> Picture of
 
DATA_FIELD=genus DATA FIELD=species></a>";
 
HyperSQL substitutes the values of the database fields from the query results into the body of 
the HTML hyperlink. When the user clicks this link, the or gani sm id is passed to the 
image server program which returns a picture of the organism. 
NOTES: 
Activated outprint descriptors containing database fields not present in query results are 
marked with a "not matched" message. 
When no outprint  descriptors are specified on an output screen (Results or Browse 
screens), HyperSQL uses a default output formatting, which prints results in bulleted lists, 
automatically suppressing printing of empty fields. 
SEE ALSO: 
Refer to inprint (used to print HTML formatting on query forms) and debug (for overriding all 
SUPPRESS_IF_EMPTY options). 
footer (optional) 
Specify HTML footer to appear at bottom of screen(s). 
FORMAT: 
footer " HTML_TEXT"  ; 
where HTML_TEXT  refers to a string of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). 
EXAMPLE: 
footer "<hr>Comments to mgduser@mgd.cordley.orst.edu";
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Displays the specified string as the footer at the bottom of the screen, preceded by a horizontal 
rule. 
Comments, Debugging, and File Inclusion Section 
There are only three descriptors in this section. The comment descriptor may be used anywhere in 
a query file, to document code or comment out (disable) descriptors without removing them. The debug 
descriptor's SQL  option is used to display all HyperSQL-generated SQL code and calls to Sybase stored 
procedures. The EMPTY_FIELDS  option is useful for overriding the outprint descriptor's 
SUPPRESS_IF_EMPTY  option, which automatically hides empty fields. The EMPTY_FIELDS option also 
overrides HyperSQL's default output formatting, which suppresses printing of empty results. Finally, the 
include  descriptor provides a way to import segments of code from other files. 
# (comment, optional) 
Treat remainder of line as a comment. 
FORMAT: 
# comments 
EXAMPLES: 
outprint $genus; # rest of the line is ignored
 
# The line below is commented out
 
# OUTPRINT "Enter genus:";
 
Everything to the right of a # symbol is ignored by HyperSQL. 
debug (optional) 
Generate debugging information. 
FORMAT: 
debug (  SQL  )  { EMPTY_FIELDS  )  ;
 
where SQL directs HyperSQL to display all of the SQL code automatically generated; 
and EMPTY FIELDS overrides the SUPPRESS I F_EMPTY directive of the outprint 
descriptor, causing all empty database fields to print. It also overrides HyperSQL's default 
output formatting, which automatically suppresses printing of empty output fields. 
EXAMPLE: 
debug SQL EMPTY_FIELDS  ;
 
Causes all generated SQL code and empty database output fields to be displayed the browser. 
include (optional) 
Read in the contents of the specified file. 
FORMAT: 
include FILE NAME; 
where FILE NAME is a filename, including a pathname if the file is not in the current 
directory. 
EXAMPLE: 
;
 INCLUDE footer.html
 
Replaces the include  with the contents of file footer . html. 158 
Appendix B: Classification of Sybase Error Messages
 
The table below shows how we categorized Sybase error messages. Each error is classified as either a 
slip or a mistake (see Chapter 7) in the following categories: 
(1) potential errors encountered using command-line SQL, 
(2) errors that can still occur using QueryDesigner, 
(3) errors attributable to the database software itself (e.g., "internal error"). 
For completeness, all Sybase error messages are listed below; however, messages not related to data 
retrieval operations (e.g., insert, update), shown in boldface type, were not counted in the column totals 
found at the end of this appendix. 
Type 1  Type 2  Type 3  Description 
Msg  MS  M  S  M  S  M=mistake, S=slip 
156  1  1  - - - - Incorrect syntax near the keyword '%.*s'. 
911  1  - - - - - Attempt to locate entry in sysdatabases for database '%.*s' by name
 
failed  no entry found under that name. Make sure that name is entered
 
properly.
 
101  1  - - - - - Line %d: SQL syntax error. 
102  1  - - - - - Incorrect syntax near '%.*s' 
107  1  - - - - The column prefix '%.*s' does not match with a table name or alias
 
name used in the query. Either the table is not specified in the FROM
 
clause or it has a correlation name which must be used instead.
 
110  1  - - - - There are more columns in the INSERT statement than values specified
 
in the VALUES clause. The number of values in the VALUES clause
 
must match the number of columns specified in the INSERT statement.
 
150  1  - - - - - Both terms of an outer join must contain columns. 
154  1  ----- %S_MSG is not allowed in %S_MSG. 
155  1  - - - - - '%.*s' is not a recognized %s option. 
164  1  - - - - - GROUP BY expressions must refer to column names. 
169  1  - - - - - Expression '%d' and '%d' in the ORDER BY list are same. Expressions
 
in the ORDER BY list must be unique.
 
173  1  - - - - - The definition for column '%.*s' must include a datatype.
 
187  1  - - - - - Odd number of bytes in IMAGE data. 
195  1  - - - - - '`'/..*s' is not a recognized %S_MSG. 
205  1  - - - - - All queries in a SQL statement containing set operators must have an
 
equal number of expressions in their target lists.
 
206  1  - - - - - Operand type clash: %s is incompatible with %s
 
207  1  - - - - - Invalid column name %.*s 
208  1  - - - - - %.*s not found. Specify owner.objectname or use sp_help to check
 
whether the object exists (sp_help may produce lots of output).
 
209  1  - - - - - Ambiguous column name %.*s
 
221  1  - - - - - Column of type (%s) does not allow nulls. It may not be compared with
 
null.
 
232  1  - 1  - - - Arithmetic overflow error for type %s, value = %f.
 
233  1  - - - - - The column %.*s in table %.*s does not allow null values.%S_EED 
239  1  - - - - - Table '%.*s' does not exist. Please refer to sysobjects for correct name. 
243  1  - - - - - Type '%..s. is not a defined system type. 
244  1  - 1  - - - The conversion of CHAR value '%.*s' overflowed an INT1 field, use a
 
larger integer field.
 
245  1  - 1  - - - Domain error during %S_MSG conversion of %s value '%s' to a %s
 
field.
 
246  1  - 1  - - The conversion of CHAR value '%.*s' overflowed an INT2 field, use a
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larger integer field. 
247  1  - 1  - - - Arithmetic overflow during %S_MSG conversion of %s value '%s' to a 
%s field. 
248  1  - 1  - - - The conversion of CHAR value '%.*s' overflowed an INT4 field. 
Maximum integer value exceeded. 
249  1  - - - - - Syntax error during %S_MSG conversion of %s value '%s' to a %s field. 
262  1  - 1  - - - %s permission denied, database %S_DBID, owner %.*s 
263  1  - - - - - Must specify table to SELECT " FROM. 
264  1  - - - - - Column name %.*s appears more than once in the result column list. 
267  1  - - - - - Object '%.*s' cannot be found. 
269  1  - - - - - NULL value cannot be specified for conversion from datatype '%s' to 
'%s'. 
278  1  - - - - - TEXT and IMAGE datatypes may not be used in a GROUP BY clause. 
305  1  - - - - - The column '%.*s' (user type:%.*s) is joined with '°/0.*s' (user type: %. *s). 
The user types are not compatible: underlying types must be identical in 
order to join. 
420  1  - - - - - TEXT and IMAGE datatypes may not be used in an ORDER BY clause. 
421  1  - - - - - TEXT and IMAGE datatypes may not be selected as DISTINCT. 
423  1  - - - - - Table referenced in a foreign key constraint is missing, database = 
'%S_DBID', table = '%S_OBJID'. 
426  1  - - - - - Primary key column referenced in a foreign key constraint is missing, 
database = '%S_DBID', table = '%S_OBJID'. 
427  1  - - - - - Referencing column in a foreign key constraint is missing from system 
catalog, database = '%S_DBID', table = '%S_OBJID'. 
501  1  - - - - - There is no result-list for a SELECT statement. 
509  1  - 1  - - - User name "3/..*s' not found. 
518  1  - - - - - Cannot convert type '%s' to type '%s'. 
529  1  - - - - - Explicit conversion from datatype '%s' to '%s' is not allowed. 
536  1  - - - - - Invalid length parameter passed to the substring function. 
615  1  - - - - - Unable to find database table. 
944  1  - - - - - Function %s requires that the user be in the database being worked on. 
Process %d passed it a dbtable for database %d, but is using database 
%d. 
1621  1  - - - - - Type '%c' not allowed before login. 
1708  1  - 1  - - - Warning: Row size could exceed row size limit, which is %d bytes. 
1709  1  - 1  - - - Warning: Row size could exceed row size limit, which is %d bytes. 
1710  1  - - - - - Referenced table '%.*s' specified in a referential constraint declared on 
'%.*s' does not exist in the database '%.*s'. 
1711  1  - - - - - There is no unique constraint on the referenced columns in the 
referenced table '%.*s. specified in referential constraint declaration on 
the table '%.*s'. 
1715  1  - - - - - The number of columns in a foreign key column list and primary 
key/referenced column list not the same in referential constraint 
declaration on table '%.*s', in database '%.*s'. 
1719  1  - - - - - Primary key does not exist for the table referenced in a referential 
constraint declaration, table = '%.*s', data base = '°/0."s'. 
1720  1  - - - - - A column referenced in a referential constraint declaration does not 
exist, referencing table = '%.*s', data base = '%.*s'. 
1721  1  - - - - - Column types of referencing and referenced columns don't match. 
referencing column = %.*s', referenced column = '%.*s'. 
1722  1  - - - - - Column lengths of string type referencing and referenced columns don't 
match. referencing_column = '''..*s', referenced column = '`)/..*s'. 
1723  1  - - - - - Column precision and scale of numeric referencing and referenced 
columns don't match. referencing column = '%.*s', referenced column = 
'%.*e. 
1724  1  - - - - - The number of columns in a forign key column list is greater than a 
primary/referential column list in a referential constraint declaration, 
table = '%.*s., data base = '%.*s'. 
1909  1  - - - - - Can't use duplicate column names in index key list. Column name '%.*s' 160 
listed more than once. 
1920  1  - - - - - A column in a primary key constraints column list is not constrained to 
be not null, column name: '%.*s'. 
2201  1  - - - - - Cannot use variable '%.*s' without first declaring it. 
2414  1  - - - - - Since only 7-bit ASCII characters are allowed with the special character 
set 'ascii_7', the language for this session is being forced to 'us_english'. 
2501  1  - - - - - Table named %.*s not found; check sysobjects 
2520  1  - - - - - Database named %.*s not found; check sysdatabases 
2562  1  - - - - - %s cannot access object '%.*s' because it is not a table. 
2702  1  - - - - - Database '%.*s' does not exist. 
2705  1  - - - - - Column names in each table must be unique. Column name '%.*s' in 
table '°/..*s' is specified more than once. 
2706  1  - - - - - Table '%.*s' does not exist. 
2714  1  - - - - - There is already an object named '%.*s. in the database. 
2715  1  - - - - - Column or parameter #%d: Can't find type '%.*s'. 
2716  1  - - - - - Column or parameter #%d:  can't specify a column width on type 
'%.*s'. 
2717  1  - - - - - Column or parameter #%d: -- specified column width too large for type 
'%.*s'. 
2718  1  - - - - - Column or parameter #%d:  can't specify Null values on a column of 
type BIT. 
2724  1  - - - - - Parameter '%.*s' has an invalid data type. 
2727  1  - - - - - Cannot find index '%.*s'. 
2728  1  - - - - - Could not find sysobjects row for table '%.*s'. 
2729  1  - - - - - Procedure '%.*s' group number 1 already exists in the database. 
Choose another procedure name or procedure number. 
2731  1  - - - - - Column or parameter #%d:  can't specify column width of zero for 
'°/0.`s'. 
2732  1  - - - - - User error number %Id is invalid.  must be between %d and %d. 
2734  1  - 1  - - - User name %.*s does not exist in sysusers. 
2760  1  - - - - - Column name '%.*s' does not exist in target table. 
2764  1  - - - - Identity field '%.*s' must be a numeric with a scale of 0 and not null 
allowed. 
2765  1  - - - - - A table can only have one identity column. Since table '%.*s' already 
has one, you can't add the column '%.*s'. 
2778  1  - - - - - The object '%.*s' is not a table. Update statistics can be used only on 
user tables or system tables 
3433  1  - - - - - Name is truncated to '%.*s'. The maximum name length is %d. 
3604  1  - - - - - Duplicate key was ignored. 
3605  1  - - - - - Duplicate row was ignored. 
3608  1  - - - - - Null value used in an expression. 
4002  1  - 1  - - - Login failed 
4013  1  - 1  - - - Login failed - not a secure SQL Server. 
5002  1  - - - - - Database °/..*s does not exist; check sysdatabases. 
7934  1  - - - - - The table '%.*s' has no indexes. 
7941  1  - - - - 1  Couldn't find table %.*s. 
7985  1  - - - - - Server name '%*.s. not found in system catalog. 
7987  1  - 1  - - - User named '%.*s' not found; check sysusers. 
7988  1  - - - - - The specified object 4%.*s. is not found in database 43/43.`s'. Check 
sysobjects to make sure you own the object. 
105  - 1  - - - - Unclosed quote before the character string '%.*s'. 
106  - 1  - 1  - - Too many table names in the query. The maximum allowable is %d. 
118  - 1  - - - - '%s' option name length plus value string length must total less than %d 
characters. 161 
158  - 1  - 1  - - Too many ORDER BY expressions. The maximum is %d. 
191 
193 
229 
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Some part of your SQL statement is nested too deeply. Please re-write 
the query or break it up into smaller queries. 
The object or column name starting with '%.*s' is too long. The 
maximum length is %d characters. 
%s permission denied on object %S_OBJID, database %S_DBID, 
owner %.*s 
230 
404 
428 
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
%s permission denied on column %.*s of object `3/0S OBJID, database 
%S_DBID, owner %.*s 
Too many ANDs or ORs in expression (limit %d per expression level). 
Try splitting query or limiting ANDs and ORs. 
Too many table names or referential constraints in the query, maximum 
allowed table references is '%d'. 
514 
540 
596 
924 
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Expression stack overflow. Usually this is because built-in functions 
have been nested too deeply. Try to rephrase the query using less 
deeply nested functions. 
Schema for table '%.*s' has changed since compilation of this query. 
Please re-execute query. 
Your query overflowed the space allocated for aligning internal data 
structures. Please simplify your query by breaking it up into a series of 
shorter queries. 
Database '%."s' is already open and can only have one user at a time. 
925  - 1  - - - Maximum number of used databases for each query has been 
exceeded. The maximum allowed is %d. 
1701 
1702 
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Creating table '%."s' failed because row size would be %d. This 
exceeds the maximum allowable size of a row in a table, %d. 
Create table failed because column '%.*5' in table '%.*s' exceeds the 
maximum of 250 columns. 
1714 
4022 
268 
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Exceeded maximum allowed referenced columns in a single referential 
constraint declaration, table = '%.*5', database = '%.*s'. 
Password has expired  However, you are still allowed to login. You 
must change your password before you can continue. 
You can't run SELECT INTO in this database. Please check with the 
Database Owner. 
515 
530 
1910 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Attempt to insert NULL value into column '%.*s', table '%.*s'; 
column does not allow nulls. Update fails.%S EED 
Attempt to insert NULL value into column %d in work table (table id 
%Id); column does not allow NULLS. UPDATE fails. 
Cannot create more than %d indexes on one table. 
120  - - - - - - The SELECT list for the INSERT statement contains fewer items 
than the INSERT list. The number of SELECT values must match 
the number of INSERT columns. 
121  - - - - - - The SELECT list for the INSERT statement contains more items 
than the INSERT list. The number of SELECT values must match 
the number of INSERT columns. 
182 
196 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -
Table and column names must be supplied for the READTEXT or 
WRITETEXT utility. 
SELECT INTO must be the first query in a SQL statement 
containin  set o erators. 
213  - - - - - - Insert error: column name or number of supplied values does not 
match table definition. 
1505 
1507 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Create unique index aborted on duplicate key. Primary key is 
'°/0S KEY' 
Warning: deleted duplicate row. Primary key is  ' %S _KEY' 
1508  - - - - - - Create index aborted on duplicate rows. Primary key is '''YoS KEY' 
1704  - - - - - Only the SA can create the system table '%.*s'. 
1705  - - - - - - Must create system table '%.*s' in the Master Database. 
1706  - - - - - - System table '`)/0.*s' was not created, because ad-hoc updates to 
system catalogs are not enabled. 
1717  - - - - - - System catalog column/table specified for status change not found. 
1718  - - - - - - System catalog column/table specified for status change not found. 
1725  - - - - - - SELECT INTO failed because column %d in table '%.*s' has a null 162 
column name. Null column names are not allowed. 
1913  - - - - - - There is already an index on table '%.*s' named '%.*s' 
1914  - - - - - - Cannot create index on object '%.*s' because it is not a user table. 
1915 
1916 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Only the owner of table '%.*s' or a user with System Administrator 
(SA) role can create an index on it. 
CREATE INDEX options %s and %s are mutually exclusive. 
1919  - - - - Column '%.*s' -- Can't create index on a column of TEXT or IMAGE 
data type. 
1921  - - - - - - An index with the same columns in the same order already exists 
on the table '%.*s'. 
1923 
1924  - -
-
-
-
- -
-
-
A table cannot have more than one primary key, attempt to define a 
second primary key failed on table '%.*s'. 
You cannot create an index on the sysaudits table. 
1927  - - - - - Create Index failed because user curwrite level is not equal to the 
level of table '%.*s'. 
2208  - - - - - - Tried to read unopened device vaddr.---Ox°/0-. 
2209  - - - Tried to write unopened device vaddr=0)0/0-. 
2210  - - - - - Tried to write database without using -w or -W flag. 
2510 
2511 
2557 
2573 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Key mismatch between index page and data page in database 
'%.*s'. Drop and re-create the index. (index page %Id, row %d, data 
page %Id) 
Keys of index id %d for table '%.*s' in %S_MSG should be in 
ascending order. Drop and re-create the index. (index page %Id) 
Only the owner of object '%.*s' or a user with System Administrator 
(SA) role can run DBCC %s on it. 
Database '%.`s' is not marked suspect. You cannot drop it with 
DBCC. 
2601  - - - - - Attempt to insert duplicate key row in object '%.*s' with unique 
index '%.*s'AS EED 
2626 
2710 
2719 
2721 
2730 
2735 
3435 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Illegal attempt to insert duplicate key row in the clustered index for 
object '%.*s' in database '%.*s'. 
You are not the owner specified for the object named '°/0.*s' in this 
command (CREATE, ALTER, TRUNCATE, UPDATE STATISTICS, or 
BULK INSERT). The database owner can use the SETUSER 
command to assume the identity of another user. 
Only the owner of table '%.*s', or a user with System administrator 
(SA) role, can run UPDATE STATISTICS on it. 
Could not find a default segment to create the table on. Contact a 
user with System administrator (SA) role to specify a default 
segment in syssegments. 
Cannot create procedure ''"/0.*s' with a group number of %d 
because a procedure with the same name and a group number of 1 
does not currently exist in the database. Must CREATE 
PROCEDURE '°/0.*s';1 first. 
Object text is too long - can only support 255 rows in 
syscomments. Shorten the object text or split into multiple objects. 
Text which caused overflow starts at: '°/0.*s'. 
Sortorder cannot be changed because user objects or user 
databases exist. 
3606  - - - - - - Arithmetic overflow occurred. 
3607  - - - - - - Divide by zero occurred. 
3701 
3702 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Cannot drop the %S_MSG '°/0.*s', because it doesn't exist in the 
system catalogs. 
Cannot drop the %S_MSG '%.*s' because it is currently in use. 
3703  - - - - - Cannot drop the %S_MSG with object-id %Id in database %d, 
because it doesn't exist in the system catalogs. 
3704 
3705 
-
-
-
-
-
- -
-
-
-
-
Cannot drop the %S_MSG e%.*s' because you are not the owner or 
a user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
Cannot use DROP %s with '°/0.`s' because '%.*5' is a %S MSG. Use 
DROP %s. 163 
3710  - - - - - - Cannot use DROP with '%.*s' because '%.*s' is a %S MSG. Use 
ALTER TABLE. 
3712  - - - - - - Cannot drop %S_MSG '%.*s' because it has dependent foreign key. 
3716  - - - - - The % S_MSG '%.*s' cannot be dropped because it is bound to one 
or more %S MSG. 
3718  - - - - - - Could not drop index '%.*s' because the table/clustered index entry 
cannot be found in the sysindexes system catalog. 
3723  - - - - - - The table '%.*s' does not have the %S_MSG '%.*s'. Cannot drop. 
3724  - - - - - - Level of table or object '''/0.*s' does not match user's curwrite level. 
Cannot drop. 
3725  - - - - - - Level of index '%.*s' does not match user's curwrite level. Cannot 
drop. 
3726  - - - - - Level of database .%.*s' does not match user's curwrite level. 
Cannot drop. 
4024  - - - - - The packet size (%d) specified at login time is illegal. Legal values 
are between 512 and %d. 
4615  - - - - - - Permissions may not be revoked from either the DBO or the object 
owner. 
4620  - - - - - The user must be in the master database in order to grant/revoke 
create database access. 
4701  - - - - - - Cannot truncate table '°/0.*s', because this table does not exist in 
database '`)/oS DBID'. 
4708  - - - - - - Could not truncate object '%.*s. because it is not a table. 
4709  - - - - - - You are not allowed to truncate the system table '"/..*s'. 
4710  - - - - - - Cannot truncate table '%.*s' because you are not the owner or a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
7932  - - - - - - The indexes for '%.*s' are already correct. They will not be rebuilt. 
270  - - - - - - Table '%.*s' can't be modified. 
511  - - - - - - Updated or inserted row is bigger than maximum size (%d bytes) 
allowed for this table. 
535  - - - - - - Difference of two datetime fields caused overflow at runtime. 
610  - - - - - Maximum number of databases that may be accessed by a 
transaction is 8. This number has been exceeded by this query. 
4016  - - - - - - Language name in login record '%.*s' is not an official name on this 
SQL Server. Using default '%.*5' from syslogins instead. 
4017  - - - - - - Neither language name in login record '%.*s' nor language name in 
syslogins '%.*5' is an official language name on this SQL Server. 
Using server-wide default '%.*s' instead. 
4018  - - - - - Your default language name from syslogins '%.*s' is not an official 
language name on this SQL Server. Using server-wide default 
'%.*s' instead. 
212  - - - - - 1  Expression result length exceeds maximum: max - %d found - %d 
216  - - - - 1  Attempt to automatically drop temporary table failed. 
220  - - - - - 1  Arithmetic overflow error for type %s, value = ''hild. 
227  - - - - - 1  Arithmetic overflow error occurred while converting the string i%.*s' to 
type %s. 
251  - - - - - 1  Unable to allocate ancillary table for query optimization. Maximum 
number of tables in a query (%d) exceeded. 
254  - - - - - 1  Maximum number of columns in a work table (%d) exceeded. 
255  - - - - - 1  Maximum row size (%d) for a work table exceeded. 
258  - - - - - 1  Database i%.*s' missing during query recompile. 
265  - - - - - 1  Insufficient result space for %S_MSG conversion of %s value '%s' to a 
%s field. 
274  - - - - - 1  A SYSTEM exception was raised with an unrecognized minor number 
%d. 
405  - - - - 1  - Cannot route query results  query internal representation corrupted. 
407  - - - - - 1  You query creates too many internal work tables and/or user tables: the 
maximum is %d. Simplify the query and try again. 
418  - - - - - 1  Can't find the real column name corresponding to the column heading 164 
422  - - - - - 1  Too many nested expressions or logical operators to compile. Try 
splitting query or limiting ANDs and ORs. 
429  - - - - 1  - Invalid constraint type passed to compile referential constraint. This is 
an internal error. 
430  - - - - 1  - Constraint id info in the resvar for check constraints is missing. This is 
an internal error, database = '%S_DBID', table = '%S_OBJID'. 
433  - - - - - 1  Unable to allocate work table to process referential constraint. Query 
exceeds the maximum limit (%d) of work tables. Either simplify the 
query or reduce the number of referential constraints on the tables 
involved in the query. 
434  - - - - - 1  Work table cannot be allocated for processing the order by clause which 
requires a sort. Maximum limit (%d) of work tables is exceeded while 
processing this query. Simplify the query and retry. 
516  - - - - - 1  Attempt to get system date/time failed. 
539  - - - - 1  - Access methods error code %d encountered but run does not know how 
to handle it. 
541  - - - - 1  - An unknown arithmetic exception type was reported. The transaction 
has been aborted. This is an internal system error. Please contact a 
user with System Administrator (SA) role. 
659  - - - - - 1  Table id %d contains suspect indexes. This table is only available for 
read-only purposes until the DBCC REINDEX command has been run 
on the indicated table to rebuild its suspect indexes. 
660  - - - - 1  Index id %d cannot be used to access table id %d as it is SUSPECT. 
Please have the SA run the DBCC REINDEX command on the specified 
table. 
701  - - - - - 1  There is not enough procedure cache to run this procedure, trigger, or 
SQL batch. Retry later, or ask your SA to reconfigure SQL Server with 
more procedure cache. 
702  - - - - - 1  Memory request for %d bytes exceeds the size of single page of %d 
bytes. 
703  - - - - - 1  You cannot run this procedure, trigger, or SQL batch because it requires 
more than %Id pages of memory. Break it up into shorter queries, if 
possible. 
707  - - - - 1  - System error detected during attempt to free memory at address Ox%lx. 
Please consult the SQL Server error log for more details. 
708  - - - - - 1  There is insufficient system memory to run kernel task. spid %d, kpid 
%d. 
709  - - - - - 1  There is insufficient system memory to continue login process for spid 
%d. 
803  - - - - - 1  Process %d tried to remove resource lock it doesn't hold on buffer Ox%Ix 
%S_PAGE. 
804  - - - - - 1  Unable to find buffer Ox%Ix holding logical page %Id in sdes Ox%Ix kept 
buffer pool for object '%.*s'. 
805  - - - - - 1  Unable to find descriptor for object '`'0.*s' in database 'c'o.*s' in hash table' 
when marking buffer dirty or flushing syslogs. 
806  - - - - - 1  Could not find virtual page for logical page %Id in database '%S_DBID'. 
807  - - - - - 1  Logical page %Id in buffer Ox%Ix already kept in SDES for object '%.*s' 
in database '%.*s'. 
808  - - - - - 1  Alloc page buffer pool in Pss is full - logical pages %Id, %Id, and %Id in 
respective databases '°/0.*s', '%.*s' and '%.*s' are already held there. 
Cannot add logical page %Id in database '%.*s'. 
809  - - - - - 1  Buffer Ox%lx, alloc pg °kid, in database '%.*s' not in alloc buf pool in 
Pss. 
810  - - - - - 1  Attempt to pin log page buffer. 
811  - - - - - 1  Attempt to grab buffer which is on descriptor chain. 
812  - - - - 1  Attempt to grab a pinned buffer. 
813  - - - - - 1  Logical page %Id in database %d is already hashed. 
814  - - - - - 1  Keep count of buffer Ox%Ix holding logical page %Id in database %.*s 
has become negative. 
815  - - - - - 1  Unable to find buffer holding sysindexes page in the cache - pageno = 
%Id dbid = %d. 
816  - - - - - 1  Process %d tried to remove a buffer resource lock %S_BUF that it does 
not hold in SDES %S SDES. 165 
817  - - - - - 1  Process %d tried to remove a buffer resource lock %S_BUF that it does 
not hold in Pss Ox%lx. 
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There is no room to hold the buffer resource lock %S_BUF in SDES 
%S_SDES. 
There is no room for process %d to hold buffer resource lock % S_BUF 
in Pss. 
820  - - - - - 1  Attempt to dirty non-log buffer %S_BUF which is in I/O. 
821  - - - - - 1  Attempt to unhash buffer at Ox%Ix with a buffer pageno of %Id and 
database id %Id with HASHED status set failed - buffer was not found. 
%S PAGE. 
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Could not start I/O for request BLKIO flags = Ox%lx, size = %Id, errcode 
= Ox%lx, %S_BUF. 
I/O error detected during %S_MSG for %S_BUF. 
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Attempt made to write page in buffer in database that has no entry in 
sysdatabases. %S_BUF. 
Attempt made to write page in buffer in database that has no entry in 
sysdatabases. %S_BUF. 
Attempt made to hold allocation page %Id that is already in Pss pool. 
Database "%."s'. 
827  - - - - - 1  Attempt to dirty page %Id which is not kept in database '%."s. 
829  - - - - - 1  A problem with ordered writes was detected. Please call SYBASE. 
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Invalid magic number %Id for aux kept buffer structure Ox%-, for sdes 
Ox%-, object id `Aid. 
Unable to find buffer Ox%- holding logical page %Id in sdes Ox%-, aux 
keep struct Ox%-, for object .%..e. 
Unable to place buffer Ox%- holding logical page %Id in sdes for object 
%."s' - there is no room in sdes aux keep pool. 
Attempt to read logical page %Id, database ' %S_DBID' into buffer Ox%­
that is hashed. 
834  - - - - - 1  Illegal attempt to clean buffer: %S_BUF. 
835  - - - - - 1  Illegal attempt to change contents of buffer: %S_BUF. 
836  - - - - - 1  Attempted to grab lru header. 
837  - - - - - 1  Attempted to grab wash header. 
838  - - - - - 1  Grabbed buffer not marked in wash: %S_BUF. 
839  - - - - - 1  Grabbed buffer dirty but not writing: %S_BUF. 
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Device ' %. "s' (with physical name '°/0.`s', and virtual device number %d) 
has not been correctly activated at startup time. Please contact a user 
with System Administrator (SA) role. 
Attempt to set bufreserves in RESOURCE structure to negative value 
while unclaiming cache. 
Attempt to set bufclaims in PSS structure for process %d to negative 
value while unclaiming cache. 
Unable to find original instance of buffer Ox%- holding logical page %Id 
for object ' %.`s'. 
Attempt to unpredirty buffer %S_BUF which is %s. 
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Attempt to do a large I/O for page %Id in database '%.*s. with buffer 
Ox%-, which is not a large buffer. 
Hardware error detected writing logical page %Id, virtual page %Id for 
dbid %Id. User will sleep until write completes successfully. 
Checkpoint Process detected hardware error writing logical page %Id, 
virtual page %Id for dbid %Id. It will sleep until write completes 
successfully. 
Could not start I/O for device '%.*s' (with physical name '%.*s', and 
virtual device number %d). Operating system error %d. 
I/O error detected for device "%.*s. (with physical name '%.*s', and 
virtual device number %d). 
Hardware error detected reading logical page %Id, virtual page %Id in 
database ' %.'s'. 
903  - - - - - 1  Unable to find row in sysindexes for clustered index on system catalog 
%d in database %d. This index should exist in all databases. Run 
904  - - - - - 1 
DBCC CHECKTABLE on sysindexes in the database. 
Unable to find master database row in sysdatabases. Cannot open 166 
master database. 
905  - - - - 1  Unable to allocate a DBTABLE descriptor to open database '%S_DBID'. 
Another database must be closed or dropped before opening this one. 
906  - - - - - 1  Could not locate row in sysobjects for system catalog %d in database 
%d. This system catalog should exist in all databases. Run DBCC 
CHECKTABLE on sysindexes in the database. 
908  - - - - - 1  Unable to find any entries in sysusages for dbid '%d', database 
'%S_DBID'. Run DBCC CHECKTABLE on sysusages in the master 
database. 
909  - - - - 1  More than %d entries required to build the logical-virtual translation table 
for database '%S_DBID'. The database is too fragmented. 
910  - - - - 1  Could not allocate a new object descriptor for required system catalog in 
database '%d'. Another database must be closed or objects in another 
database dropped in order to open this database. 
912  - - - 1  - DBTABLE descriptor cannot be found for database '%.*s' which is 
supposed to be already open. 
913  - - - - 1  Could not find row in sysdatabases with database id %d. Run DBCC 
CHECKTABLE on sysdatabases. 
915  - - - - - 1  Descriptor for system catalog '%.*s' not found in DBTABLE chain for 
database '%.*s' - all system catalogs should reside permanently in this 
chain. 
916  - - - - - 1  Server user id %d is not a valid user in database '%.*s' 
917  - - - - - 1  Illegal attempt to close the master database for the last time - this 
database must always be open. 
918  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' has not yet been recovered - please wait before 
accessing this database. 
919  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' was marked 'suspect' by an earlier attempt at recovery. 
Check the SQL Server errorlog for information as to the cause. 
920  - - - - - 1  Could not find syslogs row in sysindexes for database '%.*s'. Run DBCC 
CHECKTABLE on this system catalog. 
921  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s. has not been recovered yet  please wait and try again. 
922  - - - - - 1  Database 'c'..*s' is being recovered - will wait until recovery is finished. 
923  - - - - - 1  User %d not allowed in database '%.*s'  only the owner of this database 
can access it. 
926  - - - - - 1  Database %..s. cannot be opened. An earlier attempt at recovery 
marked it 'suspect'. Check the SQL Server errorlog for information as to 
the cause. 
927  - - - - - 1  Database '')/..*s' cannot be opened - it is in the middle of a load. 
928  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' cannot be opened - it is currently being created. Wait 
and try query again. 
929  - - - - - 1  Attempting to close a database which is not open. Please contact 
Technical support. 
930  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' cannot be opened because either an earlier system 
termination left LOAD DATABASE incomplete or the database is 
created with for load' option. Load the database or contact a user with 
System Administrator (SA) role. 
931  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' cannot be opened because of a failure to initialize the 
global timestamp. This indicates that a problem exists in the log for the 
current database. Please contact Technical support for assistance. 
932  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' cannot be opened because the log for the current 
database is corrupt. Page %Id of the log is linked to a page that belongs 
to a database object with id %Id. Please contact Technical support for 
assistance. 
933  - - - - - 1  Logical page %Id of the log encountered while retrieving highest 
timestamp in database .0/..*s. is not the last page of the log and we are 
not currently recovering that database. 
934  - - - - - 1  Fatal error encountered while freeing up DBTABLE structure. 
935  - - - - - 1  WARNING - the timestamp in database '%.*s. is approaching the 
maximum allowed. 
936  - - - - - 1  The Model database is unavailable. It is being used to create a new 
database. 
937  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s' is unavailable. It is undergoing LOAD DATABASE. 
938  - - - - - 1  Database '%.*s. is unavailable.  It is undergoing LOAD TRANSACTION. 167 
939  - - - - - 1  Illegal dbtable unlock: %S_DBT. 
940  - - - - - 1  Dbtable in wrong state for operation: %S_DBT. 
941  - - - - - 1  Illegal database context operation. 
942  - - - - - 1  Database cannot be opened because a system descriptor cannot be 
installed. 
943  - - - - - 1  Database %.*5' cannot be opened since an attempt to upgrade it was 
unsuccessful. 
945  - - - - - 1  Function %s was asked to locate page %Id in database %Id. The page 
number is invalid for the database. 
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A %S_MSG has prevented Sysusages changes for database %.*s from 
being copied into memory. Please run sp_dbremap to complete 
database space changes. 
Database '%.*s' has been marked as having corrupt security labels. 
Please contact a user with the System Administrator, System Security 
Officer, or Oper role or the Database Owner. 
Database '%.*s' is unavailable. It is undergoing a security label 
consistency fix. 
Unable to allocate new page for database '°/0.*s'. There are no more 
pages available on valid allocation pages. Space can be created by 
dropping objects, extending the database, or dumping the log with 
no_log. 
Unable to locate allocation page %Id for database '%.*s'. This allocation 
page contains the extent that the target allocation page is in, but the 
allocation page is not in the translation table in the DBTABLE. Run 
DBCC CHECKTABLE on sysusages. 
Allocation page %Id in database '%.*s' has different segment id than 
that of the object to which we are allocating. Run DBCC CHECKALLOC. 
Conflict between number of extents marked in log record in the 
allocation bitmap and the allocation count. Allocation count is %d. 
Bitmap is Ox%Ix Ox%Ix Ox%Ix Ox%lx. 
Can't allocate space for object '%.*s' in database '%.*s' because the 
'%.*s' segment is full. If you ran out of space in syslogs, dump the 
transaction log. Otherwise, use ALTER DATABASE or 
sp_extendsegment to increase the size of the segment. 
First pass through allocation page %Id found %d free extents. After 
logging, only found %d free extents. 
Cannot deallocate extent %Id, database %d. Object id %Id, index id %d, 
status %d in extent does not match object id %Id, index id %d, status 
%d in object being deallocated. Run DBCC CHECKALLOC. 
Attempt to read allocation page %Id failed either because object ID is 
not correct ("Vold) or the page ID is not correct (%Id). 
Attempt to resource lock allocation page %Id in database '%.*s' by 
process %d while allocating to non-syslogs object '%.*s'. 
Extent bitmap on allocation page %Id in database '%.*s' does not have 
extents marked that are being removed. 
Extent bitmap on allocation page %Id in database '%.*s' already has 
extents marked that are being added. 
Extent %Id already locked while allocating it in database '°/0.*s'. 
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Attempt to resource lock page c/old in database '%.*s' by process %d 
failed because lock is already held by process %d. 
Attempt to transfer a resource lock to process ID 0 on allocation page 
%Id in database '%.*s'. 
1116  - - - - - 1  Attempt to backout the allocation of LOG page %Id, in database '%.*s'. 
1117  - - - - - 1  Extent chain for object %Id is not correctly linked. 
1120  - - - - - 1  Attempt to call pg  readalloc on page %Id which is not an allocation 
page. 
1121  - - - - - 1  Failed to get a lock on newly allocated page. Page number = %Id dbid = 
%d. 
1122  - - - - - 1  Attempt to read allocation page before openning SYSALLOCPGS. 
1123  - - - - - 1  Failed to get lock on OAM pg. 
1124  - - - - - 1  Failed to get lock on allocation page cYold. 
1125  - - - - - 1  Attempting to allocate page %Id in database %d to extent %Id which 
belongs to another object. Object id and index id in page are %Id, %Id. 168 
Object id and index id in extent are %Id, %Id. 
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Internal Error: The OAM has no room for new inserts. Check OAM for 
object %Id, index %d. 
The OAM entry for allocation page %Id is missing from the OAM which 
starts on page %Id. 
The requested update to the OAM for object %Id, dbid %Id, index %d, 
oam page %Id, would cause a negative page count. allocation page: 
%Id, oamarray used: %Id, oamarray unused: %Id, deltaused: %Id, 
deltaunused: %Id, spid: %Id. Contact your System Admin. 
A dealloc log record has been detected which does not have an OAM 
page supplied. 
The OAM for object %Id, index %d, oam page %Id, is currently allocated 
to another object. 
Attempted to log allocation to the log. 
1133  - - - - - 1  Page %Id was expected to be an OAM page for %Id and it is not. 
1134  - - - - - 1  Failed to get lock on OAM page %Id. This should never happen. 
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Page %Id was given as a target page for allocation to object %Id index 
id %d and there is no entry in the OAM for this page. This may indicate 
corruption of the OAM. Please run checkalloc on database %.*s. 
Impossible deadlock on page mgr lock. 
1140  - - - - - 1  'Page mgr lock should not already be held.' 
1141  - - - - - 1  Unexpected value returned to page manager routine: %Id. 
1142  - - - - - 1  Unexpected value returned to page manager routine: %Id. 
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Invalid OAM Page %Id. Expected objid=%Id. Found 
objid=%Id,pstat=%d,indid=%d. 
Page number °kid is higher than the highest page in database '°/.."s': 
%Id. 
1145  - - - - - 1  ss %d was expected to hold logical lock on page %Id. 
1146  - - - - - 1  ss %d was expected to hold logical lock on page %Id. 
1147  - - - - - 1  Process %d trying to do a logged operation on a non-logged object %Id. 
1148  - - - - - 1  Error: %d, Severity: %d, State: %dn 
1201  - - - - - 1  Page Jock was called with illegal mode %d. 
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Caller of lock manager is incorrectly trying to unlock an unlocked object. 
spid=%d locktype=%d dbid = %d object id or page number=%Id. 
SQL Server has run out of LOCKS. Re-run your command when there 
are fewer active users, or contact a user with System Administrator (SA) 
role to reconfigure SQL Server with more LOCKS. 
Your server command (process id #%d) was deadlocked with another 
process and has been chosen as deadlock victim. Re-run your 
command. 
Lock free chain linkage has been corrupted. 
1222  - - - - - 1  A non lock is linked on the free chain. 
1223  - - - - - 1  Lock hash table linkage has been corrupted. 
1224  - - - - - 1  A structure from outside the lock area has been linked onto a lock hash 
chain. 
1225  - - - - 1  Lock record chain linkage has been corrupted. 
1226  - - - - - 1  A non lock record is linked onto a semaphore cursor. 
1227  - - - - - 1  Semaphore cursor chain linkage has been corrupted. 
1228  - - - - - 1  A non semaphore cursor is linked onto a semaphore. 
1229  - - - - - 1  The actual number of free locks does not match the free lock count. 
1230  - - - - - 1  A semaphore cursor has no lock records linked to it. 
1231  - - - - - 1  An incorrect lock structure is linked on the free chain. 
1232  - - - - - 1  An incorrect lock structure is linked onto a hash chain. 
1233  - - - - - 1  An incorrect lock structure is linked a chain of lock structures. 
1234  - - - - - 1  An incorrect lock structure is linked to a semaphore. 169 
1235  - - - - - 1  A semaphore cursor at the head of a semaphore queue is marked as 
waiting. 
1236  - - - - - 1  A semaphore cursor not at the head of a semaphore queue is marked 
as not waiting. 
1237  - - - - - 1  A semaphore cursor has mutually incompatible lock records linked to it. 
1238  - - - - - 1  %d locks not accounted for. 
1239  - - - - - 1  %d extra locks found. 
1240  - - - - - 1  Maximum skip count on an exclusive lock has been exceeded. 
1241  - - - - - 1  A semaphore cursor refers to a different semaphore than the one it is 
linked to. 
1242  - - - - 1  A lock record refers to a different semaphore cursor than the one it is 
linked to. 
1243  - - - - - 1  Couldn't find object to be released. 
1244  - - - - - 1  Could not find address lock at address Ox%Ix while trying to release it. 
1245  - - - - - 1  Lock record and process disagree. 
1246  - - - - - 1  Process attempting to wait on a lock that does not belong to it. 
1247  - - - - - 1  Process attempting to wait on a lock that has already been waited for. 
1248  - - - - - 1  Could not find the lock held by a process chosen as a deadlock victim. 
1249  - - - - - 1  Process became runnable before lock it was waiting for was released. 
1250  - - - - - 1  A non-preallocated semaphore cursor encountered while trying to obtain 
a semaphore. 
1251  - - - - - 1  An in-use preallocated semaphore cursor was encountered. 
1252  - - - - - 1  Lock header linkage has been corrupted. 
1253  - - - - - 1  The wrong number of lock records was found on a semaphore cursor. 
1254  - - - - - 1  While following the lock record chain for a process, a lock record 
belonging to a different process was encountered. 
1255  - - - - - 1  Unlinking a duplicate lock caused a task to be awakened. 
1256  - - - - - 1  Encountered a non-preallocated semaphore cursor on a chain that 
should only have preallocated semaphore cursors. 
1257  - - - - - 1  Attempt to obtain a logical lock that is incompatible with one already 
held. Spid = %d, type = %d, dbid = %d, object id or page number = 
%Id. 
1258  - - - - - 1  A process is not waiting for a lock that it should be waiting for. 
1259  - - - - - 1  A process is waiting for a lock that has been granted. 
1260  - - - - - 1  A process is waiting for a lock that it did not request. 
1261  - - - - - 1  Attempt to promote from page to table locking on objid %Id encountered 
an internal error. 
1262  - - - - - 1  No matching xdes found. Lock was requested for objid %Id, dbid %d, 
type %d, by process %d. 
1263  - - - - - 1  A process was found to be waiting for the same object twice. 
1265  - - - - - 1  A lock manager routine expected a lock record as an argument but was 
passed something else. 
1266  - - - - - 1  Upgrade of lock on object id or page number %Id left the lock ungranted. 
1267  - - - - - 1  A lock record at the head of a semaphore queue is not marked as 
granted. 
1268  - - - - - 1  A lock record is marked as granted, but isn't at the head of the 
semaphore queue. 
1269  - - - - - 1  Temporary buffer overflow occurred while scanning the lock table. Rows 
will be missing in syslocks for one or more objects. 
1270  - - - - - 1  A task attempted to release a semaphore that it had not previously 
obtained. 
1271  - - - - - 1  A task attempted to acquire a semaphore with a preallocated 
semaphore cursor that did not belong to it. 
1272  - - - - - 1  Invalid parameter(s) passed to lock manager. 
1273  - - - - - 1  Syntax error at line %d of file %s starting at '%s'. 
1274  - - - - - 1  Error with input file %s: %s. 170 
1275  - - - - - 1  The lock unit test can only be run with a single engine on line. 
1276  - - - - - 1  Attempt to acquire a lock in dbid %d while in an internal transaction. 
This is an internal error. 
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In a call to lock_multiple(), the lock requests were out of order. They 
should be sorted by object id, dbid. 
This semawait (1st) should only have one lockrec. 
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The Propagation Context Data entry could not be saved. There is 
already an entry with the same key values for the context provided. 
A Propagation Context Data value could not be returned in parameter 
%d because the datatype of the return parameter does not match the 
datatype of the stored field. 
The second argument for this Propagation Context Data built-in 
command specifies the number of keys supplied with the call. This 
argument must be of datatype Integer'. 
This Propagation Context Data built-in function requires at least %d 
arguments. 
This Propagation Context Data built-in function requires one argument. 
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The second argument for this Propagation Context Data built-in 
command specifies the number of keys supplied with the call. The 
value '%d' supplied is more than the keys given. At most '%d' 
arguments may be keys for this call. 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: An invalid or garbaged 
command Ox%- was seen by pcxt  cmdinit(). 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: 
pcxt  nodenew(PCXT_NODE_ENTRY) copied %d arguments, 
expected %d arguments. 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: An invalid or garbaged 
node type Ox%- tried to free memory at Ox%- in pcxt  nodefree(). The 
request was ignored. 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: The memory tracking 
fields in the PCD resource structure are inconsistent: inuse %d, free %d. 
Some PCD memory may not be reclaimed until the login session ends. 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: An invalid or garbaged 
node type Ox%- was seen by pcxt  nodedup(). 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: An invalid or garbaged 
node type Ox%- was seen by pcxt  nodenew(). 
Internal Error in Propagation Context routines: An invalid or garbaged 
event type Ox%- was seen by pcxt_event(). 
The built-in function requested %d data fields as return parameters. 
The Propagation Context Data entry that was selected contains only %d 
data fields.  It is an error to request more data fields than exist in the 
1315  - - - - - 1 
entry. 
Argument %d of this Propagation Context Data built-in command must 
be of datatype 'integer'. 
1501  - - - - - 1  Sort failure 
1503  - - - - - 1  Sort failure: too many sort keeps (%d) 
1509  - - - - - 1  Row compare failure 
1510  - - - - - 1  Sort failed: Out of space in database '%.*s' 
1511  - - - - - 1  Sort cannot be reconciled with transaction log 
1513  - - - - - 1  Reuse of extent failed in sort 
1514  - - - - - 1  Page allocated to sort found to be busy. Page number %Id. %S_BUF. 
1515  - - - - - 1  Bad session descriptor for sort 
1519 
1520 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
An attempt was made to keep a sort buffer in a slot where a buffer was 
already kept. Buffer pointer: Ox%Ix Slot: %d. 
Sort failed for table '%.*s. in database '%.*s. because internal count of 
used pages is incorrect. Run DBCC TABLEALLOC to correct the value. 
1521  - - - - - 1  Sort failed because a table in tempdb used for the processing of the 
query had a bad data page count. Tempdb should not have been 
damaged. 
1522 
1523 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Sort failure. Prevented overwriting of allocation page in database 
'`'/0S_DBID' by aborting sort. 
Sort failure. Prevented incorrect extent deallocation by aborting sort. 171 
1525 
1526 
1527 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
Sort Failure. Rollforward of sort encountered sort descriptor timestamps 
out of sequence. Old timestamp in log: %04x %081x. New timestamp in 
log: %04x %081x. Timestamp in sort descriptor: %04x %081x. 
Sort failure. Configured size of buffer cache is insufficient. A user with 
System administrator (SA) role should consult Technical Support to 
establish minimum requirement. 
Sort failure. Unknown exception returned from bufclaimcache: %d. 
1528 
1529 
1530 
1531 
1532 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Character data comparison failure. An unrecognized Sort-Map-Element 
type (%d) was found in the server-wide default sort table at SMEL entry 
[%d]. 
Character data comparison failure. A list of Sort-Map-Elements from the 
server-wide default sort table does not end properly. This list begins at 
SMEL entry [%d]. 
Create index with sorted_data was aborted because of row out of order. 
Primary key of first out of order row is '%S_KEY' 
The sorted_data option cannot be used for a nonclustered index if the 
keys are not unique within the table. Create index was aborted because 
of duplicate keys. Primary key is '%S_KEY'. 
Invalid merge page. %s on page %Id. 
1533 
1601 
1602 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
Internal Sort error. Extend read returns an invalid page. Requested 
pageno = %ld Read pageno=%Id. 
There are not enough 'user connections' available to start a new 
process. Retry when there are fewer active users, or ask your System 
Administrator to reconfigure SQL Server with more user connections. 
Unable to initialize network %d 
1603  - - - - - 1  Process priority %d invalid or no process slots available 
1604  - - - - - 1  Process not runnable or kpid %d not within range 
1605  - - - - - 1  Failed to open virtual socket for new connections 
1606  - - - - - 1  Failed to initialize network receive buffer 
1607  - - - - - 1  Failed to initialize network send buffer 
1608 
1609 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
A client process exited abnormally, or a network error was encountered. 
Unless other errors occurred, continue processing normally. 
Kpid %d out of range 
1610  - - - - - 1  Could not kill process %d 
1611  - - - - - 1  Could not install quit function 
1612  - - - - - 1  Could not install attention function 
1613  - - - - - 1  Could not close network %d connection for server process %d. 
1614  - - - - - 1  Could not yield process 
1615  - - - - - 1  Process unable to sleep 
1616  - - - - 1  Failed to flush receive stream buffer 
1617  - - - - - 1  Could not infect process %d 
1618  - - - - - 1  Could not spawn the checkpoint process, unable to continue. 
1619  - - - - - 1  Could not open TEMPDB, unable to continue. 
1620  - - - - - 1  Failure to open master db for the first time 
1622  - - - - 1  - Type '%c' not implemented. 
1623  - - - - 1  - Waming: dataserver -p option fails. Please check for state '%d' to see 
where it fails. 
1703  - - - - - 1  Failed to allocate disk space for a work table in database '%.`s'. You 
may be able to free up space by using the DUMP TRANsaction 
command, or you may want to extend the size of the database by using 
the ALTER DATABASE command. 
1707  - - - - - 1  Could not create system table '%.*s'. 
1712 
1716 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
-
-
Internal inconsistency  constraint exists in sysconstraints table, but not 
sysobjects table, id = %d. 
Invalid system table given for status update, this is an internal error. 
1726  - - - - - 1  Internal inconsistency: database id %d sent to crt_main() does not 
match Pss->_pcurdb value of %d. 172 
1727 
1906 
1907 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
The crt_main() function is trying to put too many lock requests in the 
lock_requests[] array. 
The crt_main() function is trying to put too many lock requests in the 
lock_requests[] array. 
Create index on non-empty table not supported yet 
1908  - - - - - 1  Too many parameters -- symbol table overflow. 
1918  - - - - - 1  Non-clustered index (index id = %d) is being rebuilt. 
1922  - - - - - 1  An unknown index creation error occurred: %d. 
2202  - - - - - 1  Could not translate virtual read address to device and seek vaddr=0x%­
2203  - - - - - 1  Could not seek to vaddr Ox%- for read. Fd = %d errno =%d. 
2204  - - - - - 1  Could not read complete record. Count=%d fd=%d errno =%d. 
2205  - - - - - 1  Could not translate virtual write address to device and seek vaddr=0)60­
2206  - - - - - 1  Could not seek to vaddr Ox%- for write. Fd=%d errno =%d. 
2207  - - - - - 1  Could not write complete record. Count=%d fd=%d errno =%d. 
2301  - - - - - 1  Operating System allocation call failed. 
2401  - - - - - 1  Character set conversion is not available between client character set 
'%.*s. and server character set '%.*s'. 
2402 
2403 
2404 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
Error converting client characters into servers character set. Some 
character(s) could not be converted. 
WARNING! Some character(s) could not be converted into client's 
character set. Unconverted bytes were changed to question marks ('?'). 
Buffer overflow converting characters from client into servers character 
set. 
2405  - - - - - 1  Internal error occurred while converting characters. 
2406  - - - - - 1  Cannot use SET CHAR_CONVERT ON, since this session has never 
had codeset conversions turned on. 
2407  - - - - - 1  Cannot use the requested character set since the character set cache is 
full. 
2408  - - - - - 1  Cannot find the requested character set in Syscharsets: id = %d. 
2409  - - - - - 1  Cannot find the requested character set in Syscharsets: name = '%.*s'. 
2410  - - - - - 1  Unexpected error returned from the Character Set Manager: return 
value = %d. 
2411  - - - - - 1  No conversions will be done. 
2412  - - - - - 1  Existing character conversions (if any) will remain in effect. 
2415 
2416 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
Due to previous errors, the language for this session is being forced to 
'us_english'. 
Due to codeset conversion errors in the remote servername/password 
list of the LOGINREC, remote procedure calls to other servers may not 
work. 
2502 
2503 
2504 
2505 
2506 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table Corrupt: A page is linked in more than one chain; check this 
page:page number=%Id allocation status=%d 
Table Corrupt: Page linkage is not consistent; check the following 
pages: (current page#=%Id; page# pointing to this page=%Id; previous 
page# indicated in this page=%Id) 
Table Corrupt: The index id in alloc page does not match the index id in 
sysindexes (alloc page#=%Id; extent id=%Id; index id in alloc=%d; index 
id in sysindexes=%d) 
Table Corrupt: Free offset in page header is not reasonable; free offset 
should be >= 32 and <= 2048; check this page and offset (page#=%Id 
freeoffset on the page header=%Id) 
Table Corrupt: The values in adjust table should be in ascending order 
starting from the end of the table (page#=%Id row # = %d); check adjust 
table in this row 
2507 
2508 
2509 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
Table Corrupt: Offset table is incorrect (page#=%Id row#=%d offset in 
offset table is = %d correct offset is=%d) 
Table Corrupt: Row length is incorrect (page#=%Id row#=%d minimum 
row len th=%d row length=%d) 
Table Corrupt: The row number and offset of each row in the page 
should have a matching entry in row number table; check this page 173 
(page#=%Id row#=%d offset in row number table=%d) 
2512  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: The specified row number %d in index page %Id cannot 
be found on data page %Id 
2513  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Object id %Id (object name = %S_OBJID) does not 
match between %.*s and %.*s 
2514  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Type id %Id (type name = %.*s) does not match between 
°/0.*s and %.*s 
2516  - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Segment number %d does not match between %.*s and 
%.*s 
2521  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Page is linked but not allocated. Run DBCC 
TABLEALLOC to correct the problem. (alloc page#=%Id, extent id=%Id, 
logical page#=%Id, object id in extent=%Id, index id in extent=%Id, 
object name= %S_OBJID) 
2522  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: The object id %Id (object name = %.*s) in page# %Id is 
different from the object id %Id (object name = %.*s) in sysindexes 
2523  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Page number %Id is out of range for this database 
%S_DBID. The maximum page number in this database is %Id 
2524  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Row length is inconsistent between the computed row 
length and the recorded row length on page; check the following page 
and row: pageno=%Id row#=%d computed row length = %d row length on 
page=%Id 
2525  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Object id wrong; tables: alloc page %Id extent id=%Id I 
page#=%Id objid in ext=%Id (name = %S_OBJID) objid in page=%Id 
(name = %S_OBJID) objid in sysindexes=%Id (name = %S_OBJID) 
2529  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Attempted to get page %Id, object %Id; got page %Id, 
object %Id. 
2531  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Index id on extent should be 0; check the following page 
and ids: alloc page=%Id extent=%Id index id on extent=%d 
2532  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: No syslogs entry in sysindexes. 
2533  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Incorrect index key length %d in internal (sarg) structure. 
2534  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: No keys found on index page %Id. Offset for the free 
space: (freeoff=%Id) 
2535  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Page# %Id belongs to object id %Id (object name = %.*s) 
not object id %Id (object name = %.*s) 
2536  - - - - - 1  Checking %.*s 
2537  - - - - - 1  Checking %Id 
2538  - - - - - 1  Alloc page %Id (# of extent=%Id used pages=%Id ref pages=%Id) 
2539  - - - - - 1  Total (# of extent=%Id used pages=%Id ref pages=%Id) in this database 
2540  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Page is allocated but not linked; check the following 
pages and ids: allocation pg#=%Id extent id=%Id logical pg#=%Id object 
id on extent=%Id (object name = %S_OBJID) indid on extent=%Id 
2541  - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: object id does not match between extent in allocation 
page and sysindexes; check the following extent: alloc pg#=%Id 
extent # = %ld object id on extent=%Id (object name = %.*s) object id in 
sysindexes=%Id (object name = %.*s) 
2542  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Extent is linked in more than one chain. Check the 
following allocation page and extent: alloc pg#=%Id extent#=%Id 
status = %d 
2543  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Extent structures are linked incorrectly; check the 
following extent: alloc pg#=%Id extent#=%Id previous extent# on this 
extent=%Id_previous extent should be=%Id 
2544  - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Extent id %Id on allocation pg# %Id had object id %Id 
(object name = %.*s) on but used bit off 
2545  - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Extent#=%Id on allocation pg#=%Id was used but object 
id was 0, 
2546  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Extent id %Id on allocation pg# %Id has objid %Id and 
used bit on, but reference bit off. 
2547  - - - - - 1  Table Corrupt: Segment number %d specified for use in the segment 
map in sysusages has no entry in syssegments. The entry in sysusages 
is for dbid %d (db name = %S_DBID), with a virtual starting address of 
%Id. 
2548  - - - - - 1  There is no default segment specified in syssegments. 
2549  - - - - - 1  There is more than one default segment specified in syssegments. 174 
2550  - - - 1  Missing segment in sysusages segmap. 
2551 
2556 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
The following segments have been defined for database %d (database 
name %S_DBID). 
Page ekld of sysindexes in database %d not found in cache after read. 
2558  - - - 1  Extent not within segment: Object %Id, indid %d includes extents on 
allocation page %Id which is not in segment %d. 
2559  - - - 1  Data page number %Id is empty but is not the first page. Status = Ox%-. 
2561  - - - 1  Unable to open log for database %d. 
2568  - - - 1  Page %Id is out of range for this database 
2570  - - - 1  Warning Page %ld has DEALLOC bit on - indid %d, status 0x %­
2572 
2574 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Database '%S_DBID' is not in single user mode - may find spurious 
allocation problems due to transactions in progress. 
Index page number %Id is empty. Status = Ox%-. 
2575 
2576 
2577 
2578 
2580 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The last page %Id in sysindexes for table '%.*s' has next page # %Id in 
its page header. The next page # should be NULL. Please check 
sysindexes. 
The %S_MSG page %Id specified in sysindexes for table '%.*s' can not 
be found. Please check sysindexes. 
The root page %Id in sysindexes for table '%.*s' has next page # %Id 
and previous page # %Id in its page header. Both the next page # and 
the previous page # should be NULL. Please check sysindexes. 
The first page %Id in sysindexes for table '%.*s' has previous page # 
%Id in its page header. The previous page # should be NULL. Please 
check sysindexes. 
The clustered index page (%S_PAGE) has an unexpected key pointer to 
an overflow data page (%S_PAGE). Please check page status. 
2581  - - - - 1  Data page ( %S_PAGE) indicates that an overflow page is linked to it; 
however, the next page ( %S_PAGE) has not been marked as an 
overflow page. Please check page status. 
2582  - - - 1  Data page (%S_PAGE) has been marked as an overflow page; 
however, the previous page (%S_PAGE) does not indicate that there is 
an overflow page linked to it. 
2584  - - - 1  The last key in the previous page ( %S_PAGE) is equal to the first key in 
the current page (%S_PAGE); however, the status of current page does 
not indicate that it is an overflow page. 
2585 
2586 
-
-
-
-
- - -
-
1 
1 
The last key in the previouse <SIC>page (%S_PAGE) is equal to the 
first key in the current page ( %S_PAGE); however, the status of 
previous page indicates that there is a disconnected overflow page. 
The last key in the previouse <SIC>page (%S_PAGE) is equal to the 
first key in the current page ( %S_PAGE); however, the status of 
previous page indicates that there is no overflow page. 
2587 
2589 
2591 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
The last key in the previouse <SIC> page (%S_PAGE) is not equal to 
the first key in the current page ( %S_PAGE); the current page is an 
overflow page; however, the status of previous page indicates that there 
is no disconnected overflow page. 
Object '%.*s' must have its status updated in sysobjects, to reflect the 
intent of repairing the index on it. 
Could not find index row which has id %d for table '%.*s'. 
2594  - - 1  Invalid index id specified (index id = %d). 
2596  - - - 1  %S_PAGE has an incorrect pgfreeoff value of %d. The offset should be 
%d. 
2603 
2610 
2613 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
No space left on logical page %Id of index '%.*s' for object '°0.*s' when 
inserting row on index page - this situation should have been taken care 
of while traversing the index. 
Could not find leaf row in nonclustered index '°/0."s' that corresponds to 
data row from logical data page %Id, row offset %d during update index 
attempt after data page split. 
Attempt to remove resource lock on buffer holding logical page %Id 
failed - the buffer was not resource locked. 
2615 
2616 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Attempt to insert duplicate row in table '%.*s' with index '%.*s' in 
database '%.*s'. Could drop and recreate index with ignore duprow or 
allow duprow. 
Buffer holding logical page %Id cannot move to slot 1 since buffer 175 
holding logical page %Id is already there. 
2617 
2618 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Buffer holding logical page %Id not found in keep pool in SDES for 
object '%.*s. 
Couldn't find dupkey group starting at offset %d on page %Id. 
2619 
2620 
2621 
2622 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
Keys did not match overflow page when inserting row at end of page 
that has overflow page that is not disconnected. 
The offset of the row number at offset %d does not match the entry in 
the offset table of the following page: %S_PAGE. 
Process %d already has the buffer we are using for an allocation 
resource locked: %S_PAGE. 
Insufficient room on this page to insert a row of length %d. %S_PAGE. 
2623 
2624 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
The PG_DEALLOC bit is on in this page at runtime - should have been 
turned off by deallocating_page in recovery. %S_PAGE. 
Insert into table %S_DES fails because rowlength %d is less than 
minlen %d. 
2625  - - - - - 1  Deadlock encountered in log allocation for database '%.*s'. This state 
should not be reached. 
2701  - - - - - 1  Database name 'ck.*s' ignored, creating table in Tempdb. 
2703  - - - - - 1  Segment '°/0.*s' does not exist. 
2759  - - - - 1  - Internal error: illegal tree encountered. 
2763  - - - - - 1  An attempt to grant CREATE TABLE permission to PUBLIC in tempdb 
failed. 
2767  - - - - - 1  The table with id=<%Id> in dbid=<%d> does not exist. It may have been 
created in a concurrently running transaction that rolled back and is now 
inaccessible. 
2779  - - - - 1  - Lock request count has overrun the lock request array boundary. This is 
an internal error. 
2780  - - - - - 1  maxlen (%d) is less than length (%d) 
2781  - - - 1  - Internal Error. Master to DB SLID conversion failed. 
2901  - - - - - 1  Exception stack limit (%d) exceeded. 
3114  - - - - - 1  Database %.*s does not have an entry in sysdatabases. 
3237  - - - - - 1  %s failed to find disk status entry for virtual page '%Id'. 
3238 
3239 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Internal I/O error on %S_MSG pysical device on virtual page number 
'°/old' while %s was remirroring loaded database. 
%s could not allocate a large 10 buffer. Try again later. 
3240 
3241 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Unable to obtain the SQL Server's current working directory. The SQL 
Server must have search permission on its current working directory and 
the name must be shorter than %d bytes. 
Unable to get 10 access type for device '%.*s'. 
3305  - - - - - 1  Page %Id in database '%.*s' read in during runtime or load xact was 
uninitialized. 
3306 
3307 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Process %d was expected to hold logical lock on page %Id instead of 
process %d. 
Process %d was expected to hold logical lock on page %Id. 
3308  - - - - - 1  Page %Id was expected to have %s lock on it. 
3309 
3310 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
While in backout, process %d was chosen as deadlock victim while 
waiting for a resource lock on page %Id. 
Cannot find log record with RID: (%Id, %d). 
3311  - - - - - 1  No space left on page %Id to move data of %d length. 
3312  - - - - - 1  Free offset %d is invalid on page %Id. 
3431  - - - - - 1  Could not build an allocation map for the database %.*s. It does not 
have a DBINFO structure 
3432  - - - - - 1  Warning: syslanguages is missing. 
3434 
3439 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
-
1 
Cannot change sortorder. Server shutting down. Restart to continue 
with sortorder unchanged. 
Database '%S_DBID' has inconsistent security labels. Disabling use of 
database. 
3504  - - - - 1  - Sysindexes page # %Id in database %.*s' is not in buffer cache at 176 
checkpoint after getindex call. 
3612  - - - - - - Execution Time %Id. 
3613  - - - - - - Parse and Compile Time %Id. 
3616  - - - - - 1  Non-leaf page %Id in table %Id, index %d is empty please rebuild the 
index. 
3622  - - - - - 1  Domain error occurred. 
4001  - - - - - 1  Cannot open default database '%.*s.. 
4020  - - - - 1  While reading characters from the client, the receiving buffer has been 
detected to be too small. 
4025 
4706 
4804 
4809 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
1 
A serious error was encountered while attempting to increase the packet 
size specified for spid %d. The Network memory map maybe corrupt. 
Call Technical Support for further assistance. 
Could not truncate table '%.*s' because there is not enough room in the 
log to record the deallocation of all of the index and data pages. 
Premature end-of-message while reading current row from host. Host 
program may have died. 
Unable to open SYSCOLUMNS in dbid %d to retrieve table schema 
information. 
4818 
7112 
7928 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
-
1 
-
1 
Error encountered while retrieving table schema information for object 
'%.*s' in database '%.*s'. Re-check the schema for the table. 
Deadlock occurred while trying to lock page %Id, which is held by SQL 
Server process %d. 
Index %.*s is not consistent; found %Id leaf rows. Drop and recreate the 
index. 
7930 
7931 
7933 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
1 
Table Corrupt: keys in left child is not less than the parent key; check 
left child page %Id. 
Table Corrupt: keys in right child is less than parent key; check right 
child page %Id. 
One or more indexes are corrupt. They will be rebuilt. 
7939 
8007 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
1 
Table Corrupt: The entry is missing from the OAM for object id %Id indid 
%d for allocation page %Id. 
Unknown token returned by %S_MSG: %d. 
99  20  14  11  17  412  Total errors 
119  25  429  By type 